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Jelle GroenendaalSome frontline organizations presume that frontline command (defined as 
the direct supervision of frontline workers by frontline commanders) is required
for frontline work to be effective. However, little scholarly effort has been 
devoted to investigate frontline command. 
This thesis therefore investigates the effectiveness of frontline command in 
the police organization responsible for major criminal investigation and the 
response organization of the fire service. Several research methods are used
to get a better understanding of the degree to which frontline command can
be studied. 
Contrary to the expectations of frontline organizations and many frontline 
commanders, the findings suggest that in current practice frontline com-
manders contribute to the effectiveness of frontline work only to a limited 
extent. However, in theory there is still a need for frontline command. 
This thesis suggests that frontline command can be appropriately studied 
and therefore calls for more empirical research to uncover the effects of 
frontline command and the degree to which it can be improved in practice. 
Implications for practice are provided.
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cally! frontline! command.! In! most! frontline! organizations,! frontline! workers! solve!
problems!in!an!environment!relatively!free!of!managerial!supervision.!These!frontline!




meet! this! presumed! need.! The! direct! supervision! of! frontline! workers! by! frontline!
commanders! is! referred! to! in! this! thesis! as! frontline! command.! Frontline! command!
can!be!defined!as!making!decisions!in!the!frontline!and!ensuring!that!frontline!worke











This! thesis! studies! frontline! command!within! the!part!of! the!police!organization! ree
sponsible!for!major!criminal!investigations!and!incident!command!and!control!within!
the! incident! response! organization! of! the! fire! service.! These! organizations!were! see
lected! because! of! their! important! frontline! command! operations! and! because! we!
were!able!to!get!relatively!easy!access!to!them.!The!aim!of!this!thesis! is!twofold.!As!
very!little!is!known!scientifically!about!frontline!command!and!incident!command!and!
control,! the! first!aim!of! this! thesis! is! to!provide!a!preliminary!view!on!the!effectivee
ness!of!frontline!commanders!in!two!frontline!organizations:!the!section!of!the!police!
organization! responsible! for!major! criminal! investigation! and! the! incident! response!
organization!of!the!fire!service.!The!second!aim!of!this!thesis!is!to!contribute!to!future!
research!by!providing!preliminary!insight!into!the!degree!to!which,!and!how,!frontline!






















These! questions! will! be! addressed! by! using! several! research! methods! to! examine!






Studies!of! frontline!work! in!public!administration!have! traditionally!been! shaped!by!
researchers!examining!the!functioning!of!organizations!from!the!‘top!down’.!The!top!
down! approach! stresses! a! rational,! hierarchical! notion! of! policyemaking! separation,!













The! question! of! how! to! address! divergence! and! to! better! align! streetelevel! actions!













Different! tools!aimed!at! influencing!streetelevel!behavior! from!a!distance!have!been!
examined,! such! as!New!Public!Management! strategies! of! performanceebased! fronte
line!management,!training,!engaging!workers!in!decisions!about!processes,!providing!
feedback! and! the! use! of! administrative! interventions.! These! studies! are! based! on!
various!research!methods:!primarily!interviews,!participant!observation,!surveys,!and!
collecting! secondary! data.! In! the! public! administration! literature,! there! is! evidence!







mand! as! a! way! of! investigating! the! implementation! of! policy! from! the! bottomeup!
instead! of! from! the! topedown.! Their! findings! have! little! to! do! with! frontline! come
manders.!Consequently,! their! research! findings!do!not! fit!here.!One!aspect!of! fronte
!!
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line! command! has! been! studied! extensively,! specifically! criminal! investigation! decie
sion!making.!These!studies!are!based!primarily!on!simulations!and!serious!games! in!
which!participants! had! to! examine! forensic! evidence,! some!of!which!had!been!mae
nipulated!by!the!researchers.!Though!not!all!studies!show!comparable!findings,!most!
of! them! suggest! that! forensic! decision!making! is! sensitive! to! biases! and! contextual!














ers!were!able! to!use! their! experience! to! ‘recognize’! situations! as!prototypical! cases!
where!certain!types!of!actions!are!appropriate!and!usually!successful.!Only!when!time!
permits,! will! experienced! decisionemakers! intentionally! activate! a! soecalled! mental!
simulation!process! in!which!they! imagine!the!course!of!action,! to!see! if! it!will!work,!
and!to!look!for!unintended!consequences!that!might!be!unacceptable.!RPD!strategies!


















frontline! command,! it! seems! that! the! scholarly! knowledge!on! frontline! command! is!
still! limited!and!fragmented!across!different!scientific!disciplines.!A!body!of!research!
whose!implications!are!not!yet!applied!to!frontline!command!is!NDM.!Insights!derived!
from!NDM!research!have,! therefore,! been!brought! together! in! a!model!of! frontline!
command.!This!model!is!called!FADCM!and!sets!out!frontline!command!in!five!steps,!
already! described! in! the! military! science! literature.! The! five! steps! are:! factfinding,!









line!management:! interviews,! serious!games,! surveys,!observation,!participatory!obe
servation!and!observation!aided!by!helmetemounted!cameras.!According!to!the!literae
ture,!these!methods!have!their!own!strengths!and!limitations,!but!it!is!unknown!how!
these!strengths!and! limitations!manifest! themselves! in! the! investigation!of! frontline!
command! and! incident! command! and! control.! To! assess! the! appropriateness! of! ree
search!methods,!a!methodological!assessment!of!the!research!findings!will!be!provide
ed.!An!analytical!framework!was!developed!to!assess!the!research!findings.!The!anae





which,! in! quantitative! research,! a! survey!measures! the! concept! it! was! designed! to!
















cerned! with! frontline! command! in! major! criminal! investigations.! Three! studies! are!










































C3:!Forensic!decision!making!by!coordinators! X! X! ! ! !
C4:!Decision!making!among!Command!Core!
Teams!
X! X! X! ! !
C5:!Ethical!leadership!of!battalion!chiefs!! ! ! ! X! !
C6:!Incident!command!and!control!in!exercises! ! ! X! X! X!




























































X! X! ! ! ! !
C4:!Decision!making!among!Command!
Core!Teams!
X! X! ! ! ! !
C5:!Ethical!leadership!of!battalion!chiefs!! X! ! X! ! ! !
C6:!Incident!command!and!control!in!
exercises!
X! ! ! X! ! X!
C7:!Incident!command!and!control!in!
real!practice!
X! ! ! ! X! X!
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mand!Core!Team!had! to! solve!a! criminal! case!under! time!pressure.! The! scenario!of!
the!serious!game!was!based!on!a!real!Major!Criminal!Investigation!case!and!manipue
lated! with! NDM! mechanisms.! The! game! consisted! of! three! rounds.! Between! each!
round,! the! teams!had! to! specify!which! tasks!had! to!be! implemented!and!distribute!
the!available!research!capacity!across!these!tasks.!Depending!on!the!tasks!that!were!
implemented,!new!information!became!available.! In!each!round!the!applied!rules!of!
thumb,! hypotheses! and! scenarios! of! the! teams!were! recorded! to! examine!how! the!











was! studied.! In! total,! 61!of! the!97! crew! commanders! completed! the!questionnaire.!







cises!with! largely! identical!scenarios.!These!exercises!were!also!observed! in!situ!and!
participants!and!staff!members!were!interviewed.!This!enabled!analysis!of!the!extent!





















Factfinding! During! the! experiment,! a! new! NDM! mechanism! was! identified,!
namely! the! information! impulsion! fallacy.! Probably! due! to! the! ase
sumption!that!coincidence!was!unlikely,!coordinators!assumed!that!
the!presence!of!abundant! information!on!an! issue!was,! therefore,!
significant.! As! a! result,! the! coordinators! were! inclined! to! assign!





First,! the! results! suggest! that! norms! and! values! of! the! Command!
Core! members! influenced! the! distribution! of! research! capacity!
across!the!cases.!A!child!murder!was!allocated!much!more!research!
capacity! than! a! prostitute!murder,! despite! the! file!material! being!
identical.! Second,! it! seems! that! contextual! information! influenced!
the!examination!of! forensic!evidence.!More! research!capacity!was!
assigned! to! a! case! in!which! tactical,! noneverified! information! had!
been!provided!in!addition!to!the!forensic!evidence.!!
Methodological!assessment!
The! participants! of! the! serious! game! pointed! out! that! they!were! not! aware! of! the!
NDM!mechanisms! during! the! play.!Most! of! the! participants! were! surprised! by! the!
results.!Some!of!them!even!refused!to!believe!the!results.!!
Triangulation!of!research!findings!shows!convergence:!the!results!of!the!serious!game!
are! in! line!with! the! literature!and! interviews! suggesting! that! contextual! information!
and!emotional!variables!may!affect!forensic!science!decision!making.!However,!as!the!
ecological! validity! of! findings! obtained! through! serious! games! can! be! questioned,!
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additional! participatory! research! is! required! in! order! to! gain! better! insight! into! the!
operation!of!observed!NDM!mechanisms! in! the!practice!of!major!criminal! investigae
tions.! Based! on! this! study,! we! conclude! that! serious! games! can! be! an! appropriate!







Factfinding! A! reverse! variant! of! the! information! impulsion! fallacy! (see! above)!
was!discovered:!it!seems!that!when!only!little!information!is!provide
ed! about! a! possible! perpetrator,! CCT! teams! are! unlikely! to! assign!
research!capacity!to!that!particular!person.!!
Analysis! The!results!show!that! (a)!stereotypes!played!a! role! in! the!develope
ment! of! hypotheses! and! scenarios! about! what! could! have! been!




The! serious! games! show! that! (a)! the! danger! of! tunnel! vision! was!
recognized!during!the!playing!of!the!game;!(b)!CCTs!made!unintene
tional!use!of!rules!of!thumb!when!deciding!what!tasks!to!do,!as!well!
as! in! the! distribution! of! research! capacity! over! the! tasks;! (c)! the!
decision!about! the!most! likely!perpetrator!was!delayed!extensively!





quality!of! the!serious!game!and! its!potential!as!a! training! tool.!These! teams!conside




semieurban! and! rural! police! forces.! The! CCTs! from! larger! cities! primarily! identified!
aspects!of!the!game!which!they!felt!were!different!during!daily!practice.!!




















Communication! It! is! presumed! in! the! leadership! literature! that!ethical! leadership!
(defined!as!the!demonstration!of!normatively!appropriate!conduct!
through!personal!actions!and!interpersonal!relationships,!and!the!
promotion! of! such! conduct! to! followers! through! reinforcement,!
twoeway! communication! and! decision!making)!may! help! to! limit!
organizational!misbehavior!in!(frontline)!organizations.!!The!quese
tionnaire! completed!by! crew! commanders! supports! this! assumpe
tion! but! only! when! battalion! chiefs! are! regarded! by! crew! come
manders!as!prototypical!crew!members.!Here!we! find!a!paradox:!
when!an!ethical!leader!discusses!organizational!misbehavior!of!the!




cal! leader! who! expresses! the! norms! and! values! of! the! organizae
tion.!Given! that! the!added!value!of! frontline!commanders! is! that!
they!sometimes!make!decisions!which!may!not!be!regarded!by!the!
group!as!prototypical!(otherwise!group!members!could!make!thee
se! decisions! themselves! therefore! requiring! no! leadership),! the!
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concept!of!ethical! leadership!seems!unsuitable! for! frontline!come
mand.! Rather,! in! certain! situations! frontline! commanders! should!
be!prepared!to!act!in!a!noneprototypical!manner!and,!consequente
ly,! be! considered! by! subordinates! to! be! unethical! leaders.! The!












interviews!with! battalion! chiefs,! however,! show! a! different! picture.! Battalion! chiefs!
were!able!to!recall!many!situations!in!which!crew!commanders!showed!organizational!




Survey! research! appeared! to! be! a! less! suitable! method! of! gaining! insight! into! the!
functioning! of! frontline! commanders.! For! instance,! the! scales! used! in! the! scholarly!
literature! to! investigate! ethical! leadership! were! often! poorly! understood! by! crew!













and!biasesensitive! topics! such! as! organizational!misbehavior.! It! seems!better! to! use!







Factfinding! The! helmetemounted! camera! video! recordings! show! that!
battalion!chiefs! raised!an!average!of!10!questions!about! the!
task! environment! and! 6! about! the! incident! operation.!Most!
of!the!questions!were!abstractly!formulated!and!consequente
ly! multieinterpretable! for! crew! commanders.! The! video! ree




reasoning! capacity! primarily! for! identifying! the! tasks,! mape
ping! the! incident! site!and! subsequently!assigning! the!availae
ble!units! to! tasks.!During! the! interviews,!battalion!chiefs!exe
plained! that! they!had!used! this! approach!because! (a)! it! had!
been! taught! at! the! Fire!Academy!and! (b)! they!would! be! ase
sessed!on! this.!According! to! the!battalion!chiefs,!monitoring!
of!crew!commanders’!tasks!was!unnecessary.!After!issuing!an!
order,! crew!commanders! should!be! trusted! to!appropriately!
carry!out!the!order.!The!video!recordings!suggested!this!was!
not!always!the!case.!!!!!
Decision!making! The! video! recordings! and! observation! revealed! that! crew!
commanders! and! not! battalion! chiefs!made! the!majority! of!
critical! decisions.! In! all! exercises,! the! observed! battalion!
chiefs!failed!to!make!one!or!more!critical!decisions!related!to!
safety! or! effectiveness.! Battalion! chiefs! were! found! to! proe











these! orders! by! raising! a! question! without! having! a! direct!
visual!sight!on!the!task!execution.!The!questions!raised!about!
the! taskeexecution! were! often! abstract! and! consequently!






After! the!exercise! the!battalion!chiefs! reported! that! they!had!hardly!been!aware!of!





Triangulation!of! results! generates! complementation.!Helmetemounted! cameras!proe
vided!an!accurate!view!on!the!functioning!of!battalion!chiefs!during!exercises.!During!










logical! finding!of! the!study! is,! therefore,! that!multiple!data!methods!are! required! in!







manders!pointed!out! that! they!would!not!have!carried!out! certain!orders! issued!by!
some!battalion!chiefs!if!it!had!been!a!real!incident.!In!addition,!some!crew!commande
ers!stated!that!they!would!not!normally!have!waited!for!orders!from!a!battalion!chief!























responded! reactively! to! information! from! the! environment!
(81%).! Battalion! chiefs! rarely! proactively! gathered! infore
mation.!!!!
Analyses! The!video!recordings!show!that!in!the!majority!of!cases,!bate
talion!chiefs! immediately! took!a!decision!after! finding!or! ree





Decision!making! BC!issued!very!few!orders:! in!the!majority!of! incidents!(51%)!
no! order! was! issued! at! all.! 45%! of! the! orders! studied! was!
issued!in!5%!of!the! incidents!studied.!71%!of!the!orders!was!
related!to!incident!response!and!29%!to!safety.!The!majority!
of! orders! was! issued! during! major! incidents.! The! video! ree
cordings! suggest! that! battalion! chiefs! rarely! issued! orders!
which! deviated! from! decisions! taken! earlier! by! crew! come
manders.!!!!
Communication! Based!on! the!video! recordings,! it! can!be!concluded! that! the!
formulation! of! most! orders! did! not! comply! with! theory! on!
welleformulated!orders.!!!
Monitoring! The! video! recordings! show! that! not! a! single! battalion! chief!
checked!whether!an!order!had!been!adequately!understood!
by! a! crew! commander.! In! the! majority! of! cases! (57%),! the!
battalion! chiefs! did! not!monitor! the! execution! of! the! order.!
21%!of!all!given!orders!was!not!carried!out!as!it!was!ordered!







ings!yielded! findings! in! line!with! the!very! limited!existing! research!on! incident!come
mand!and!control.!The! interviews! revealed! that!battalion!chiefs’!perception!of! their!
response! sometimes! differed! from! the! video! recordings.! Participant! observation! by!
various!battalion!chiefs!suggests!that!the!video!recordings!are!representative!for!the!
incidents!experienced!by!the!battalion!chiefs!and!the!way!they!behave!in!practice.!
The! use! of! helmetemounted! cameras! as! the! primary! data! collection!method! during!
real!incidents!has!some!limitations.!The!main!limitation!is!the!selection!bias!given!that!
participants! voluntarily! decided! to! cooperate! in! the! study! and!were! free! to! decide!
whether! they!would!submit!a!video! recording.! In!addition,! in!conjunction! to!helmet!
cameras!other! research!methods!are! required! to!gain! insight! into! the!effects!of! the!
response!operation,!such!as!posteincident!reports! in!conjunction!with!interview!data!




commanders! do! when! in! command.! A! major! finding! of! the! study! is! that! research!
based! primarily! on! retrospective! accounts! from! incident! commanders! is! unlikely! to!
provide!a!very!accurate!description!of!who!did!what!and!when.!The!overall!conclusion!










thesis!defined! frontline! command!as!making!decisions! in! the! frontline!and!ensuring!
that! frontline! workers! carry! out! these! decisions.! Based! on! a! literature! review,! this!














cisionemaking!process.! It!appears! that! frontline!commanders!act!
primarily!on!information!which!they!receive!accidentally.!It!seems!
that! when! frontline! workers! provide! information! to! frontline!
commanders,! frontline! commanders! are! compelled! to! use! it.!
Often,!frontline!commanders!trust!blindly!and!rely!heavily!on!the!




tively! to! their! environment.! Proactive! information! gathering! by!
frontline! commanders! was! rarely! observed.! A! contribution! to!
current! literature! is!the! identification!of!a!new!NDM!mechanism!
called! ‘information! impulsion! fallacy’! which! suggests! that! when!
frontline!commanders!receive!a!lot!of!information!pertaining!to!a!
certain!fact!or!finding,!they!are!likely!to!devote!further!attention!






A! possible! explanation! may! be! the! richness! of! sensory! stimuli!
frontline!commanders!feel!obliged!to!respond!to,!making!it!hard!
for! them! to! search! proactively! for! information! in! the! environe
ment.! Another! explanation! may! be! that! frontline! commanders!
lack!the!experience!to!know!what!information!they!need!to!have.!
A!rule!of! thumb!that! frontline!commanders! implicitly!may!use! is!





In! most! cases,! the! way! frontline! commanders! deal! with! infore
mation! seems! to! result! in! satisfactory! decisions.! However,! as!
frontline!workers’!decision!making!might!be!susceptible!to!biases!
and! errors! (see! Chapter! 1! and! 2),! frontline! commanders! should!
be!able!to!proactively!search!the!environment!to!identify!threats!
that! frontline! workers! are! unlikely! to! notice.! This! requires! that!
frontline! commanders!make! sure! that! they!use! their!mental! cae
pacity!as!efficiently!as!possible!and!not!become!distracted!by!all!









intuitive! or! recognitioneprimed! decision! making! strategy,! hence!
!!
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without! deliberately! considering! decision! alternatives! or! discuse
sion.! In! addition,! it! also! appears! that!NDM!mechanisms! such! as!
stereotypes! and! emotions! affect! analysis! in! the!decisionemaking!
process.! The! frontline! commanders! were! often! unaware! of! this!
influence! in! their!decision!making.!This! finding!supports! the!cure






According! to! literature,! most! decisions! that! people! make! are!
based! on! RPD,! which! occurs! automatically,! involuntary! and! ale
most!effortlessly.!In!contrast,!deliberate!activities!such!as!mental!
simulation! are! controlled,! voluntary! and! effortful.! They! impose!
demands!on!limited!attentional!resources.!It!may!be!the!case!that!
in!most!cases,!rational!decision!making!such!as!mental!simulation!
is! not! required! for! satisfactory! decisions.! In! addition,! it! seems!
that! decision! makers! prefer! action! to! thinking,! especially! when!
experiencing! timeepressure.! ! Finally,! it! seems! that! in! education!
and! training! of! frontline! commanders! little! attention! is! devoted!
to! the! influence! of! contextual! factors! and! psychological! biases!










a!difference! if! they,! in!contrast! to! frontline!workers,!use!a!more!
rational!decisionemaking!process!such!as!mental!simulation.!This!
helps! frontline! commanders! discover! deviations! in! the! environe












Overall+finding+ The!overall! findings! suggest! that! frontline! commanders! seem! to!
find! it!difficult! to!make!fundamental!decisions.! In!major!criminal!
investigations,!it!seems!that!frontline!commanders!delay!decision!
making!as! to! ‘who!did! it’,! in!order! to!prevent! the!emergence!of!
tunnel!vision! in! the!decisionemaking!process.! In! the!organization!
of! the! fire! response,! it! seems! that!most! decisions! are! taken! by!
frontline!workers,!not! frontline!commanders! (it!should!be!noted!
that! crew! commanders! are! regarded! here! as! frontline! workers!
although!they!can!also!be!regarded!as!frontline!commanders).!In!
addition,!it!appears!that!frontline!commanders!rarely!make!decie
sions! which! deviate! from! decisions! taken! earlier! by! frontline!
workers.!A! similar! finding! can!be! identified! in!major! criminal! ine
vestigations:! when! frontline! commanders! receive! a! lot! of! infore
mation!from!subordinates!on!an!issue,!they!tend!to!follow!it!up.!
Conversely,!they!seem!reluctant!to!assign!resources!to!focus!on!a!




A! possible! explanation! is! that! frontline! commanders! are! more!
sensitive! to! error! prevention! than! improving! the! efficiency! of!






Not! taking! fundamental! decisions! or! taking! them! too! late! may!











tory! manner.! This! implies! that! in! most! cases,! the! questions! of!
whether!and!how!orders!are!executed!depends!on!the!knowledge!




It! seems! that! in!most! cases,! frontline! commanders! and!workers!
have! a! shared! mental! model! about! what! needs! to! be! done! in!
certain! situations.! Consequently,! there! is! often! no! need! for! a!
precise!formulation!of!orders.!An!explanation!for!the!often!poore













Overall+finding+ The! studies! show! that! the!majority!of!orders!are!not!monitored!
by! frontline! commanders.! Although! most! orders! were! implee










In! some! cases! orders! (especially! when! it! concerns! countere
intuitive!decisions)!are!not! implemented!appropriately.!This!may!
have! severe! consequences! with! regard! to! response! safety! and!
effectiveness.!Additionally,!when!not!monitoring!implementation!

















Another! principal! finding! is! that! interviews! and! survey! research! do! not! seem! to! be!
suitable! as! primary! research!methods! for! the! study! of! frontline! command! and! incie
dent! command! and! control.! On! some! occasions! frontline! commanders! have! been!
found!to!have!different!perceptions!regarding!their!performance!than!is!evident!from!
the!video!recordings!from!the!helmetemounted!cameras.!This!finding!has!also!practie
cal! implications! given! that! many! incident! evaluations! are! based! primarily! on! intere
views.! Given! that! perceptions! of! frontline! commanders!may! be! unreliable,! incident!
investigators!are!recommended!to!use!as!many!data!sources!as!possible!and!compare!
the!statements!of!frontline!commanders!with!other!interviews!and!data!sources.!With!






Interviews! The! interview!as!primary!research!method! is! inapproprie
ate! for! gaining! a! deep! and! reliable! understanding! of!








tively! high! on! ecological! validity! compared! to! other! ree





be! inappropriate! for! investigating! frontline! command! as!
well! as! incident! command! and! control.! As! with! intere
views,! several! factors!are! in!play!which! limit! the!validity!
and!reliability!of!the!findings.!!!!!
Observation! Observation!in!a!research!environment!enables!researche
ers! to! obtain! a! sound! understanding! of! frontline! come
mand.! Nevertheless,! given! that! the! environments! in!




to! arrive! at! a! thorough! understanding! of! frontline! come
mand,! but! the! results! can! not! be! generalized! unless! a!
large!number!of!observations!are!obtained.!This!makes!it!
intensive,! a! timeeconsuming! and! expensive! exercise.! In!




Helmetemounted! cameras! have! largely! the! same! ade
vantages! and! disadvantages! as! participant! observation,!
though! are! much! less! timeeconsuming.! There! are! two!
specific! disadvantages! compared! to! participant! observae
tion.! First,! as! the!participant! is! able! to!determine!which!
videos! he! or! she! wants! to! share,! there! may! be! a! selfe
selection!bias!in!play.!Second,!unlike!participant!observae
tion,! it! is! impossible! to! put! questions! to! frontline! come
manders!and!workers!during!operations.!!
!
This! thesis! shows! that! frontline! command! practices! are! not! easily! revealed! for! ree
searchers.! A! thorough! understanding! of! frontline! command! necessitates! study! dee
signs!consisting!of!multiple!research!methods,!which!are!unavoidably!time!consuming!
and! relatively! expensive.! Furthermore,! cooperation! from! frontline! organizations! as!
well!as!frontline!commanders!is!required!in!the!development!of,!and!participation!in,!
the!study.!These!barriers!may!explain!why!so!few!empirical!investigations!have!been!
conducted! into! such! an! interesting! research! field.! Nonetheless,! as! is! shown! in! this!
!!
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that! decision!making! by! frontline! commanders! is! affected! by! various! NDM!mechae
nisms!which! can! result! in! inefficient! and! ineffective! decisions.! In! addition,! frontline!
commanders! are! highly! unlikely! to!make! decisions! which! deviate! from! the! routine!
behavior! of! frontline! workers.! Furthermore,! the! decisions! made! by! frontline! come
manders! are! often! poorly! implemented,! characterized! by! abstractly! formulated! ore











derstood.! Improved! education! and! training! on! the! basis! of! NDM! insights,! brought!
together! in! the! FADCM!model,!may!help! raise! awareness!of! the!pitfalls! of! frontline!
command! and! incident! command! and! control.! It! is! vital! that! frontline! commanders!
understand! that! they! may! indeed! have! to! deviate! from! decisions! which! frontline!
















overview!of! the! incident!environment!and!are! therefore! likely! to!opt! for!alternative!
and! often! more! appropriate! decisions.! Better! education! and! training! can! enhance!
frontline!workers’!awareness!of!this!aspect.!!
!
Although!examination!of!operational! practices! showed! frontline! command!and! incie






decision!making! and! implementation!pitfalls!within! themselves! and!among! subordie
nates.! In!other!words,! the!frontline!does!not!always!operate!optimally!and!frontline!















If! organizations! opt! to! invest! in! better! quality! frontline! commanders,! at! least! two!
elements!will!require!consideration.!!
!
First,! the! tasks!and!goals!of! frontline!commanders!will!have! to!be!defined.!With! ree
gard! to! major! criminal! investigations,! this! thesis! demonstrates! that! frontline! come
manders!are!constantly!grappling!with!the!tension!between!precaution!(prevention!of!
errors)! and! efficiency! (optimal! use! of! often! scarce! resources).! The! thesis! further!
shows! that! frontline! commanders! in! today’s! practice! tend! to! opt! for! precaution,!
which! has! a! negative! impact! on! efficiency.! The! discussion!which! frontline! organizae







only! the! organization! of! an! intensive! training! program! for! frontline! commanders!
(aimed! at! increasing! formal! knowledge! and! frontline! command! skills),! but! also! that!
they! should!be!assigned!a!broad!decisionemaking!mandate!during! incident!managee
ment!or!largeescale!investigations.!Senior!management!must!support!those!decisions!
openly,! posteincident.! Further,! the! organization! as! a! whole! must! be! attuned! to! its!
frontline! responders.! This! means,! for! example,! that! frontline! commanders! be! at! a!
higher! level! in! the! hierarchy! than! the! frontline!workers! they! command! during! incie






















We! provide! the! following! recommendations! specifically! for! the! incident! response!
organization!of!fire!services:!
• Select! frontline! commanders!who! are! less! inclined! to! conform! to! group! norms!
and!values!and!have!the!mental!capacity!to!use!their!highly!developed!analytical!
skills!under!timeepressure;!
• Review! the! way! in! which! frontline! commanders! are! currently! educated! and!
trained;!







ers.! However,! by! using! various! research!methods! it! seems! possible! to! get! a! better!
understanding! of! the! effects! of! frontline! command! to! frontline! operations.! In! addie
tion,!this!thesis!demonstrates!that!frontline!command!is!a!scientific!and!societal!relee
vant! subject! of! research.! Therefore,! further! investigation! is! desired! to! uncover! the!
effects!of!frontline!command!to!frontline!operations.!This!research!should!include!the!
following!steps:!
1. To!examine! the!performance!of! frontline!operations!with! and!without! frontline!











2. The! analytical! framework! should!be!used! to! examine! frontline!operations! in! an!
experimental! condition! in!which! frontline!workers!perform! their! tasks!with! and!












ies!within! frontline! organizations! in!which! different! variations! of! frontline! come
mand! are! tested.! In! the! case! of! major! criminal! investigation,! for! instance,! this!
could!be!conducting!a!pilot!in!which!only!one!CCT!member!supervises!the!Operae
tional!Core!Team.!The!analytical! framework! can!be!used! to! compare! the!differe
ence! between! the! pilot! and! other!major! criminal! investigations.! In! the! case! of!
emergency!response,!the!operations!of!three!districts!could!be!measured.!In!the!
first! district,! the!battalion! chief! responds! to! all! incidents.! In! the! second!district,!
the!battalion!chief!only!responds!to!largeescale!or!complex!incidents!(current!site
uation).! In! the! third! district,! no! battalion! chief! is! responding! at! all.! Admittedly,!
conducting!this!kind!of!pilots!will!not!be!easy!since!frontline!organizations!need!to!
cooperate!and!the!response!of!battalion!chiefs!to!incidents!is!rooted!in!law.!!

















interesting!questions:! to!what! extent! does! the! experience!of! frontline! commanders!
with! a! certain! type! of! incident! affect! how! they! interpret! the! DeCeM! aspects! of!
FADCM?!To!what!extent!can!FADCM!aspects!be!taught?!!
!
FADCM+ aspects+ in+ relation+ to+ characteristics+ of+ frontline+ workers.! Some! interesting!
questions:! Do! experienced! and! less! experienced! frontline!workers! require! different!
styles!of!communication?!Or!more!generally,!does!the!degree!of!experience!relate!to!
the!way!frontline!workers!need!to!be!commanded!during! incidents?!To!what!extent!














major! criminal! investigation! and! the! response!organization!of! the! fire! service,! come
parative!research!is!desired.!Why!does!the!concept!of!frontline!command!works!dife
ferently! in! organizations?! To!what! extent! is! the! concept! of! a! frontline! commander!







On+ 9+May+ 2008,+ three+ firefighters+ lost+ their+ lives+ during+ fire+ fighting+ opera;
tions+in+business+premises+in+De+Punt+(Drenthe).+The+three+had+been+trying+to+





chief)+ had+ not+ been+ able+ to+ ‘make+ a+ difference’+ (Helsloot+ et+ al.+ 2010).+ The+
Commission+ also+ reported+ that+ the+ rescue+ operation+ had+ been+ inadequately+
coordinated+ almost+ resulting+ in+ additional+ fatalities+ among+ the+ firefighters.+
Further,+the+Commission+established+that+the+incident+had+been+inadequately+
scaled+up,+resulting+in+a+long+time+gap+with+too+few+frontline+managers+at+the+
incident+ site.+ Assessments+ of+ other+ major+ firefighting+ operations+ have+ pro;
duced+similar+ findings+ (Netherlands+ Institute+ for+Safety,+2011;+The+Public+Or;
der+and+Safety+Inspectorate,+2011).++
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eotaped.+ Later+ on,+ a+ number+ of+ interrogations+ were+ videotaped,+ but+ those+
were+not+completely+put+down+in+writing.+Parts+of+the+interrogation+were+not+
written+ down+ because+ they+ were+ ‘irrelevant’+ according+ to+ the+ prosecution+
team.+The+police+and+the+prosecutor+were+well+aware+of+the+fact+that+the+de;
fendant+was+unstable,+emotional+and+easy+to+impress+person,+but+they+never;













youth!care! (e.g.! Lipsky,!1980).! Frontline!organizations! share! several!defining!charace
teristics!(Gofen,!2014).!First,!in!frontline!organizations!there!are!frequent!faceetoeface!
interactions!between! frontline!workers! and! clients.! Second,! primary! tasks! are!often!
carried!out!outside!the!organization,! i.e.!distant!from!the!head!office.!Third,!primary!
tasks!are!carried!out!in!an!everechanging!environment!and!are!difficult!to!plan!in!ade
vance.! The! public! administration! literature! has! been! primarily! concerned! with! the!
degree!to!which!frontline!workers!implement!policy!in!practice!and!the!way!frontline!
organizations! attempt! to! influence! policy! implementation! at! the! frontline,! also! ree
ferred!to!as!frontline!management!(Brodkin,!2011).!!
!
This! thesis! is!about!a!barely!explored!topic! in!public!administration!research,! that! is!
frontline!command.!In!most!frontline!organizations,!frontline!workers!solve!problems!
in! an! environment! relatively! free! of! managerial! supervision! (Henderson! &! Pandey,!
2013).!These!frontline!organizations!often!attempt!to!influence!the!work!at!the!fronte
line! by! applying! ‘distant’! management! tools,! such! as! performance! indicators! and!
training.! However,! some! frontline! organizations! assume! that! direct! command! of!
frontline! workers! is! necessary! for! the! effectiveness! of! frontline! work! and! have! ape
pointed!frontline!commanders!to!meet!this!presumed!need.!The!direct!supervision!of!
frontline! workers! by! frontline! commanders! is! referred! to! in! this! thesis! as! frontline!
command.! Frontline! command! can! be! defined! as!making! decisions! in! the! frontline!
and!ensuring!that!frontline!workers!carry!out!these!decisions!accordingly!(e.g.!Burke,!
1997).!Frontline!command!under!high! levels!of! timeepressure,!such!as! in!emergency!











believe!that!direct!supervision!of! frontline!work! is! required!to!be!effective?!How!do!
frontline!commanders!affect!frontline!work?!To!what!extent!are!they!able!to!exercise!
control!over! frontline!workers?!How!significant!are!they! for! the!effectiveness!of! the!
organization?!And!is!the!concept!of!frontline!command!also!applicable!to!other!fronte
line! organizations?! Before! these! questions! can! be! answered,! however,! the! field! of!





in! which! frontline! commanders! of! frontline! organizations! were! unable! to! ‘make! a!
difference’,! unfortunately!with! severe! consequences.! There! thus! seems! to! be! room!
for! improvement! in! the! command! of! frontline!workers.! That! is! not! to! say! that! the!
effectiveness!of!frontline!work!is!likely!to!be!totally!dependent!on!the!effectiveness!of!
frontline!command.!In!fact,!much!critical!frontline!work!seems!to!be!conducted!withe
out! direct! supervision! of! frontline! commanders! (Henderson! &! Pandey,! 2013).! The!









This! thesis! studies! frontline! command!within! the!part!of! the!police!organization! ree
sponsible!for!major!criminal!investigations!and!incident!command!and!control!within!
the! incident! response! organization! of! the! fire! service.! These! organizations!were! see







Major! Criminal! Investigation! Teams! (MITs,! in! Dutch! Teams+




(murder,! rape,! arson,! robbery! involving! the! use! of! serious! vioe







er! (final! responsible! for! the! functioning! of! the! team),! a! tactical!
coordinator! (responsible! for! the! investigating! officers),! an! infore
mation!coordinator!(responsible!for!the!collection!of!data!and!the!
case! file),! a! forensic! coordinator! (responsible! for! the! forensic! ine
vestigation),! support! coordinator! (responsible! for! providing! the!
team!with!practical!support)!and!an!administrative!secretary!(proe






and! records! the! decisionemaking! process).! The! OCT! consists! of!
frontline!workers!with!their!own!expertise!such!as!tactical!investie
gation,! forensic! investigation! and! information! analysis.! The! MIT!
structure!has! three! levels!of! command:! coordinators! responsible!
for! directing! and! supervising! the!work! of! front! line!workers! (i.e.!
OCT!members),!a!team!leader!who!direct!the!coordinators!and!a!
senior! police! manager! from! the! district! or! force! management,!
who!together!with!the!supervising!public!prosecutor,!is!ultimately!
responsible! for! the! entire!MIT.! The! senior! police!manager! from!
the!district!or!force!management,!the!supervising!public!prosecue
tor! and! the! force!management!member! responsible! for! criminal!







The! focus! in! this! thesis! lies! on! the! functioning! of! coordinators!
working! in! major! criminal! investigation! and! Command! Core!






In! the! past! decade,! two! improvement! programs! have! been! ime
plemented! by! the! Dutch! police! force! that! highlighted! the! ime
portance! of! frontline! command! for! the! effectiveness! of! major!





nal! investigations! and! was! managed! and! operated! by! a! proe
gramme!bureau!of!representatives!from!the!police!force!and!the!
Public!Prosecution!Service.! For!major! criminal! investigations,! the!
ABRIO!programme!bureau!developed!the!soecalled!Major!Investie
gation! Team! framework! (Raamwerk+ TGO,+ Team+ Grootschalige+







of! the! Major! Investigation! Team! framework,! the! problems! it!
would! solve! were:! (a)! the! inefficient!manner! of! working! among!
standby!investigation!teams;!(b)!poor!quality!of!investigation!and!
(c)! the! ‘unrest’!within! the! police! force! resulting! from!working! in!
standby!investigation!teams.!In!addition!to!the!introduction!of!the!
major! investigation! teams,! the! framework! included! descriptions!





The! Criminal! Investigation! Reinforcement! Programme! was!
launched!by! the!police! in!2005!as!a! response! to!an! investigation!
report!by!the!Posthumus!Commission!on!the!flaws!which!occurred!
during! the! criminal! investigation! into! the! murder! of! a! child! in!
Schiedammer!Park!in!2000.!The!programme!was!largely!based!on!
the!recommendations!of!the!Posthumus!Commission!and!resulted!
in! several! products!which! had! to! be! implemented! by! the! police!
forces.!One!product!was!a!revised!version!of!the!Major!Investigae
tion!Team!framework.!The!most!important!change!was!the!expane
sion! of! the! CCT! to! include! an! administrative! secretary! and! the!






for! the! fire! services! in! their! geographical! area.! According! to! the!
law,!fire!services!have!three!core!tasks:!(a)!prevention,!reduction!
and!mitigation!of!fire;!(b)! limiting!the!danger!to!humans!and!anie
mals! in! accidents! unlike! fire;! (c)! alerting! citizens! for! sudden!
threats;!(d)!exploring!hazardous!materials!and!carrying!out!decone






Organization! The! organization! of! the! incident! response! is! standardized! for! all!
regional! fire! services.! In! the!Netherlands,! the! fire! service! uses! a!
hierarchical! command! and! control! structure! to! organize! the! ree
sponse! to! fires! and!other!emergency! situations! in!which! the! fire!
service!is!involved.!The!structure!includes!three!levels!of!frontline!
command.!At!the!bottom!of!the!hierarchy,!that!is!the!first!level!of!
command,! are! the! crew! commander! and! his! crew.! Crew! come
manders!are! the! firemen! in!charge!of!a!crew!of! fire! fighters!and!
their! responding! apparatus! (i.e.! engine,! ladder,! squad).! In!minor!
fires!and!other!emergency!situations,!crew!commanders!operate!
without! direct! supervision.! When! 2! or! more! engines! are! called!
upon! the! scene! of! the! event,! a! battalion! chief! will! become! in!
charge!of!the!incident!response.!Battalion!chiefs!form!the!second!




determining! priorities,! directing! the! deployment! of! resources,!
assigning! crew! commanders! to! particular! tasks,! monitoring! the!
operations,!implement!orders!from!the!senior!fire!chief!and!aligne
ing!decision!making!between!the!fire!service!and!other!emergency!
services! (in!major! emergencies! until! a! second! battalion! chiefs! is!
called! to! the! scene).! In! major! incident! response! operations,! a!














The! notion! that! battalion! chiefs! are! necessary! for! the! effectivee
ness!of!frontline!work!is!evident!not!only!from!the!command!and!





law! (e.g.! Regeling! personeel! veiligheidsregio’s).! In! formal! educae




From!a!distance,! the!police!organization!responsible! for!major!criminal! investigation!





formation! about! tasks! being! conducted),! the! organization! (e.g.! a! request! of! infore
mation!by!higher!hierarchical!decisionemakers)!and!society! (media!attention).!Fronte
line! commanders! in! both! organizations! have! to! operate! under! pressure.! They! are!
expected!to!solve!the!problem!as!fast!as!they!can!with!only!limited!resources!at!their!
disposal.!But!there!also!seem!to!be!differences!between!both!organizations.!Although!




dents! that! irregularly! occur! and! necessitate! immediate! action! under! high! levels! of!
uncertainty!and!timeepressure!(Perry!&!Lindell,!2006).!That!is!not!to!say!that!frontline!
commanders!in!MITs!do!not!face!high!levels!of!time!pressure,!but!it! is!assumed!that!
this! is!not! typical! for!everyday!MIT!practice!and! furthermore!alternated!with! longer!
periods!of!average!timeepressure.!Another!difference!between!MITs!and!the!organizae
tion! of! the! incident! response! are! the! potential! dangers! that! frontline! commanders!
















gation!and!the! incident!response!organization!of! the! fire!service.!The!second!aim!of!
































ment! tools.! The! second! category! includes! frontline!organizations! that!presume! that!




to! the! second! category,! but! now! the! frontline! organization! need! to! operate! under!
high! levels! of! timeepressure.! There!may! be! a! fourth! category.! This! category! entails!
frontline!organizations!working!under!high! level! of! timeepressure!without!direct! sue











According! to!Durose! (2009),! studies! of! frontline!work! in! public! administration! have!
traditionally!been!shaped!by! researchers!examining! the! functioning!of!organizations!
from!the! ‘top!down’.!The!top!down!approach!stresses!a!rational,!hierarchical!notion!






In! response! to! this! view!on! frontline!work! the!bottomeup!approach!emerged.!Kaufe
man! (2006)!and!Lipsky! (1980)!are!well! known! representatives!of! the!bottomeup!ape








concepts! and! images’! (Kaufman,! 2006:!223!as! cited! in!O’Leary,! 2010).! Lipsky! (1980)!
introduced! the! concept! of! streetelevel! bureaucracies,! defined! as! organizations! cone
taining! individuals! who! provide! public! services! in! direct! (faceetoeface)! contact! with!
clients! with! a! large! ability! to! exercise! discretion.! Lipsky! (1980)! studied! streetelevel!
bureaucrats! in! schools,! police! and!welfare!departments,! lower! courts! and! legal! sere
vices!to!learn!about!how!frontline!workers!balance!the!demands!of!policy!implemene




fying!goals,! rationing! their! services,! redefining!or! limiting! the!clientele! to!be!served,!
asserting!priorities! and! generally,! as!Durose! (2011)! put! it,! developing!practices! that!
permit!them!to!process!the!work!they!are!required!to!do!in!some!way.!Lipsky!(1980)!
concluded!that!streetelevel!bureaucrats!are!critical!to!the!success!of!public!organizae
tions! as! they! mark! the! final! step! in! the! policy! implementation! process! (see! also!
MaynardeMoody! &! Musheno,! 2003;! Henderson! &! Pandey,! 2013).! Therefore! street!
level! bureaucrats! are! often! portrayed! in! public! administration! literature! as! policy!
makers,!not!simply!policyetakers!(Gofen,!2014).!!!
!
According! to!Lipsky! (1980),! the!ability! to!exercise!discretion! is! inevitable!and!necese
sary! for! the! implementation! of! policies! at! the! frontline.! First,! discretion! is! required!










But! streetelevel! divergence!does!not!merely! emerge! from!difficulties! in! interpreting!
individual! cases!and!abstract!policies.! It!may!also!emerge! from!a! rational,!ethical!or!
professional!choice!of!frontline!workers!(Gofen,!2014).!O’Leary!(2010)!introduced!the!
term! ‘guerrilla! government’! for! actions! of! public! servants! (which! is! broader! than!




that! normative! judgment! of! divergence! is! often! difficult! and! not! straightforward,!
since! the! motivation! for! divergence! can! range! from! the! altruistic! (doing! the! right!
thing)! to! the! seemingly! petty! (I! was! passed! over! for! that! promotion).! According! to!
O’Leary!(2010)!the!principal!problem!of!public!servants! is!the!problem!of!ambiguity:!
they! have! many! masters,! competing! ethical! obligations! and! multiple! directions! of!
accountability.!As!O’Leary!(2010)!stated:!To!some!they!are!brilliant!entrepreneurs!or!
guards! of! the! profession,! to! others! they! are! deviant! insubordinates.! Gofen! (2014)!
extents!this!view!and!identifies!two!contradictory!normative!stances!in!public!admine
istration!literature!regarding!divergence!in!streetelevel!work.!On!the!one!hand,!Gofen!








The! question! of! how! to! address! divergence! and! to! better! align! streetelevel! actions!




work.! This! strategy!assumes! (a)! that!performance!monitoring!and! incentives! can!be!
!!
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manipulated! to! connect!discretion! toward!desired!organizational!objectives,! and! (b)!
that!as!long!as!performance!benchmarks!are!met,!it!is!not!necessary!to!consider!how!
frontline!work! is! done! (Brodkin,! 2011).! However,! Brodkin! (2011)! found! that! streete
level!workers!do!more!than!simply!respond!to!performance!incentives,!but!also!adjust!
to! them.! This! has! significant! consequences! for! how! policy! work! at! the! frontline! is!
done!and,!ultimately,!what!is!produced!as!policy!on!the!streetelevel.!
!
Another! tool! examined! in! public! administration! literature! to! align! frontline!work! is!
managerial!control! (May!&!Winter,!2009;!Riccucci,!2005).!Riccucci! (2005)!explored!a!
number! of! methods! that! could! be! used! to! influence! streetelevel! decision! making,!
ranging!from!training,!engaging!workers!in!decisions!about!processes,!providing!feede
back! and! the! use! of! administrative! interventions.! As!Henderson! and! Pendey! (2013)!
noted,!these!managerial!methods!can!only!be!used!before!or!after!the!frontline!work,!
since!managers!are!often!not!present!at!the!frontline!where!the!work!is!carried!out.!





that! the! amount! of! (distant)! supervision! and! degree! of! delegation! affect! the! policy!
emphases!of!Danish!caseworkers!in!differing!degrees!and!directions,!but!the!managee
rial! influences!were! relatively!weak! (less! than!5%).! Based!on!a! largeescale! survey! in!
USA!federal!agencies,!Brewer!(2005)!found!that!(distant)!frontline!supervisors!play!an!
important! role! in! organizational! performance! and! effectiveness,! and! supervisory!
management!is!an!important!determinant!of!high!performance!in!federal!agencies.!In!
addition,! Brewer! (2005)! demonstrated! that! higheperforming! agencies! tend! to! have!





cially! the! use! of! performance! monitoring.! Johansen! (2012)! examined! the! effect! of!
(distant)!frontline!manager!quality!(she!uses!the!concept!of!middle!manager)!in!1000!
Texas!(USA)!school!districts!on!organizational!performance.!In!her!research!Johansen!
(2012)! found! empirical! support! for! the! proposition! that!middle!manager! quality,! as!






exert!relatively! little! influence!on!the!policy!choices!of!streetelevel!bureaucrats! from!
social!services!and!police.!They!observed!that!workers!are!largely!selferegulating.!The!




level!work!provides! several! insights!of! interest! for! this! thesis.! First,! it! seems! that! in!
most!frontline!organizations!there!is!no!direct!supervision!of!frontline!workers.!Fronte
line!organizations!attempt!to!influence!frontline!decision!making!by!distant!managee
ment! tools! such! as! performance! indicators! and! training.! Second,!without! direct! sue
pervision,!frontline!workers!exercise!discretion!when!applying!policy!to!concrete!case
es.! Guided! by! rational,! ethical! and! professional! considerations,! frontline! workers!
sometimes!intentionally!chose!to!deviate!from!the!policies!imposed!from!the!organie
zation.!As!frontline!workers!operate!typically!free!from!direct!supervision,!the!degree!




general.! Several! Dutch! studies! examined! frontline! command! (‘frontlijnsturing’),! but!
these!studies!have!used! this!concept! in!a!different!way.!Hartman!&!Tops! (2005)! for!
instance!regarded!frontline!command!as!a!way!of!investigating!frontline!organizations!






that! there! is! little! scientific! understanding! of! the! organizational! and! psychological!
mechanisms! underlying! criminal! investigation.! However,! in! the! scientific! literature,!
there!is!a!growing!interest!into!decision!making!in!criminal!investigation!and!particue







of! contextual! information! in! the! decision! making! process.! This! stream! of! research!
suggests!that!contextual!cues!may!bias!forensic!judgments!in!the!criminal!justice!syse
tem! (Kassin!et!al.!2013).!Dror!and!Rosenthal! (2008),! for! instance,! found! that! fingere








matched!were! ambiguous.! The! scholarly! debate! on!whether! deviation! effects! exist!





























ed! the! existence! of! a! confirmation! bias.! First,! the! trust! which! participants! claim! to!
have!in!evidence!or!the!extent!to!which!they!adhere!to!a!previously!formed!hypothee
sis,! does!not! automatically! indicate! the!presence!of! tunnel! vision.! It!may! indeed!be!
argued!that!if!participants!are!able!to!identify!too!little!positive!evidence!when!estabe
lishing! an! initial! hypothesis,! the! option! remains! to! formulate! a! new!hypothesis.! See
cond,!most! research! into!decision!making!during! criminal! investigations!was! carried!





The! scientific! literature!on! incident! command!and!control! can!be!divided! into! three!
categories.!The!first!category!is!concerned!with!decision!making!under!time!pressure!








dent!commanders! in!22!real! life! incidents,!ranging!from!different!fires,!scuba!rescue!
and!traffic!accidents.!The!results!show!that!incident!commanders!were!usually!incree




in! fact,! incident! commanders! rarely! command.! Most! of! the! incident! commanders!
were! found! to! give! very! few! commands.! To! conclude,! Rake!&!Nja! (2009)! demystify!





Henderson!&! Pandey! (2013)! examined! direct! supervision! by!medical! frontline! come
manders.!The!authors!held!semiestructured!interviews!with!USA!paramedics!to!collect!
narratives! of! disagreement! or! conflict! with! supervisors! during! the! emergency! ree
sponse.! The! authors! found! occasions! for! compliance! and! disregard! for! managerial!
directives.! According! to! the! authors,! compliant! behavior! was! evident!when! patient!
clinical!needs!were!relatively!clear!and!the!effects!of! the!directives!were!reasonably!
consistent!with! the! paramedic’s! preconceived! notions! of! appropriate! action.! Deviae
tion!from!managerial!directives!was!apparent!when!patient’s!positive!outcomes!were!
dependent! on! ignoring! orders.! Since! Henderson! &! Pandey! (2013)! only! interviewed!
frontline!workers! (i.e.!paramedics)!and!not! frontline!managers,! it! should!be!noticed!
that!these!findings!only!reflect!paramedic’s!perception!of!patient!outcomes.!!
!
The!third!category!of! literature!on! incident!command!and!control! is! concerned!with!
incident!commanders’!behavior!related!to!good!and!poor!incident!command.!McLene
nan!et!al.!(2003)!for!instance!studied!incident!commanders’!behavior!by!using!multie
ple! methodologies! such! as! heademounted! videoecued! incident! recall! interviews! in!
both!operational!and!experimental!settings,!naturalistic!field!observations!and!struce
tured!retrospective!interviews.!The!authors!present!several!findings.!Most!important,!
the! authors! failed! to! find! any! evidence! of! a! personality! type! associated! with! good!
incident!command.!According!to!the!authors,!good!incident!command!is!less!a!matter!
of!what!kind!of!person!an!incident!commander!is,!than!what!he!or!she!does!while!in!
command.!The!authors! (2003)! reported! that!good!commanders,!when!compared! to!
poor!commanders:!
• Knew!what!information!to!look!for!and!what!to!do!once!they!found!it;!
• Took! active! steps! to! control! the! type! of! incoming! information! and! the! rate! at!












• Attempted!to!anticipate!developments! in! the!situation!rather! than!being! forced!
to!react!to!changes:!they!endeavored!to!‘stay!ahead!of!the!action’.!!!
In!a!more!specific! study,!Omodei!et!al.! (2005)!explored! the!believe!of!most!military!
and!emergency!service!organizations!that!‘more!is!better’!with!regard!to!information!
resources! available! to! a! commander,! such! as! (a)! access! to! detailed! information,!!
(b)! access! to! reliable! information,! (c)! direct! control! over! assets! and! personnel,! and!!









• In!experiment!2,!all!participants!experienced!trails!under! two!conditions:!one! in!
which! all! information! was! reliable! and! one! in! which! critical! information! was!





when! the! information!was!known! to!be!unreliable,!providing!an! ‘excuse’!not! to!
have!to!work!so!hard.!!
• In!experiment!3,!there!were!to!groups!of!participants.!In!one!group,!the!standard!
experimental!protocol!used! in!experiments!1!and!2!was!employed! in!which! the!
commander!was!unable!to!physically!direct!firefighting!appliances,!having!to!rely!
on! his! or! her! subordinate! sector! controllers! to! do! so! following! explicit! instruce
tions.!In!the!other!group,!the!commander!was!able!to!directly!deploy!firefighting!
appliances!via!his!or!her!computer!terminal.!The!results!showed!that!average!pere
formance! was! significantly! better! in! the! indirect! control! condition,! with! more!
commander!micromanagement!being!associated!with!worse!performance.!!







prevented! from!talking! to! their! commander.!The! results! showed!that! there!was!
no!difference!in!performance!between!oneeway!and!twoeway!conditions.!Accorde




tion! that! more! is! better! with! respect! to! the! provision! of! access! to! resources! by! a!
commander!in!a!timeepressured,!distributed!dynamic!command!environment!charace
terized!by!uncertainty.!According!to!the!authors,!it!seems!that!in!a!resourceerich!envie
ronment,! commanders!will! utilize! resources! even!when! their! cognitive! system! is! so!
overloaded!as!to!result! in!a!degradation!of!performance.!The!authors!point!to!other!
effects!of!such!cognitive!overload,!such!as!(a)!decrement!in!maintenance!of!adequate!






to! be! essential! for! incident! commanders.! The! authors! found! that! effective! perfore








incident! command! and! control! and! the!behavior! related! to! good! and!poor! incident!
command!and!control!performance.!However,!most!studies!suffer!from!some!severe!
limitations.!First!there!are!methodological!problems:!some!findings!are!based!primarie
ly! on! retrospective! (subjective)! accounts! of! incident! commanders.!When! relying! on!
perceptions! of! incident! commanders,! researchers! face! significant! methodological!
challenges! such! as! hindsight! bias,! selfejustification,! blame,! incomplete! recollection!













Third,!most!of! the! studies!base! incident! commanders’! performance!on!expert! judge
ment! but! fail! to! describe! the! criteria! that!were! used! to!measure! performance.! For!
instance,! it! is!unclear!what!the!quantitative!criteria!are!that!Rake!&!Nja!(2009)!used!
when! they! concluded! that! incident! commanders!were!more! concerned!with! details!
than!with! evaluating! the!overall! situation.! This! problem! is! also!difficult! to! solve!bee
cause!results!are!often!based!on!data!gathered!from!realistic!exercises!using!different!




It! seems! that! the! existing! literature! is! primarily! concerned! with! the! functioning! of!
streetelevel!bureaucrats,!normally!operating!without!direct!supervision,!and!the!way!
they!are!managed! from!a!distance.!The! concept!of! frontline! command! seems! to!be!
explored! to! a! limited! degree! in! the! public! administration! literature.! In! the! field! of!
major! criminal! investigation,! scholarly! attention!has!only!been!devoted! to! some!ase
pects!of!frontline!decision!making.!Also!incident!command!and!control!has!been!stude
ied! to! a! limited! degree.! However,! these! studies! suffer! from! some! methodological!
limitations!and!therefore!the!validity!of!their!findings!can!be!questioned.!Consequente












line! command! can! be! modeled! in! five! steps:! Factfinding! (i.e.! searching! for! infore



















































C3:!Forensic!decision!making!by!coordinators! X! X! ! ! !
C4:!Decision!making!by!Command!Core!Teams! X! X! X! ! !
C5:!Ethical!leadership!of!battalion!chiefs!! ! ! ! X! !
C6:!Incident!command!and!control!in!exercises! ! ! X! X! X!
C7:!Incident!command!and!control!in!real!practice! ! ! X! X! X!
!



































































X! X! ! ! ! !
C4:!Decision!making!by!Command!Core!
Teams!
X! X! ! ! ! !
C5:!Ethical!leadership!of!battalion!chiefs!! X! ! X! ! ! !
C6:!Incident!command!and!control!in!
exercises!
X! ! ! X! ! X!
C7:!Incident!command!and!control!in!
real!practice!
X! ! ! ! X! X!
!





















When! considering! the! current! literature! on! frontline! management! in! general! and!
frontline! command! particularly,! it! seems! that! the! scholarly! knowledge! on! frontline!
command!is!still!limited!and!fragmented!across!different!scientific!disciplines.!A!body!
of!research!whose!implications!are!not!yet!applied!on!frontline!command!is!Naturale
istic! Decision! Making! (NDM).! This! section! brings! together! existing! insights! derived!
from!NDM!research!in!a!model!called!FADCM.!This!model!sets!out!frontline!command!






in+ dynamic,+ uncertain+ and+ often+ fast+ paced+ environments,+ identify+ and+ assess+ their+
situation,+ make+ decisions+ and+ take+ actions+ whose+ consequences+ are+ meaningful+ to+




nendaal,! J.!&!Helsloot,! I.! (in!press).!The!application!of!research! into!Naturalistic!Decision!











finally!organizational! goals!and!norms! (as!opposed! to!decision!making! in!a! vacuum)!
(Zsambok!&!Klein,!1997).!NDM!comprises!various!models!which!collectively!describe!
and!explain! the!process!of!decision!making!by!often!experienced! individuals! and/or!
teams! operating! under! a! degree! of! time! pressure! and! uncertainty! while! resolving!
more!complex!problems.!Contrary! to!normative!models!of!decision!making,! such!as!
rational! choice! theories! (which! postulate! that! decision!makers! should! aim! to!make!
the!best!possible!decision!by! calculating! the! likely! advantages!and!disadvantages!of!
each! option! before! choosing! the! best! action),! NDM! studies! attempt! to! understand!
how!experienced!people!actually!make!decisions! in!their!natural!environments!or! in!




ell,! 1987),! explanation! based! decision! making! (Pennington! &! Hastie,! 1988),! the!
skill/rule/knowledge!based! framework! (Rasmussen,!1983),!decisionecycles! (Connolly,!
1999),!intuitive!(system!1)!versus!analytical!(system!2)!decision!making!(Kahneman!&!
Klein,! 2009),! situation! awareness! (Endsley,! 1995),! etc.! Recognition! primed! decision!







et! al.! obtained! retrospective! data! about! 156! highly! challenging! incidents.! The! data!
suggested! that! in!most! cases! the! commanders!were!not! comparing! any!options! (as!
was!commonly!suggested!in!rational!theories!of!choice).!They!were!typically!carrying!
out!the!first!course!of!action!that!came!to!mind.! It!seems!that!experienced!decision!
makers! were! able! to! use! their! experience! to! ‘recognize’! situations! as! prototypical!








environments!as!well! (see!Klein!1998!for!a!review).!The!principal! finding!of!all! these!
RPD!studies!is!that!frontline!workers!and!commanders!in!the!majority!of!cases!make!








‘images’)!of! the!decision!maker.!According! to! the! image! theory,!decisions!are!made!





ues! and! the! environment.! According! to! Beach!&!Mitchell! (1998),! goals! can! be! cone
crete!events! (finding! fingerprints)!or!more!abstract! states! (being!a!good!employee).!
The!last!image,!strategy,!contains!a!plan!for!reaching!the!goal.!This!plan!comes!from!
past!experience! (doing!what!worked!before)!but! can!be!adjusted!depending!on! the!
(expected)! situation.! According! to! Beach! &! Mitchell! (1998),! the! compatibility! of! a!
decision!with!the!‘images’!of!the!decision!maker!is!the!most!important!criterion!in!the!
decisionemaking! process.! In! the! literature! on! forensic! science,! the! image! theory! is!









ers!construct!a! ‘story’!or!causal! representation!of! the!available! facts! (from!different!
sources!of! information)! and! then!base! their! decisions!on! the! constructed!narrative.!
According! to! Pennington! &! Hastie! (1993a),! decisionemaking! involves! matching! the!
‘constructed!stories’!and!‘constructed!choice’!sets.!Because!the!construction!of!choice!
sets! is! specifically! concerned!with!binary!decisionemaking!based!on! the! constructed!
story!(like!the!guilty!or!not!guilty!decision!of!jurors),!only!the!first!stage!is!relevant!for!
this!chapter.!When!forensic!scientists!construct!stories,! they!build!a!narrative!based!
on! the! evidence! (facts,! statements),! their! knowledge! of! similar! events! (e.g.,! ‘best!
practices’! from! the!professional! community)! and! their! knowledge!of! story! structure!
(e.g.,! understanding! that! human! behaviour! is! goaleoriented).! This! process! results! in!
several! narrative! representations! of! the! evidences! that! include! causal! relationships!
(1993b).! The! decision! maker! chooses! the! story! that! best! explains! all! available! evie
dence!and!seems!the!most!coherent.!Apart!from!the!effect!of!the!image!theory!on!the!
story!builder,!this!process!is!in!accordance!with!RCT.!However,!this!process!is!prone!to!





• First,! the! frontline!worker! can! be! thrown!off! course!when! judging! the! environe
ment.!A! frontline!worker! can! think! that!he!or! she! is!dealing!with!a!prototypical!



















tunity! to! familiarize! themselves!with! the! incident! scene.! Decision!makers!must!
be,!or!have!been,!in!a!position!to!recognize!relevant!signals!and!the!consequence
es!of! certain!actions! in! that! specific! situation.!This! requires! timely!and!accurate!
feedback! from! the! environment.! If! the! incident! environment! does! not! provide!
any! timely!or!accurate! feedback,! it!will!be! impossible! for! the!decision!maker! to!
gain! reliable! insight! in! the!causality!between!his!or!her!actions!and!their!consee
quences.!Or!as!astutely!stated!by!Hogarth!(2010):!You!cannot!learn!from!feedback!
you!do!not!receive!and!some!feedback!may!simply!act!to!increase!confidence!in!





they! feel! that,!as! in! the!container,! just!getting!down!on!your!knees!will!get!you!
out!of!trouble.!In!reality!a!flashover!will!usually!mean!that!part!of!the!ceiling!cole
lapses! trapping! firefighters! or! worse.!In! addition,! the! frontline! worker! may! be!







the! result.! And! thus! the! frontline!worker! learns! as! he! goes,! though! sometimes!
with!less!than!desirable!results.!!




themselves! from!making!mistakes.! A! further! core! finding! from!NDM! studies! is! that!
frontline!workers!are!susceptible! to!decisionemaking!biases!which!affect! their!ability!
to! observe! and! assess,! such! as! the! confirmation! bias! or! the! tendency! to! confirm! a!
previously! formed!hypothesis!by!a)! interpreting!all!gathered! information!as! such,!b)!
subsequently! search! only! for! signs! which! validate! that! hypothesis! and! c)! discount!
!!
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awareness,! but! leaving! it! too! late! to!make!decisions;! (d)! persisting!with! a! goal,! but!
failing! to! change!plans!when! the! situation! changes;! (e)! accepting! responsibility,! but!
micromanaging!or!failing!to!escalate!issues!to!others;!(f)!focusing!on!safety,!but!focuse






Various! models! have! been! developed! within! military! and! aviation! sciences! which!
describe!steps! for!successful!decision!making.!Prototypical!examples!are!OODA!(Obe
serve,!Orient,!Decide!and!Act)!(Brehmer,!2000;!2005),!DOODA!(Dynamic!OODA)!(Jene
sen,! 2009;! Brehmer! 2005;! 2007),! FORDEC! (Facts,! Options,! Risks/Benefits,! Decide,!
Execute!and!Check)!(e.g.!Li!et!al.!2014).!These!models!are!quite!similar!to!one!anothe
er.!First,!the!models!are!rooted!in!cybernetics!(Ashby,!1956;!Morgan,!1982).!Cybernete
ic!models! are! always! goaledirected! and! cyclical.! This!means! that!on! the!basis! of! ace
quired! information,! goals! are! established! and! the!model! is! continually! applied! until!
the!goal,!with!or!without!interim!adjustments,!is!achieved.!Second,!these!models!have!
in! common! that! they!both!distinguish! roughly! the! same! four! steps:!gather!more! ine










ing! and! acting.! In! order! to! decide,! commanders! need! information.! In! the! decision!
making!process,!commanders!need!to!consider!their!resources!and!safety!and!risks.!In!
order!to!act,!commanders!need!to!communicate,!control!and!evaluate.!This!results!in!
new! information!which! is! input! for!the!decision!process! (Burke,!1997;!Burke!&!Hene
dry,!1997).!!
!
As!we!wanted! to! develop! a!model! that! connects!with! the! jargon! of! frontline! come
manders,!we!have!combined!the!several!steps!described! in!the!previously!discussed!
models! in! the! following! acronym,! FADCM:! Factfinding! (receiving! and! gathering! of!
information),!Analysis!(problem!analysis),!Decision!making!(making!a!decision),!Come






FADCM! is! based! on! assumptions!which! differ! fundamentally! from! those! underlying!
the! problemesolving! model! (Orientation,! Evaluation,! Control)! developed! by! Robert!











for! frontline!commanders! to! focus!on!all! individual!aspects!of!complex!problems.! In!
contrast!to!the!model!still!used!frequently!in!the!Netherlands,!the!FADCM!model!thus!




insights! from!NDM!research!have!not!previously!been!combined! in!a! single! integral!
modal!for!frontline!command.!!
!








of! reality! (Endsley,! 1995;! Klein,! 1998;! 2008;! 2009).! This! perception! of! reality! is! dee
scribed! in! NDM! literature! as! situation+ awareness.! Situation! awareness! involves! the!
completeness! and! accuracy! of! an! individual’s! (or! group’s)! perception! of! a! situation!
and! the! extent! to! which! the! individual! can! predict! the! consequences! for! the! near!







rience! to! create! a! perception! of! reality! which! they! use! to! validate! any! new! infore








As!explained!earlier,! this! can!also!mean,!however,! that!despite! accurate! knowledge!
and!experience,!frontline!workers!can!still!make!wrong!decisions!if!their!perception!of!
reality!does!not!correspond!to!the!actual!situation.!NDM!research!thus!underlines!the!





























The!third!core! insight! from!social!and!cognitive!psychology!research! is! that!people’s!
ability! to! perceive! and! assess! is! influenced! by! the! spatial! distance! between! theme
selves!and!the!subject!of!their!decision!making!(Liberman!et!al.!2007;!Trope!&!Libere
man,!2010).!For!example,!from!far!away,!a!row!of!trees!appears!to!be!a!large!decidue
ous! forest,!while! from!a! closer! perspective! it! is! possible! to! observe! individual! trees!
!!
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but!not! the! size!of! the! forest.! The!practical! implication! for! frontline! commanders! is!
that!the!distance!between!themselves!and!the!incident!determines!how!they!perceive!
the! incident.! Trope! &! Liberman! (2010)! therefore! recommend! observing! an! object!
from! different! spatial! distances.! For! frontline! commanders,! this! means! that! they!
should!regularly!walk!‘to’!the!scene!of!the!incident!but!certainly!also!walk!‘away’!from!
the! scene! in! order! to! be! able! to! develop! advanced! situation! awareness.!Given! that!
frontline! workers! often! already! operate! at! close! proximity! to! the! source,! frontline!
commanders!would!be!well!advised!to!remain!at!a!distance.!!
2.3.2.!ANALYSIS!















• Experienced! frontline!workers!make! better! decisions! amidst! complex! problems!
when! they! use! System!2! as! a! validation! tool! for! System!1,! but! a! sense! of! time!
pressure! usually! prevents! this! from! happening! (Kahneman! &! Klein,! 2009;!





The!practical! implication!of! this! core! insight! is! that,! in! contrast! to! frontline!workers!












The!second!core!NDM!insight! is!that!not!only!time!pressure!but!also!task! load! influe
ences! System!2! (Omodei! et! al.! 2005).!When! frontline! commanders! are! subject! to! a!
heavy!cognitive! load,! for!example!when!having!to!carry!out!various!tasks!simultanee
ously,! perform! complex! tasks! or! process! large! amounts! of! information! at! the! same!
time,! there! is! less! cognitive! capacity! available! to! consciously! analyse! the! situation!














First,! ensuring! that! orders! are! carried!out! correctly! after! a! decision!has! been!made!
requires!considerable!effort!on!the!part!of!frontline!commanders,!particularly!when!it!
involves!decisions!which! could!be!experienced!by! frontline!workers!as! counterintuie
tive!(e.g.!Tissington,!2004).!A!limitation!of!RecognitionePrimed!Decision!Making!(RPD)!
is! that! the! majority! of! actions! performed! by! frontline! workers! are! carried! out! on!!
autopilot! (skill;based!behaviour).! Studies!have!shown! that!skill;based+behaviour!and!
rule;based! behaviour! (conscious! application! of! learned! rules)! cannot! easily! be!
changed!during!incidents!and!therefore!require!considerable!‘supervision’!on!the!part!








information! and! resolve! a! limited! number! of! problems,! particularly! when! they! are!
complex.!In!the!event!of!too!much!pressure,!frontline!workers!run!the!risk!of!forgete
ting!or!misunderstanding!information!or!orders,!particularly!when!they!are!complex.!
(McLennan! et! al.! 2003;! 2006).! In! addition,! it! is! known! that! excessive! pressure! on!
frontline!workers!can!lead!to!anxiety!as!to!whether!they!will!be!able!to!carry!out!tasks!
adequately! (Hogarth,!2001;!2003).!NDM!research! shows! that!anxiety!as! to!personal!
performance!can!have!an!adverse!effect!on!performance!because!cognitive!capacity!is!
overloaded! with! unproductive! stress,! such! as! feelings! of! fear! and! uncertainty!
(Kahneman,!2011:!49;!Beilock!&!Carr,!2005).!!
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and! a! receiver! which! send! each! other! a! message! and! feedback! (e.g.! Shannon! &!
Weaver,! 1949).! Research! has! shown! increasingly! that,! in! regard! to! more! complex!
communication! between! people!whose! purpose! it! is! to! influence! one! another,! this!
!!
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model! is! a!wishful!model! (Conrad!&!Poole,! 2011;!Marynissen,! 2013).! In! the! type!of!













der.!2)!approach,! i.e.! conditions!under!which! the!order! is! to!be!carried!out,! such!as!
when,!using!which!resources,!and!special!areas!of!attention.!3)!goal;!what!is!the!goal,!
why! is! it! important! and! how! will! the! task! contribute! to! achieving! that! goal.! The!!
second! practical! implication! of! the! core! insight! is! that! frontline! commanders! must!





This! order! does! not! mention! the! three! elements:! intended! recipient,! ape
proach!or!goal.!The!result! is! the!all! too!common!response!of! ‘Yes,! it’s! safe’.!




The! fifth! and! final! FADCM! step! is! Monitoring.! In! this! stage,! frontline! commanders!
must!ensure!the!correct!execution!of!the!communicated!order.!The!majority!of!empire
ical!research!into!communication!during!emergency!situations!shows!that!orders!are!
often!misunderstood!or! simply! forgotten!by! subordinates! (e.g.! Crichton!et! al.! 2005;!
Shattuck!&!Wood,!2000).!Especially! in! the!case!of!noneroutine!orders,!explicit!monie















This! section!presented,! for!each!FADCM!step,! insights!obtained! from!NDM!research!
and! described! the! significance! of! these! insights! for! frontline! commanders! leading!
frontline! workers.! Overall,! the! FADCM!model! presumes! that! as! a! result! of! human!
factors!and!practical! limitations,! frontline!workers!can!only! to!a!very! limited!degree!










ous! games,! surveys,! observation,! participant! observation! and! observation!with! hele
metemounted!cameras.!Generally,!scholars!have!identified!strengths!of!limitations!of!
the!use!of! one!or!more!of! these!methods! in! their! research.! This! section!provides! a!
















to! deal! with! certain! range! of! topics.! According! to! Bryman! (2012),!
unstructured! interviewing!tends! to!be!very!similar! in!character! to!a!
conversation.!In!semiestructured!interviews,!the!researcher!has!a!list!
of! questions! of! specific! topics! to! be! covered.! According! to! Bryman!





into! streetelevel!practices! in! a! costeefficient!way.!As!Bryman! (2012:!
469)!noted:! ‘It+ is+ the+ flexibility+of+ the+ interview+ that+makes+ it+ so+at;
tractive.+ Since+etnography+entails+an+extended+period+of+participant+
observation,+which+ is+ very+disruptive+ for+ researchers+ because+of+ the+
sustained+absence(s)+required+from+work+and/or+family+life,+research+
based+ more+ or+ less+ exclusively+ on+ interviews+ is+ a+ highly+ attractive+
alternative+for+the+collection+of+qualitative+data.’+Compared!to!quane
titative! interviewing,! qualitative! interviewing! tends! to! be! flexible:!
interviewers!are!able!to!respond!to!the!direction!in!which!interviewe
ees! take! the! interview.! In! addition,! interviewers! are! able! to! adjust!
the! emphases! in! the! research! as! a! result! of! significant! issues! that!
emerge!in!the!course!of!interviews!(Bryman,!2012:!470).!!
Limitations! According! to! Becker! &! Geer! (1957),! qualitative! interviewing! as! a!
research!method!has!some!limitations!compared!to!other!qualitative!
research!methods!such!as!participant!observation.!First,!when!doing!
interviews,! the! interviewer! can! misinterpret! the! interviewee.! As!
Becker!&!Geer! (1957:!29)! stated,! researchers! ‘are+ in+ somewhat+ the+
same+position+as+the+anthropologist+who+must+learn+a+primitive+lan;





interviewer! all! the! things! he!might!want! to! know.! This!may!be!bee
cause! interviewees! do! not! want! to,! feeling! that! to! speak! of! some!
particular! subject! would! be! impolitic,! impolite,! or! insensitive,! bee











Definition! Serious! games! are! defined! by! Mayer! (2009:! 828)! as! ‘expe;
ri(m)ent(i)al,! rule;based,! interactive+ environments,+ where+ players+





negotiated+ and! not! immediate,! thereby!making! a! simulation! game!
low! in!external! risks!and!giving! the!players!a!sense!of!safety,!which!





ization/environment! system,!and! the! similar!decision! responses!are!
made! repeatedly! over! time.! As! the! environment! is! known! by! the!
researcher,! the! relationships! between! the! organization! and! envie
ronment! can! be! determined!by! the! researcher! in! a!way! that! is! ime









larly! suited! for! testing!dynamic!models!of!decision!making.! The!aue




the! decision!making! process.! They!may! also! be! the! appropriate! lae
boratory! for! research!with! illestructured!and! judgmental! type!probe
lems! likely! to! arise! in! environments! featuring! high! uncertainty! and!
complexity!(Keys!&!Wolfe,!1990:!324).!!!
Limitations! According! to! Keys! &! Wolfe! (1990),! the! weakest! aspect! of! serious!
games! is! their! lack!of! generalizability.! This! is! usually! a! result! of! the!
fact! that! serious! games! provide! a! realistic! group! decision! making!
context,!but!not!a!realistic!organizational!context.!Furthermore,!due!
to! various! reasons! it! is! often! hard! to! run! the! game! with! random!
samples!of!participants!from!the!larger!managerial!population!under!
investigation!(Keys!&!Wolfe,!1990).!Consequently,!serious!games!are!
often! run!with! students!which! negatively! affect! the! generalizability!
of!results.!In!addition,!in!spite!of!the!realism!serious!games!generate,!








Definition! Bryman! (2012:! 716)! defined! survey! research! as! ‘a+ cross;sectional+
design+in+relation+to+which+data+are+collected+predominantly+by+self;








Advantages! According! to!Rea!&!Parker! (2012),! the! foremost!advantage!of! sure
vey!research!is!the!ability!to!generalize!about!an!entire!population!
by!drawing!interferences!based!on!data!from!a!small!portion!of!that!
population.! In! addition,! the! authors! note! that! the! cost! and! time!
requirements! of! conducting! survey! research! are! significantly! less!
than!when! the!whole!population! should!be! studied.! Furthermore,!
surveys! can! be! conducted! in! a! timely! fashion.! They! can! be! orgae
nized!so!that!the!actual!data!gathering! is!performed!in!a!relatively!
short!period!of!time.!Another!advantage!of!survey!research!is!that!
is! generates! standardized! data! that! are! extremely! amenable! to!
quantification! and! subsequent! statistical! analysis! (ibid).! Although!
the!reliability!of!data!is!subjected!to!a!debate,!Rea!&!Parker!(2012)!
argue! that! survey! research! allows! researchers! to! collect! reliable!
data,!relatively!free!of!researchereinduced!biases.!!
Limitations! Bryman!(2012:!179)!have! listed!three!general!criticisms!on!quantie
tative! research!methods!such!as! surveys.!First,! it!has!been!argued!
by! researchers! that! the! connection! between! the!measures! devele
oped! by! quantitative! researchers! and! the! concept! they! are! supe
posed! to! be! revealing! is! assumed! rather! than! real.! Quantitative!
researchers!assume!that!when!members!of!a!sample!respond!to!a!
question! on! a! questionnaire,! they! interpret! the! key! terms! in! the!
question! similarly.! However,! according! to! Bryman! (ibid)! respon-!
dents! do! not! interpret! such! terms! similarly.! Second,! there! are!
doubts!whether! respondents!have! the! requisite! knowledge! to! ane
swer!questions!in!a!questionnaire!appropriately.!Respondents!may!
answer!a!question!designed!to!measure!their!opinions!or!behavior,!
but! their! actual! behavior! may! be! at! variance! with! their! answers.!
Third,!Bryman!(ibid)!noted!that!quantitative!research!methods!such!
as!surveys!are!unable!to!show!how!the!relationship!between!two!or!




survey! research! to! investigate! (frontline)! behavior,! Bryman! (2012:!
271)!have!listed!seven!problems:!(a)!people!may!vary!in!their!intere
pretations!of!key!terms!in!question;!(b)!when!answering!the!quese
tion,! respondents! may! inadvertently! omit! key! terms! in! the! quese
tion;! (c)! respondents!may!misremember! aspect! of! the!occurrence!
of!certain!forms!of!behavior;!(d)!respondents!may!exhibit!a!tendene
cy! towards! replying! in!ways! that! are!meant! to! be! consistent!with!
their! perceptions! of! desirability! of! certain! kinds! of! answers;! (e)!
some!questions!may! appear! threatening! and! result! in! a! failure! to!







Definition! Observation,! also! called! structured! or! systematic! observation,! is! a!
research!method! in!which! the! researcher!employs!explicitly! formue
lated! rules! for! the! (physical)!observation!and! recording!of!behavior!
(Bryman,!2012:!272).!It!has!been!implied!that!structured!observation!
can!be!viewed!as!an!alternative!to!survey!methods!of!research!(ibid).!!
Advantages! The!main!advantage!of!observation! is! its!capacity!to!accurately!and!
effectively! capture! human! behavior! in! natural! environments! (Brye
man,!2012).!!!!!
Limitations! A!commonly!critique!on!observation! is! that! the!method! is!prone!to!
the!reactive!measurement!effect,!by!which!Webb!et!al.!(1966)!meant!
that!the!researcher!subject’s!knowledge!that!he!is!participating!in!a!
scholarly! search!may! confound! the! investigator’s! data.!Webb!et! al.!
(1966)!distinguished! three! types! related! to!participant!observation:!
(a)!awareness!of!being!tested!–!participants!wanting!to!create!a!good!
impression! or! feeling! prompted! to! behave! in!ways! that! would! not!
normally!be!exhibited;! (b)!role!selection!–! individuals!seek!out!cues!





no! researcher! is!normally!present!may! itself! cause! things! to!be!dife
ferent.! In! addition,! Bryman! (2012)! noted! some! other! limitations.!
First,!when!conducting!structured!observation,!there! is!a!risk!of! ime
posing! potentially! inappropriate! or! irrelevant! framework! on! the!
setting! being! observed.! Second,! as! observation! is! concerned! with!








Definition! Participant! observation! can! be! defined! as! a! research! method! in!
which! ‘the+observer+participates+ in+the+daily+ life+of+the+people+under+
study,+either+openly+in+the+role+of+researcher+or+covertly+in+some+dis;
guised+ role,+ observing+ things+ that+happen,+ listening+ to+what+ is+ said,+




capacity! to! capture! and! reveal! emic! concepts! –! the!native!point! of!
view.!According!to!the!authors! (ibidem),! ‘grasping+the+ insider’s+per;
spective+is+surely+necessary+for+appreciating+the+meaning+of+work+and+
work+practices,+ but+ for+ students+of+work,+ ethnography’s+ capacity+ to+
generate+analytic+(or+etic)+constructs+that+are+removed+from+the+na;
tive+point+of+view+may+be+ just+as+ important.+Participant+observation+
forces+ researchers+ into+direct+ contact+with+ social+phenomena+ for+an+
extended+ period+ of+ time.+ As+ a+ result,+ researchers+ inevitably+ acquire+
an+ appreciation+ for+ patterns+ of+ work+ and+ work+ contexts+ of+ which+
insiders+may+be+unaware.+Identifying+such+‘etic’+concepts+is+the+foun;
dation+ for+ building+ comparative+ theories+ because,+ by+ definition,+ in;
siders+ are+ unlikely+ to+ have+ a+ purview+ that+ spans+ multiple+ types+ of+
work.’! According! to! Bryman! (2012:! 279),! when! compared! to! intere
views!or! surveys,!participant!observation!provides! (a)!more! reliable!
!!
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Limitations! Just! as! structured! observation,! participant! observation! is! prone! to!
the! reactive!measurement! effect! as! described! in! before.! But! there!
are!some!other!limitations.!It!is!often!suggested!in!literature!that!the!
scope! of! the! findings! of! participant! investigation! is! restricted.! As!
often!only!a!small!number!of!individuals!in!a!certain!organization!are!
studied,! it! is! hard! to! know! how! the! findings! can! be! generalized! to!
other!settings!(Bryman,!2012:!406).!In!addition,!participant!observae
tion! is! criticized! for! being! too! subjective.! Findings! may! relay! too!
much! on! the! researcher’s! often! unsystematic! views! about! what! is!
significant!and!important,!and!also!upon!the!close!personal!relatione
ships! that! the! researcher!may!build!up!with! the! individuals! studied!

























ronments,! helmetemounted! cameras!provide! an! accurate! recording!
of! decision!making! through! the! eyes! of! the! subject! (Omodei! et! al.!
2002).! According! to! Bryman! (2012:! 284),! these! recordings! afford!
researchers! the! opportunity! to! review! the! evidence! at! length! and!
not! rush! to!a!possibly! snap!decision!about!what! is!being!observed.!
According! to!Omodei!et!al.! (1997;!2002),!helmetemounted!cameras!
have! been! used! with! considerable! success! in! naturalistic! environe
ments,! assisting! participants! to! recall! specific! and! salient! mental!




Limitations! The! limitations! of! observations! based! on! recordings! made! by! hele
metemounted!cameras!are!similar!to!some!of!the!observation!methe
ods! stated!above.!More!particularly,!Omodei!et! al.! (1997:!139e140)!
describe! several! limitations! of! helmetemounted! cameras:! (a)! the!











As! each! specific! research! method! has! its! own! strengths! and! limitations,! generally!
researchers! recommend! using! multiple! research! methods! to! verify! results! and! get!
insight! into!possible!measuring!errors! (Johnson!et!al.!2007).!Using!multiple! research!






evidence+ comes+ through+ a+ triangulation+ of+measurement+ processes.+ If+ a+ proposition+












odological! triangulation,! Denzin! (1979! in! Johnson! et! al.! 2007)! separated! two! types:!
withinemethods! triangulation! (i.e.! the!use!of!either!multiple!quantitative!or!multiple!
qualitative! approaches)! and! betweenemethods! triangulation! (i.e.! the! use! of! both!
quantitative!and!qualitative!approaches).!Johnson!et!al.!(2007)!note!that!in!more!cone
temporary!research!betweenemethods!triangulation!is!referred!to!as!mixed!methods.!
The!authors! (2007:!123)!define!mixed!methods!as! ‘a+ type+of+ research+ in+which+a+ re;
searcher+ or+ team+ of+ researchers+ combines+ elements+ of+ qualitative+ and+ quantitative+
research+approaches+(e.g.+use+of+qualitative+and+quantitative+viewpoints,+data+collec;





tion! the! researcher! is! able! to! construct! super! explanations! of! the! observed! social!
phenomena.!More!specifically,!Jick!(1979)!provided!the!following!advantages!of!triane
gulation:! (a)! it!allows!researchers! to!be!more!confident!of! their! results;! (b)! it! stimue
lates! the!development!of! creative!ways!of! collecting!data;! (c)! it! can! lead! to! thicker,!
richer!data;!(d)!it!can!lead!to!the!synthesis!or!integration!of!theories;!(e)!it!can!uncove
















More! specifically,! Bryman! (2012)! distinguishes! between! two! types! of! reliability:! exe




the!question!whether!a!measure! that! is!devised!of!a!concept! really!does! reflect! the!
concept! that! it! is! supposed! to! be! denoting);! (b)! internal! validity! (i.e.! the! question!
whether! a! conclusion! that! incorporates! a! causal! relationship! between! two! or!more!
variables!hold!water);! (c)!external!validity!(i.e.!whether!the!results!of!a!study!can!be!






emphasis!will!be!placed!on! internal! validity,!external! validity!and!ecological! validity.!
However,!for!the!sake!of!completeness,!also!internal!reliability,!external!reliability!and!
measurement!validity!will!be!incorporated!into!the!analytical!framework.!In!addition,!
triangulation!will! be! incorporated! in! the! analytical! framework! to! enlarge! the! confie










Table! 2.7:! Framework! for!assessing! the!methodological!quality!of! research! findings.!
Definitions!of!the!first!six!criteria!are!obtained!from!Bryman!(2012)!!




Measurement!validity! the! question! whether! a! measure! that! is! devised! of! a!
concept! really! does! reflect! the! concept! that! it! is! supe
posed!to!be!denoting.+





Ecological!validity! the!question!whether! social! scientific! findings!are!applie
cable!to!people’s!everyday,!natural!social!settings.+
Triangulation! the! question! whether! comparing! research! findings! obe
tained!by!different!research!methods!convergence,!come
plement!or!diverge.!!
















ers! in!charge!over!a!team!of!police! investigators)!make!decisions! in!realelife!settings!
and! identifies! some!contextual! factors! that!might! influence! those!decisions.! The!exe







In!order! to!discover!whether!NDM!models!are!applicable! to!coordinators!and,! if! so,!
which!models!are!relevant,!a!focus!group! interview!was!held.!Focus!groups!are!cone
sidered!a!useful!method!of!data!collection!when! relatively! little! is! known!about! the!






















The!participants!generated!several!examples! that! represented! three!of! the!six!NDM!
models:! recognitioneprimed! decision! making,! image! theory! and! explanationebased!
decisionemaking!theory.!For!the!most!part,!the!other!models!were!not!recognized!and!
will! thus!not!be!discussed! in!this!chapter.!Apart! from!the!presented!NDM!models,!a!
new!mechanism!that!influenced!the!participants’!decisions!was!identified:!the!availae
bility!of!information!motivated!the!search!for!additional!information.!In!the!following!
sections,! each! model/mechanism! recognized! by! the! participants! will! be! briefly! dee
scribed!and!illustrated!with!examples!provided!during!the!focus!group!interview.!!
3.3.1.!RECOGNITIONePRIMED!DECISION!MAKING!
The!participants! in! the! focus! group!generated!many!examples!of!RPD.!According! to!
the!participants,! the! first! impressions!of!a! forensic! research! team! lead!almost!autoe
matically! to! decisions! regarding! the! tactics! and! methods! of! forensic! research.! The!
participants! claimed! that! these!decisions!usually!prove!correct!because! they!quickly!
generate!as!much!supporting!forensic!evidence!as!possible.!When!asked!for!specifics,!







container,+we+concluded+ that+ there+was+no+evidence+ to+assume+that+ the+ fire+
was+ intentionally+produced.+Afterwards,+however,+a+second+opinion+revealed+
that+ the+ fire+ most+ likely+ started+ in+ electronic+ equipment+ in+ the+ front+ of+ the+
store+and+almost+certainly+not+in+the+garbage+container.+
+
In! this!example,! the! immediate! identification!of! the!probable!cause!of! the! fire! is!an!
obvious!example!of!a!decision!based!on!recognition;!the!forensic!researcher!had!seen!
numerous! fires! started! by! cigarette! butts! left! in! garbage! containers.! Unfortunately,!










The! participants! of! the! focus! group! interview! recalled! several! cases! in! which! emoe

















I+ remember+ a+ case+ in+which+ a+ defendant+was+ convicted+ by+ the+ forensic+ evi;
dence+of+my+team.+He+was+accused+of+arson+in+a+garage+neighboring+his+own.+





hired+ by+ the+ insurance+ company+ to+ investigate+ the+ damage+ to+ the+ garages.+
This+ person+ had+ visited+ the+ crime+ scene+ on+ the+ day+ before+ we+ arrived+ and+












nism! the! information! impulsion! fallacy.! Predictably,! the! pressure! to! come! up! with!
irrefutable! forensic! evidence! in! higheprofile! cases! leads! to! a! thorough! investigation,!
producing!a!large!quantity!of!information!but!also!a!large!number!of!information!gaps!
or! seemingly! contradictory!pieces!of! information.!These!gaps!and!contradictions! ree
quire! an! even! larger! research! capacity.!When! discussing! a! few! of! these! cases,! the!
participants! concluded! that! the! forensic! research! should! have! been! stopped! earlier!
because!the!resulting!information!would!clearly!not!affect!the!trial!outcome.!Looking!
back!on!the!cases,!the!forensic!team!leaders!involved!with!the!cases!agreed!with!this!
assessment.! From! these!examples,! it! is! concluded! that,!when!a! large! amount!of! ine





Netherlands.+ After+ a+ devastating+ fire,+ it+ became+ clear+ that+ the+ ATF+ waste;
processing+factory+in+Drachten+did+not+follow+environmental+regulations.+The+




































Happy!Slapping.! Each! case! consisted!of! two!versions,!A!and!B.! In! the! serious!game,!
three! contextual! biases!were! introduced! in! either! the! A! or! B! version.! These! biases!
included!the!presence!of!tactical!‘gossip’+(i.e.,+unverified!information!from!the!police!
inquiry),! a!difference! in! the!amount!of! forensic! information!available,! and! the!prese
ence! of! a! highly! emotional! context.! In! each! case,! these! biases! were! introduced! as!
follows.!!
• The+Micro+Electric!case!deals!with!a!fire!in!a!retail!store.!In!the!B!version,!extranee
ous! information! explicitly! classified! as! the! ‘thoughts’! of! a! police! detective! was!
added!to!the!police!inquiry!(RPD:+presence+of+tactical+‘gossip’).!!
• The+Renkum+Murder! case! deals!with! a! family!murder.! In! both! versions,! the! dee
fendant!plead!guilty;!however,!the!participants!were!supplied!with!more!detailed!
information!in!the!A!version!(information+impulsion+fallacy).!!







Participants!were! randomly! separated! into! two!groups,! group!A!and!group!B.! Every!
five!minutes,!groups!A!and!B!received!one!or!more!fiches! (i.e.!a!written!piece!of! ine
formation,!see!appendix)!regarding!the!three!cases!(one!fiche!for!each!case)!to!simue
late! the! fragmented! information! flow! that! characterizes! naturalistic! environments!
(26).!After!15!and!30!minutes,!the!groups!had!to!make!a!decision!about!the!distribue
tion! of! their! team! between! two! and,! later! three! cases.! Distribution! decisions!were!
made!with!a!100%!capacity!and!5%!intervals.!Each!group!had!to!decide!what!percente
age!of!the!team!would!be!distributed!to!each!case!based!on!the!available!information!
about! the! cases.! The! groups! did! not! know! that! they! each! received! different! infore
mation!about!the!cases.!The!groups!wrote!the!team!distribution!on!a!piece!of!paper!
that! was! handed! to! the! instructor.! The! participants! were! explicitly! asked! to! make!


























arson!was! started.! The! A! groups!were! provided!with!much!more! ‘raw’! information!
about!the!cause!of! the! fire.!This! information!was!briefly!summarized!for!group!B!by!
giving! them!the! following! statement:! ‘However,! some!details!about! the! fire! starting!
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The! results! showed! that! providing! the! groups!with! a! larger! amount! of! information!
motivated!further!information!gathering,!which!we!refer!to!as!the!information!impule
sion! fallacy.! In! the!Renkum!Murder! case,! the!groups! that!were!provided!with!more!
information! also! 'asked'! for! significantly!more! research! capacity,! irrespective! of! the!
relevance!of!the!initial!information!for!prosecution.!Because!the!results!of!the!coordie
nators! in! the!Renkum!Murder!case!are! largely! identical! to! the! results!of! the!control!
group,! it! is!propose! that! the!motivation! to!gather!more! information!when!more! ine
formation!is!provided!is!experienceeindependent.!However,!having!more!information!
is!not!always!better!or,!in!other!words,!more!information!does!not!automatically!lead!
to! better! decisioneoutcomes.! In! a! study! on! confidence! in! psychologists,! Oskamp!
(1965),!found!that!the!accuracy!of!the!decision!outcome!did!not!increase!significantly!
as! information! increased;! however,! confidence! increased! steadily! and! significantly.!
!!
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Furthermore,! spending! research! capacity! to! information! irrelevant! for! the! prosecue
tion! is! inefficient,!because! the!capacity!cannot!be!used! for!other!and!perhaps!more!
important!major!investigations.!!!
3.6.2.!ANALYSIS!
The! results! also! indicated! that! emotion! is! a! contextual! factor! that! affects! forensic!
decision! making! by! coordinators.! The! results! of! the! Happy! Slapping! case! revealed!










in! the! decisionemaking! process.! The! fact! that! the! participants! in! group! B! used! the!
tactical!‘gossip’! in!the!Micro!Electric!case!is!consistent!with!both!the!RPD!model!and!
the! storyebuilding!model.! It! is! found! that! the! tactical! information! (in! the! B! version)!
was!quickly!recognized!as!a!way!to!relieve!timeepressure!(RPD).!It!was!also!used!in!the!
reasoning! process! according! to! the! explanationebased! decisionemaking! theory;! the!
tactical! information!was! recognized!as!a! reasonable!explanation!of! the! fire!and!was!
used!to!build!a!coherent!story! from!the!evidence.!This! finding! is! in!accordance!with!
prior!research!(e.g.!Dror!&!Charlton,!2006;!Langenburg!et!al.!2009)!but!also!extends!
previous! theories! by! suggesting! that,! even!when! the! evidence! is! indisputably! poor,!
coordinators! feel! compelled! to! use! it.! This! result! supports! the! conclusions! of! Koppl!
(2005),!who! observed! that! forensic! scientists! are! sensitive! to!what! he! called! ‘infore
mation! pollution’;! researchers! tend! to! draw! conclusions! based! on! irrelevant,! none
verified! information! that! is! usually! provided!by!witness! testimony!or! police! inquiry.!




Finally,! the! results! showed! that! the! factors! influencing! the! decisionemaking! of! the!
control!group!were!almost!identical!to!factors!influencing!the!forensic!experts.!On!the!






controlled!by!district!attorneys,!who!unquestionably! incorporate! the! ‘popular!voice’!








game! can! be! played! without! in! and! outside! the! police!
organization.! To! be! able! to! use! the! game! as! a! research!
method,! no! deep! knowledge! about! the! major! criminal!
investigation! is! required.! In! addition,! during! the! playing!
the!results!can!hardly!be!influenced!by!the!researcher.!!!!!
Internal!reliability! The! internal! reliability!of! the!research! findings!seems!to!
be!good!as!both!researchers! involved!in!the!data!collece




External!validity! Although! the! total! number! of! participants! is! relatively!
high! (98! participants),! participants! were! not! randomly!
selected! from! the! whole! population! of! coordinators.! In!
addition,! group! scores! were! measured! and! the! serious!
game!was! only! played! 5! times.! The! external! validity! of!
the!results!is!thus!limited.+
Ecological!validity! While! the! research!design!provides! the! first! insight! into!
the! decisionemaking! processes! of! coordinators,! the! fole
lowing!caveats!regarding!the!ecological!validity!should!be!
noted.! First,! in! the! serious! game,! group! scores! were!




pressures! such! as! groupthink! (McCauley,! 1989)! and,!
consequently,! be! less! reliable.! In! practice,! decisions!
about!the!distribution!of!research!capacity!are!generally!
not!made! in! groups! resembled! by! external! researchers.!
Second,!the!participants!in!the!serious!game!had!to!make!
decisions! regarding! simplified! cases! within! a! certain!
amount! of! time.! In! practice,! decisionemakers!may! have!
more! information! at! their! disposal! and! they! could! have!
more! time! to! decide! how!much! research! capacity! they!
will!devote!to!cases.!+




several! examples! of! these! biases! working! in! practice.!
These!results!validate!the!findings!of!the!serious!game.!
Opinion!of!participants! In! all! three! cases,! the! respondents! believed! that! they!
were!making!purely! rational!decisions,! and! some!of! the!
respondents!initially!refused!to!accept!the!results.!These!








tions!regarding!external!and!ecological!validity!of! the!findings,! in!general! the!results!
suggest! that! serious! games! can! be! used! for! further! systematic! inquiry! into! forensic!
decision!making.!For! instance,! the!serious!game!resulted! in!a!new!NDM!mechanism!
which!can!be! tested! in! future! research!by!various! research!methods! in!different! ree
search!environments.!Probably!more!new!NDM!mechanisms!can!be!identified!by!the!
usage!of!serious!games.!Also!for!practitioners!a!simple!serious!game!like!the!one!dee





















played!with! a! total! of! ten!different!Command!Core!Teams! from! five! regional! police!
forces:!seven!teams!were!from!police!forces!from!large!cities,!three!teams!from!semie
urban!or!rural!police!forces!and!one!team!from!the!Royal!Netherlands!Marechaussee!
(responsible! for! investigations! at! Schiphol! International!Airport).! All! Command!Core!
Team! consisted! of! a! team! leader! and! various! coordinators! (including! investigators!
with! managerial! positions):! specifically,! a! tactical! coordinator! (coordinates! criminal!
investigators),! a! forensic! coordinator! (responsible! for! forensic! investigations),! an! ine
formation! coordinator! (responsible! for! intelligence! and! special! investigation! teche




(without! the! presence! of! Operations! Core! Teams)! and! in! a!meeting! setting.! All! the!
serious!games!were!conducted!in!the!teams’!familiar!meeting!rooms!at!their!respece
tive! police! stations.! The! teams!were! told! that! they!were! participating! in! a! study! to!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!This! chapter! is! based! on:! Groenendaal,! J.! &! Helsloot,! I.! (2014).! Investigating! decisione
making!mechanisms!and!biases! in!Dutch! criminal! investigation! teams!by!using!a! serious!































et!al.! (2012)!describes! the!serious!game! including! the!generic!and! jobespecific! infore
mation!which!was!given!to!the!Command!Core!Teams!during!the!three!rounds,!as!well!





















Forensic! Institute! for!DNA! analysis.! There!were! stacks! of! Euro! coins! on! the! bar! ape
pearing! to!have!been!counted.!The! cash! till!was!empty.! Two!bullets,! two!cartridges!
and! one! complete! round! were! found.! A! forensic! expert! examined! the! gaming!mae
chines!for!fingerprints.!There!was!no!sign!of!the!(murder)!weapon.!!
!
The! following! morning! various! pub! regulars! got! in! touch! with! the! police! and! gave!




were! found!on!one!of! the!gaming!machines! in! the!pub.!The! last!person! in! the!pub,!
Bob!Chorizo,!was!heard!as!a!witness.!He!said!that!he!was!the!last!person!to!leave!the!
pub!and!had!gone!home!by! taxi.!The! taxi!driver!confirmed!his! story!and!recognized!
Chorizo! from!a! photograph.!Meanwhile,! the! first!DNA! results! arrived.! The! cigarette!
stub!showed! the!DNA!profile!of! John!de!Bever,!a!man! from!near! the! town!of!Zaane
stad,! who!was! a!member! of! a!motor! cycle! club! in! Amersfoort! with! a! rather! shady!
reputation.!De!Bever!has!served!a!prison!sentence!for!violent!disorder!and!blackmail.!
Interestingly,!De!Bever! had!not! gone! to! the!police! in! contrast! to!most! of! the!other!




strong! alibis:! they!were! at! a! family! gathering! in! Zeeland! and!were! informed!by! the!
police!of! the!murder.!The!man!who! lived!above!the!premises!and!who!on!Thursday!









an! eye! on! the! asylum! seekers.! The!Mayor! and! the! public! prosecutor! consequently!
requested!the!force!management!to!work!towards!a!speedy!conclusion!of!the!case.!A!
complicating!factor,!however,!was!that!the!force!management!had!received!a!request!
from! a! neighboring! regional! police! force! to! supply! investigators! in! connection!with!
the! start! of!major! sex! crime! investigation.! The! force!management! asked! the! teame
leader!to!decide!whether!he!would!be!able!to!supply!investigators!to!the!neighboring!
force.! Information!was!slowly!coming! in.!The!bullets! found! in!the!pub!turned!out!to!
have! been! fired! from! a! gun! used! in! the!murder! of! a! car! and!motor! bike! dealer! in!
Veenendaal! in!2005.!The!bullet! trajectory! investigation! in! the!pub!revealed! that! the!
gunman!must!have!been!standing!near! the!ashtray!which!held! the!cigarette!butt.!A!
palm!print!belonging!to!De!Bever!was!found!on!the!bar!stool!nearest!to!the!ashtray.!
Meanwhile,! the! asylum! seekers! had! been! located! and! had! no! confirmed! alibi.! This!
was! also! the! case,! however,! in! regard! to! De! Bever! and! various! other! regulars.! The!
young! regular,! Datema,! transpired! to! be! out! of! the! country.! The! National! Criminal!
Investigation! Service! (CIE)! suddenly! reported! that! the! pub! had! been! under! surveile













As! a! result! of! various! stereotypical! chare
acteristics,! certain! suspects! receive! too!

















The! search! for! confirmatory! evidence!










When! little! information! is! known! or! is!
made!available!about!a!suspect,! the!pere













acknowledged! and/or! without! the! presence! of! substantive! grounds.! Creating+ focus+





possible! scenarios.!Decisions+under+political/social+pressure:+ In! the!serious!game! the!
team!leader!was!urged!by!the!mayor!and!the!public!prosecutor!to!wind!up!the!case!as!
quickly! as! possible! following! social! unrest! concerning! the! possible! involvement! of!
asylum!seekers!in!the!murder.!What!is!more,!the!team!leader!was!also!pressured!into!
giving!up!some!of!his!available!manpower.!The!decisionemaking!pitfall!was!that!social!
indignation! and! pressure! from!management! impacted! the! decisionemaking! process.!














This! paragraph! presents! the! results! of! the! research! using! a! single! decisionemaking!
aspect!or! a! combination!of! different!decisionemaking! aspects.! Each!decisionemaking!
aspect! is! illustrated!with! a! typical! statement! given! by! team!members!while! playing!
the!serious!game.!!
!






ing! hypotheses! and! scenarios.! The! difference! between! being! influenced! by! stereoe
types!and!the!use!of!contextual!rules!of!thumb,!however,!could!not!be!clearly!estabe






































critical! of! the! ‘robbery! with! murder’! hypothesis! bee
cause!not!all!the!money!on!the!premises!had!gone:!‘It!
appears!to!be!a!robbery!but!there!is!still!money!at!the!
scene.’! This! fact! could! have! invalidated! the! ‘robbery!
with!murder’!hypothesis.!Another!team!stated:! ‘Mone
ey! was! still! lying! on! the! bar! and! we! need! to! know!
about! the! safe;! it! seems! unlikely! it! was! a! robbery.’!
These! teams! assumed! that! all! the! money! is! always!






mestic! issues.! The! teams!wanted! to! know! if! the! pub!






Six! of! the! ten! teams!mentioned! the!possibility! of! the!







Most!of! the! teams! (six!of! the! ten)!did!not! seem!cone
vinced!about! the! ‘tension! concerning!asylum!seekers’!
hypothesis!in!the!light!of!the!first!and!second!hypothee
ses:!why!would! the!pub! landlord!have! let! the!asylum!
seekers! in! after! closing! time! and! then! count! money!









Half! the! teams! mentioned! the! ‘noise! nuisance! /! upe
stairs! neighbor’! scenario.! Their! hypothesis! was! that!











formulated! a! scenario! such! as:! ‘The! biker! club! took!
revenge! on! the! pub! landlord! because! they! think! he!
talked! about! them! to! the! police’.! In! most! cases,! the!




















up’! by! the! teams.! Their! comments! included:! ‘All! too!
much!of! a! coincidence’! and! ‘So!many!boxes! here! are!
ticked.’! Given! such! comments! and! the! fact! that! De!
Bever!was! given! priority! during! the! investigation,! the!
teams! were! responding! to! the! rule! of! thumb! that!












































































































































































Team!1! X!! X! e!! e!! e!! X!! e!! e!! X!! X!! X!! X!! 7!
Team!2! X! X! X! e! e! X! e! X! e! X! X! X! 8!
Team!3! e! X! X! X! e! X! X! e! e! X! X! e! 7!
Team!4! e! X! X! e! X! e! X! X! e! X! X! X! 8!
Team!5! e! X! X! e! X! e! X! e! e! X! X! X! 7!
Team!6! X! X! X! e! X! X! e! X! e! X! X! X! 10!
Team!7! e!! e!! X!! X!! X!! e!! e!! e!! X!! e!! X!! X!! 7!
Team!8! X! X! X! e! X! X! e! X! X! X! X! e! 10!
Team!9! X!! X!! X!! X!! X!! X!! X!! X!! e!! X!! X!! X!! 11!
Team!10! e!! X!! X!! e!! e!! e!! e!! e!! X!! e!! X!! e!! 4!




































































































































































































































































X! X! X! X! X! X!(inc.!
police!
dog)!

































































X!! X!! e!! 9!
Table+explanation:+X+=+tool+deployed+|+;+=+tool+not+deployed+
!




















In! addition,! the! teams!were! asked! to! deploy! available! officers! from! the!Operations!
Core!Team!(including!forensic!investigators)!and!allocate!them!to!the!tasks!on!which!
they! had! decided.! Table! 4.5! shows! the! number! of! deployed!Operations! Core! Team!
























































































































































































Team!1! 3! 1!! 4!! 1!! 2+1*! 1! 3! 1! 1!! 1! 1!! 19!
Team!2! e! 1! 5! 1*! 2+1*! 1! 4! 2! 1! 1! 1! 18!
Team!3! e! 1! 6! 1*! 1+1*! 1! 2! 2! 1! 1! 1! 16!
Team!4! 2! 1! 4! 1+1*! 1+1*! 1! 2! 1! 1! 1! 1! 16!
Team!5! 2! 1! 6! 1! 1! 1! 4! 1! 1! 1! 1! 20!
Team!6! e! 1! 6! 1*! 1+1*! 1! 4! 2! 3! 1! 1! 20!
Team!7! 2! 1! 6! 1*!! 1+1*! 1! 4!! 2!! 2! e! 2! 21!
!!
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Team!8! 2! 1! 2! 1*! 1+1*! 1! 3! 2! 2! 1! 1! 16!
Team!9! 1! 1! 4!! 1*! 1*! e! 2! e!! 2! 1!! 1!! 12!
Team!10! 3!! 1! 6! 1*! 1*! e!! 4!! 2! 1!! 1!! e! 18!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Total! 15! 10! 49! 3+8*! 10+9
*!
8! 32! 15! 15! 9! 10! 176!
Table+explanation:+*=+execution+of+task+by+a+Commander+Core+Team+member+with+or+
















can! be! divided! into! four! separate! subjects:! tunnel! vision,! focus,! falsificae
tion/verification! and! elimination.! Tunnel! vision.+None! of! the! Command!Core! Teams!

































































Team!1! O! O! n/a! O! O! O! O!
Team!2! O! O! n/a! O! M! O! O!
Team!3! O! O! n/a! O! O! O! O!
Team!4! O! O! n/a! O! M! P! O!
Team!5! O! O! n/a! O! M! P! O!
Team!6! O! O! n/a! O! V! V! O!
Team!7! O! O! n/a! O! M! O! O!
Team!8! O! O! n/a! O! V! O! O!
Team!9! O! O! n/a! O! M! O! O!
Team!10! O! O! n/a! O! M! M! O!
Investigation!focus!in!round!2!
Team!1! O! O! O! O! O! O! O!
Team!2! V! O! M! F! O! O! O!
Team!3! O! O! O! O! O! O! O!
Team!4! P! O! M! P! M! O! O!
Team!5! P! O! M! O! M! O! O!
Team!6! V! O! M! O! O! O! O!
Team!7! P! O! O! O! M! O! O!
Team!8! P! O! M! O! O! P! O!
Team!9! V! E! M! O! M! P! O!!
Team!10! O! O! M! O! O! O! O!
Investigation!focus!in!round!3!
Team!1! S! F! O! F! O! O! O!
Team!2! V! O! O! F! O! O! O!
Team!3! O! O! O! O! O! O! O!
Team!4! S! O! O! V! M! O! O!
Team!5! P! O! M! O! M! O! O!
Team!6! V! O! O! O! O! O! O!
!!
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Team!7! V! O! O! O! O! O! O!
Team!8! V! O! O! O! O! V! O!
Team!9! V! E! M! F! O! V! O!
Team!10! O! O! M! O! O! O! O!
Table+explanation:+The+following+terms+and+abbreviations+were+used+in+the+assessment+
of+ focus+on+persons:+M+ (missed):+person+not+ (yet)+noticed;+O+ (open):+person+was+no;
ticed+but+not+(yet)+linked+to+scenario;+P+(priority):+person+subjected+to+intensive+investi;
gation+ (at+ least+ two+different+methods+of+ investigation);+ F+ (falsification):+person+was+
linked+ to+an+ innocent+ scenario;+V+ (verification):+person+was+ linked+ to+guilty+ scenario;++

















same:! first! an! initial!orientation!of! all! persons! involved! followed!by! careful! focusing!




At! various!moments! during! the! investigation,! the! focus! shifted! to! five! of! the! seven!
(groups!of)!persons.!The!table!below!shows!per!person!the!percentage!of!focus!they!



















strengthen! the! evidential! value! of! scenarios! and! hypotheses,! is! to! be! able! to! deal!
effectively!with!counterevidence.! In!total,!three!Command!Core!Teams,!across!three!
rounds,!attempted! five! times! to! find!evidence! for!an! innocent! scenario.! Four!of! the!
five!cases! involved! the!asylum!seekers,!and! the! fifth!Chorizo.!Seven!Command!Core!






The!exonerating!evidence!which!had!been! included! in! the! scenario!–! the!confirmed!
alibis!of! the!victim’s! family!and!Chorizo!–!was!noticed!by!virtually!all! the!Command!






Information+ impulsion+ fallacy.! Information! impulsion! fallacy! was! evident! in! varying!
degrees! in!virtually!all! the!Command!Core!Teams.!We!observed!among!many!of! the!
teams!the!reverse!variation!of! information! impulsion! fallacy:! the!scenario!contained!
little!information!about!the!‘true’!perpetrator!(Datema)!and!nor!did!the!teams!ask!for!
information! or! assign! investigators! to! the! task.! Consider,! for! example,! the! limited!














• Many!Command! teams! responded! to! the!social! pressure!by!deploying!extra! cae
pacity!on!the!asylum!seekers!so!as!to!give!priority!to!this!line!of!investigation.!Yet!








During! group! interviews,! we! asked! about! the! effects! of! the! Criminal! Investigation!
Reinforcement!Programme!on!the!prevention!of!tunnel!vision.!During!the!interviews!
we! paid! special! attention! to! the! areas! which,! in! the! final! assessment! of! the!
Programme,! the! police! themselves! said! had! contributed! most! to! the! ability! to!





subsequently! improved! police! investigations! (including! less! tunnel! vision)! given,! in!
contrast! to! previously,! the! permanent! positions,! greater! and! more! certain! staffing!
capacity!and!fixed!roles.!The!implicit!assumption!here!appears!to!be!the!creation!of!a!





‘We+ have+ been+working+ together+ as+ a+ team+ for+ a+ year.+ You+make+mistakes+
now+and+ then+but+ because+we’re+ always+working+ together+ you+ get+ to+ know+
!!
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each+ other’s+ strong+ and+ weak+ points.+ So+ you+ learn+ how+ to+ anticipate+ each+
other’s+strong+and+weak+areas.’++
+
‘The+ strength+ of+ the+MIT+ is+ that+ you+ know+ each+ other+ and+ you+ know+what+











greater! effectiveness.! In! other! words,! they! did! not! think! or! did! not! know!whether!
more!cases!were!solved!after! implementation!of!the!MIT!model.! It! is,!therefore,!not!
possible! to! qualify! objectively! the! positive! assessment! of! the! MIT! model! by! the!
interviewed! Command! Core! Teams.! Some! teams! said! that! as! a! result! of! the! MIT!










can+ conduct+ interrogations.+ Of+ course+ there+ are+ lesser+ mortals+ in+ the+ force+
who+are+not+ so+good+at+ it.+But+most+of+ them+are+highly+ skilled+ interrogators+
and+ now+ they+ all+ have+ to+ go+ on+ a+ course.+ That+ takes+ up+ a+ lot+ of+ time+ and+
doesn’t+ necessarily+ mean+ that+ interviews+ will+ go+ better+ than+ before.+ The+
investigators+who+ aren’t+ all+ that+ good+ probably+won’t+ improve+ very+much.+ I+















‘Now,+ after+ one+ and+ a+ half+ years,+ the+ devil’s+ advocate+ system+ is+ starting+ to+














A! few! Command! Core! Team! members,! however,! did! specifically! mention! various!
practical!problems!in!regard!to!the!devil’s!advocate!system.!The!main!drawback!was!
the!difficulty! for! the!person!who! took! the! role!of!devil’s!advocate! to!gain!adequate!
insight!into!all!the!team’s!information.!In!most!police!forces,!the!devil’s!advocate!was!
allocated! too! little! time.! Some! team! members! suggested! therefore! that! a! devil’s!
advocate!perspective!should!be!sought!‘within’!the!team,!rather!than!outside.!
!







All! the! Command! Core! Teams! indicated! that! they! used! hypotheses! and! scenarios!
during!investigations.!All!the!teams!confirmed!that,!in!general,!the!use!of!hypotheses!
and! scenarios! in! combination!with! its! associated! ‘administration’! helped! in!decision!
making! and!was! usually! ‘a! pleasant!way! to!work’.! Some! team!members! remarked,!
however,!that!the!use!of!hypotheses!and!scenarios!also!had!a!negative!rollout.!They!
mentioned! a! development! in! which! they! found! themselves! having! to! spend! more!
time! and! effort! invalidatating! unlikely! scenarios! which! they! believed! essential! to!
succesful! prosecution:! lawyers! were! asking! increasingly,! and! more! and! more!
successfully,!whether! such! scenarios! had! been! adequately! investigated.! A! shift!was!






new! culture! was! said! to! be! most! evident! during! ‘open’! brainstorm! sessions! which!
were! organised! these! days,! as! well! as! joint! briefings! together! with! the! Operations!











In! addition! to! the! four! principal! measures! set! out! in! the! Criminal! Investigation!
Reinforcement!Programme!which!according!to!the!regional!force!leaders!contributed!
most! to! the! prevention! of! tunnel! vision,! the! Command! Core! Teams! described! a!
further,! in! their! view,! important! issue.! All! the! teams! indicated! that! the! focus! on!
tunnel!vision!within!society!and!within!the!police!force!had!contributed!to!a!high!level!
of! awareness+within! the! field! of! criminal! investigations.+One! teamleader! described!
tunnel!vision!as!having!a!high!TOMA!(topeofemind!awareness).!Another!team!member!
said! pointedly! that! he! ‘didn’t! want! to! be! the! next! bungler! to! fall! into! the! trap! of!
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tunnel! vision’.! Other! members! described! a! ‘collective! fear’! of! tunnel! vision! on! the!
work! floor.! Some! team! members! refered! to! the! emergance! of! tunnel! vision! as!
unprofessional!and!a!sign!of!weakness.!Most!of!the!teams!said!there!was!no!question!
of! internal!hierarchical!encouragement!aimed!at! the!prevention!of! tunnel!vision!nor!










cess.! It! is! likely! that! frontline! workers! provide! their! commanders! with! information!
about!individuals!with!a!high!chance!of!involvement!in!the!crime.!However,!this!finde
ing! suggests! that! frontline! commanders! could! not! be! expected! that! in! exceptional!
cases,!they!are!able!to!find!the!subject!over!which!little!information!is!provided.!!
4.4.2.!ANALYSIS!








in! daily! practice! may! result! in! errors! in! the! investigation! process.! Of! course,! more!
attention!could!be!devoted!to!the!usage!of!hypotheses!and!scenarios!in!the!investigae
tion! procedure.! However,! it! should! be! taken! into! account! that! proving! all! innocent!
scenarios!may!take!considerable!time!which!cannot!be!given!to!other!criminal!cases.!!
!
Notably,! the! content! of! the! hypotheses! and! the! scenarios! differed! considerably!




tradicted! one! another.! Particularly! it! seems! that! rules! of! thumb! differed! between!
regional!police!force.!Consequently,!as!has!been!argued!before!(e.g.!Zsambok!&!Klein,!
1997;! Kahneman! &! Klein,! 2009),! it! seems! that! the! environment! in! which! decision!
makers!operate!heavily!determines!the!rules!of!thumb!they!use.!!!!!
4.4.3.!DECISION!MAKING!
The! game! revealed! that! all! the! Command! Core! Teams! appeared! highly! alert! to! the!
danger!of! tunnel!vision.! In! fact,! symptoms!of! reverse! tunnel!vision!became!evident:!
the!teams!created!so! little! focus!during!the! investigation,! that!even!until! the!end!of!
the!game!they!continued! to! invest! time!and!resources! in! investigating! far! less! likely!
hypotheses!and!scenarios.!In!fact,!symptoms!of!reverse!tunnel!vision!became!evident:!
the!teams!created!so! little! focus!during!the! investigation,! that!even!until! the!end!of!




to!me’)! of! failing! to! identify! a! potential! perpetrator! or! scenario.! As! also! argued! by!
others,!this!lack!of!focus!could!well!be!a!far!greater!phenomenon!and!problem!within!






















Internal!reliability! The! decisions,! hypotheses! and! scenario’s! written! down!
by! the! CCTs! after! each! round!were! discussed! with! two!
other! researchers! who!were! also! present! when! playing!
the! game.! Generally! this! yielded! similar! interpretations!









Ecological!validity! Generally,! a! serious! game! inevitably! compromises! the!
complex! reality! in! which! investigation! teams! operate.!
Although!a!serious!game! is! intended!to!mirror!reality!as!






game! remains! in! that! sense! limited,! but! much! higher!
than! other! research! methods! which! are! carried! out! in!
laboratory!conditions.!More!specifically,!questions!can!be!
raised!about! the!ecological! validity!of! the! result! that!no!
indications!of!tunnel!vision!were!found.!It!should!be!note
ed! that! the! degree! of! tunnel! vision! was! measured!




Triangulation! Triangulation! of! the! different! research! methods! mainly!
generates! convergence.! In! the! literature! there! is! evie
!!
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dence! that! criminal!major! investigation! is! susceptible! to!





Opinion!of!participants! Based! on! interviews! after! the! serious! game,! it! can! be!
concluded! that! the! CCTs! of! the! semieurban! and! rural!
police!forces!were!much!more!positive!about!the!quality!
of! the! serious! game! and! its! potential! as! a! training! tool.!
These!teams!considered!the!game!to!be!realistic.!On!the!





rienced! CCTs! in! semieurban! and! rural! police! forces.! The!










game!was! that! it! could! be! played! in! the! trusted! environment! of! the! police! station.!
Participants!were!very!involved!in!the!game!and!seemed!to!like!it.!Furthermore,!a!well!
developed!serious!game!could!be!used!both!for!training!as!research!purposes.!As!the!













This!chapter!applies! the!ethical! leadership! theory!on!battalion!chiefs!of! the! fire!sere
vice.! It! examines! the! extent! to! which! battalion! chiefs! can! minimize! organizational!
misbehavior! by! frontline!workers! by! exploiting! ethical! leadership! behavior.! In! addie

















(e.g.! Buck! et! al.! 2006),! as! it! is! commonly! suggested! that! fire! services! have! a! strong!
culture!which!puts!an!emphasis!on!ranks,!respect!for!authority,!and!command!funce
tions.!It!could!therefore!be!expected!that!the!degree!of!organizational!misbehavior!of!












On!Thursday!afternoon! June!26th!2009,!during!a! large! fire!at!an!Amsterdam!





examples!of! orders!not!being! followed!are:! a! fire! in! a! structural! building! at!
the!Herengracht! (January!1st,! 2008),! a! structural! fire! in!a! suburb!of!Amstere
dam!(October,!28th,!2008)!and!a!fire!at!City!box!(November,!26th,!2009).!As!an!













not+ been+ communicated+ correctly’.! Interestingly! firemen! indicate! that! their!
compliance!depends!on!which!fire!officer!they!are!dealing!with.!
!
These! narratives! of! organizational! misbehavior! in! the! AmsterdameAmstelland! fire!
service!raised!the!question!as!to!how!organizational!misbehavior!conducted!by!fronte
line!workers!could!be!minimized.!Much!scholarly!attention!has!been!devoted!to!the!
forces! that! drive! organizational! members! to! engage! in! organizational! misbehavior!
(Vardi!&!Wiener,!1996).!However,! the!empirical!knowledge!about!how!to!overcome!
organizational!misbehavior!seemed!to!be!limited!(Brown!et!al.!2005;!Brown!&!Trevie
no,! 2006).! Ethical! leadership! is! proposed! to!have!direct! positive! effects! on! ethically!
appropriate! conduct!of! organizational!members! and!hence! is! supposed! to!be!negae
tively! associated!with! organizational!misbehavior! (Brown! et! al.! 2005;! Trevino! et! al.!
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social! activities! with! the! crew! (for! example:! practicing! sports! together,! frequently!






Ethical! leadership! is! defined! by! Brown,! Treviño! and! Harrison! (2005:! 120)! as! ‘the+
demonstration+ of+ normatively+ appropriate+ conduct+ through+personal+ actions+ and+ in;
terpersonal+ relationships,+ and+ the+ promotion+ of+ such+ conduct+ to+ followers+ through+









tional!misbehavior,! we! focus! in! this! chapter! on!moral!management.! Being! a!moral!






Moral! managers! actively! demonstrate! normatively! appropriate! behavior,! and! are!
consequently!seen!as!legitimate!and!credible!role!models!(Brown!et!al.!2005;!Brown!&!
Treviño,! 2006).! Roleemodeling! behavior! is! supported!by! the! ‘social! learning! theory’.!
The!social!learning!theory!suggests!that!individuals!learn!to!pay!attention!to!the!attie





viduals! need! others! for! ethical! guidance.! Their! argument! is! similar! to!Weaver! et! al!
(2005:!314),!who!argue! that!employees!are! strongly! influenced!by! those! individuals!
who!are!closest!to!them.!Employees!who!work!for!an!ethical!leader!are!most!inclined!


















Moral! managers! should! be! unambiguous! in! their! communication! about! ethics! and!
values.!Clear! and! frequent! communication!about!ethics! and!values! is! therefore! rece
ommended,! as! well! as! relating! ethics! to! ordinary! business! processes! and! being! as!
open!as!possible!about!these!processes!(Treviño!et!al.!2000;!Brown!et!al.!2005;!Trevie
ño!et!al.!2003;!Van!den!Akker!et!al.!2009).!Moral!managers!should!not!only!focus!on!





Following! the!preceding!paragraphs,! it! can!be! concluded! that! a!moral!manager! is! a!
role!model,!hands!out!rewards!and!punishment!for!good!and!bad!behavior!and!come




the! three!ethical! leader! components!as!measured!by!Treviño!et! al.! (2000:!131)! and!
Van! den! Akker! et! al.! (2009).! Thus,! we!measure! role!modeling,! use! of! rewards! and!
discipline,!and!communication!about!ethics!and!values!(which,!when!taken!together,!






holders! (i.e.! customers,! colleagues,! suppliers! and! managers)! or! diverge! from! the!
norms!and!values!which!are!stipulated!by!an!organization!or!society! in!general.!This!
behavior!can!be!visible,!such!as!aggression!or!theft,!but!can!also!be!more!difficult!to!
distinguish,! such!as!not! following! specific! instructions!or!doing!work! incorrectly.!Ore
ganizational!misbehavior!can!consequently!be!divided!in!passive!and!active!organizae
tional!misbehavior!behavior!and!can!be!directed!towards!an!organization,!as!well!as!
individual! colleagues! ! (Semmer! et! al.! 2010,! Berry! et! al.! ! 2007;! Robinson!&! Bennet,!
1995;! Robinson! &! Bennet,! 2000).! Examples! are,! respectively,! gossiping! about! cole




of! organizational!misbehavior,!without! addressing! the!question! as! to! how! it! can!be!
reduced.!Also!there!has!been!little!research!on!the!relationship!between!ethical!leade
ership! and! organizational! misbehavior.! We! discuss! a! few! exceptions.! Detert! et! al.!
(2007)! found! no! significant! relationship! between! ethical! leadership! and! unethical!
behavior.! Other! research! shows! (e.g.! Brown! et! al.! 2005;! De! Hoogh! &! Den! Hartog,!
2009;!Mayer!et!al.!2009)!that!ethical!leadership!has!a!positive!relationship!with!posie
tive!work!behavior.! This! implies! that!ethical! leadership! stimulates!positive!work!bee














nication! about! ethics! and! norms,! influences! organizational!misbehavior.! Employees!
identify!themselves!with!ethical!leaders,!and!even!admire!them,!and!try!to!reach!the!
same!level!of!ethical!behavior!!(Brown!&!Treviño,!2006:!607;!Weaver!et!al.!2005:!314).!
It! can! also!be!deduced! that! rewards! and!punishment! are!one!of! the!ways! in!which!
employees! learn!what! acceptable! behavior! is! (Bandura,! 1977,! 1986).!Moreover! this!
can! be! learned! by! witnessing! ethical! behavior! or! by! hearing! what! possible! consee
quences! of! (un)ethical! behavior! are.! It! can! be! argued! from! Skinner’s! reinforcement!
theory!(Skinner,!1953)!that!employees!exhibit!more!ethical!behavior!and!less!organie
zational! misbehavior! when! ethical! behavior! is! rewarded! and! unethical! behavior! is!
punished.!Recent! research!by! Jones! (2009)! suggests! that!organizational!misbehavior!
can!be! reduced!when!managers! treat! their!employees!with! respect!and!dignity!and!
explain!why!certain!decisions!were!made.!The!corresponding!aspect!is!communication!








what! appropriate! behavior! is! applicable! for! group!membership! in! a! certain! context!
(Giessner!&!Van!Knippenberg,!2008).!The!prototype!reflects!the!social!identity!and!is!a!
reference! point! for! people! who! identify! with! a! specific! group.! Prototypical! group!














that! prototypicality! influences! the! relationship! between! ethical! leadership! and! the!









Hartog,! 2009),! prototypical! leaders! exemplify! and! amplify! normative! behavior.! This!
relates! closely! to! role!modeling! through! visible! action,! using! rewards! and! discipline!




(2b),+ the+ use+ of+ rewards+ and+ discipline+ (2c)+ communication+ about+ ethics+ and+ values+
(2d)+are+positively+related+to+prototypicality.++
5.3.4.!ETHICAL!LEADERSHIP,!PROTOTYPICALITY!AND!ORGANIZATIONAL!MISBEHAVIOR!








The! more! a! leader! corresponds! with! a! prototype,! the! more! he! or! she! represents!
group!standards,!norms!and!values!(Hogg,!2001).!Consequently,!a!prototypical!leader!




This! implies! that! prototypical! leaders! can! influence! organizational! misbehavior! of!
group!members!in!a!positive!and!negative!manner.!The!expectation!is!therefore!that!
overall! ethical! leadership! and! the! ethical! leadership! components,! as! viewed! by! fole
lowers,! influence! organizational!misbehavior.! The! literature! suggests! partial! mediae






















those! people! who! are! being! leaded.! We! therefore! asked! all! 97! professional! crew!
commanders! of! the! AmsterdameAmstelland! Fire! Service! to! fill! out! a! questionnaire.!
Crew!commanders!work!irregular!24!hour!shifts!and!can!be!hard!to!get!a!hold!of!(bee





ers!had! to! fill! out! the!questionnaire! immediately,! since!we! knew! from!prior! experie










the! results! of! the! crew! commanders! an! ethical! leadership! average! of! the! battalion!
chiefs!was!calculated.!!
!
The! questionnaire!was! preetested! in! order! to! know!whether! the! questionnaire!was!
understandable!for!the!participants.!The!result!of!the!preetest!was!that!certain!items!
were!not!apparent!to!the!respondents.!On!every!question!‘leader’!has!therefore!been!
changed! in! battalion! chief.! For! example! in:! ‘The! battalion! chief! listens! to!what! eme
ployees!have!to!say’.!All!questions!have!been!revised!according!to!this!setup.!In!addie
tion!it!was!not!understood!what!was!meant!by!‘the!battalion!chief!sets!an!example!of!
how!to!do!things! the!right!way! in! terms!of!ethics’.!To!clarify!we!added!an!example,!
and!revised!it!as!follows:!‘the!battalion!chief!sets!an!example!of!how!to!do!things!the!
right!way! in! terms!of!ethics,! for!example!by!abiding! to! the! safety! rule! strictly’.!Also!

















Role;modeling+ behavior,+ the+ use+ of+ rewards+ and+ discipline+ and+ the+ communication+
about+ethics+and+values!are!measured!by!using!Van!den!Akker’s!et!al!(2009)!scale.!Van!
den!Akker!et!al!measure!the!moral!manager!aspect!(see!Trevino!et!al.!2000)!based!on!
six! statements! and! three! answer! categories.! Each! of! the! theses! corresponds! to! an!









are,! in!accordance!with!Brown!et!al.! (2005),! translated! in! ‘sincere’,! ‘reasonable’!and!
‘caring’.!!
!
Prototypicality+ is! measured! by! using! the! Van! Knippenberg! and! Van! Knippenberg!










Organizational+misbehavior! is!measured!best!by!observing! it! in!real! life,! for! instance!
by! the!use!of!a!helmet!mounted!camera.! In! this! study!organizational!misbehavior! is!
measured!by!asking!questions!to!employees!(hence!employee!selfereport),!which!is!an!
accepted! and!widely! used!method! in! literature! for!measuring!organizational!misbee
havior! (e.g.,! Aquino! et! al.! 1999;! Fox! et! al.! 2001;! Robinson!&! Bennett,! 2000;! Fox! &!
Spector,! 1999).!Organizational!misbehavior! is!measured!by!using! the!Organizational!
Deviance!Scale!by!Robinson!&!Bennet!(1995;!2000).!As!we!were!interested!in!a!specife
ic! form! of! organizational! misbehavior,! i.e.! disobedience! in! operational! settings,! we!
added!five!items:!(1)!Do!you!start!negative!rumors!on!the!AmsterdameAmstelland!Fire!
Service?!(2)!Have!you!ever!endangered!yourself!or!colleagues!by!not!following!order!
from! the!Battalion!Chief?! (3)!How!many! times!have!you!entered!a!burning!building!
against!the!orders!of!a!Battalion!Chief?!(4)!How!many!times!did!have!you!acted!as!if!
you! haven’t! heard! an! order! from! the! Battalion! Chief?! (5)! How!many! times! did! you!
present!a!fire!smaller!than!it!actually!was,!so!a!Battalion!Chief!was!not!called!for?!!
Answers! can! be! provided! according! to! a! sevenepoint! Likertescale,! where! 1! corree
sponds! to! ‘never’! and!7! to! ‘always’.! In! our!questions! ‘boss’! is! replaced!by!Battalion!
















female! Crew! Commanders! working! at! the! AmsterdameAmstelland! Fire! Service.! On!
!!
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The! average,! the!mode! and! the! standard! deviation! of! the! variables! ‘ethical! leadere




! M+ Mode! SD+ 1! 2!
Ethical!leadership! 4.80! 4.08! 1.00! ! !
Prototypicality! 2.82! 2.00! .86! ,790**! !









On! the! first! statement,! ‘My! Battalion! Chief! displays! ethical! consistency! in! that…’,!
53.4%!of!our!respondents!(n=58)!answered!that!their!Battalion!Chief!at!least!‘talks!the!
walk’,!24.1%!said!their!Battalion!Chief!‘walks!the!talk’!and!22.4%!says!that!their!Battale




the! case! in! private! situations.! It! should! be! noted! that! most! Crew! Commanders!
acknowledged!to!not!having!seen!their!Battalion!Chief!in!private!situations.!!
5.5.3.!SYSTEM!OF!REWARD!AND!PUNISHMENT!






and!39.2%!said! their!Battalion!Chief! rewards! conformity!and!punishes!deviance.!On!













needed! to! report!unethical!behavior! to!him!or!her!when! I!experience! it! in!my!work!
environment,!41.5%!said!they!needed!to!stand!up!to!their!Battalion!Chief!when!they!




On! the! question! ‘Are! you! reprimanded! by! a! battalion! chief!when! you! scaled! up! an!
incident!not!according! to! the! rules?’,!52.7%! (n=55)!answered! that! this!almost!never!
happened.!47.3%!of!the!crew!commanders!(n=55)!answered!that!they!sometimes!or!
often!are!reprimanded!when!they!scaled!up!not!according!to!the!rules.!Though!most!





prototypicality! mediates! the! relationship! between! ethical! leadership! and! organizae
tional!misbehavior.! To!be!able! to! study! the!mediating! role!of!prototypicality!on! the!






statistically! significant!negative! relationship!between! the! two! (ß!=! e.385,!p<.01).!Hye
pothesis!1a!is!therefore!accepted.!Second!we!needed!to!show!a!statistically!significant!
relation!between!ethical! leadership!and!and!prototypicality,!and!between!prototypie
cality! and! organizational! misbehavior.! As! expected! the! regression! analysis! show! a!
positive! and! significant! relationship! between! ethical! leadership! and! prototypicality!!
(ß! =! .760,!p<.01).! Hypothesis! 2a! is! thus! also! accepted.! Between! prototypicality! and!






The! beta! value! of! ethical! leadership! changes! from! statistically! significant! to! none
































































































The!three!ethical! leadership!components,! role!model!behavior! (ß! .013!p>.1),!system!
of!rewards!and!punishment!(ß!e.216!p>.1),!and!communication!on!ethics!and!norms!(ß!
e.084!p>.1),!show!no!statistically!significant!correlation!with!the!variable!organizatione
al! misbehavior.! Hypotheses! 1b,! 1c! and! 1d! should! be! rejected! therefore.! There! are!























































































variable! ‘composed!components!of!ethical! leadership’! to!examine! the!possible! relae
tions! between! the! components! of! ethical! leadership,! prototypicality! and! organizae
tional!misbehavior.!While!the!three!separate!components!have!no!statistically!signifie




ent!variables!of!ethical! leadership!and! looked!at! the!coefficient!Resquare,!which!exe
plains! the! variance! in! ethical! leadership.! The! variance! in! ethical! leadership! is! exe
plained!by!9.7%,!15.5%!and!52.5%!for!role!model!behavior,!rewards!and!discipline!and!
communication!about!ethics!and!values!respectively.!More!than!half!of!the!variance!is!





is! negatively! statistically! related! to! the! occurrence! of! selfereported! disobedience! of!
crew!commanders.!Being!a!group!prototype!or!not!seems!to!fully!explain!this!effect,!
as! it! was! found! that! prototypicality! completely! mediates! the! connection! between!
ethical!leadership!and!organizational!misbehavior.!Furthermore,!no!statistically!signife
icant!relationship!was!found!between!the!three!separate!components!of!ethical!leade
ership! (role!modeling,! rewards! and! discipline! and! communicating! about! ethics! and!













The! relevant! question! is! whether! battalion! chiefs! should! attempt! to! become!more!
prototypical! group! members! so! they! are! able! to! limit! organization! misbehavior! by!
showing! ethical! leadership.! Should! they! communicate! norms! and! values! that! are! in!
accordance! with! the! crew?! I! do! not! think! so! due! to! two! reasons:! they! are! largely!!





ordinates! are! unlikely! to! be! seen! as! group! prototypes.! This! is! a! paradox:! when! an!
ethical! leader!discusses!organizational!misbehavior!of!the!group,!he!dissociates!hime





In!practice,! battalion! chiefs! often!attempt! to!overcome! this!paradox!by! investing! in!
good!relationships!with!individual!members!of!the!group.!The!assumption!is!that!good!
informal!communication!with!individual!crew!members!will!enhance!the!support!from!










dinates! at! the! frontline! and! everybody! in! the! fire! services! know! that! they! are! exe
pected! to! carry! out! organizational! policy.! Consequently,! for! crew! commanders! and!
their! crew! battalion! chiefs! do! not! have! an! equal! status.! Furthermore,! there! are!!
numerous! visible! and! less! visible! cultural! differences! between! battalion! chiefs! and!







ing! accepted! by! the! group’.! Battalion! chiefs! should! behave! themselves! as! being! a!
frontline!manager!and!should!accept! that! they!will!not!be!regarded!as!group!protoe
type.!Battalion! chiefs! attempting! to!be! ‘one!of! the!guys’! are! likely! to! raise!expectae
tions!that!cannot!be!met.!A!possible!consequence!of!generating!false!expectations!is!a!
growing! distrust! and!may! trigger!mechanisms! of! exclusion! from! the! group.! Further!
research! is! required! on! the! question! of! how! the! acceptance! of! frontline!managers!
such!as!battalion!chiefs!is!influenced!when!they!intervene!in!the!case!of!organizatione










as! ethical! by! crew! commanders! and! firefighters.! During! incident! response! battalion!
chief!have!a!specific!role!that!may!necessitate!making!decisions!which!dependent!on!
the! perspective! and! circumstances! can! be! regarded! as! ethical! or! unethical! by! crew!
commanders.! Although! battalion! chiefs! are! responsible! for! the! effectiveness! of! the!
response,!crew!commanders!state!that!battalion!chiefs!often!meddle!too!much!with!
what!they!see!as!their!work.!Crew!commanders!see!decision!making!autonomy!as!an!
important! value.! Sometimes! however,! battalion! chiefs! are! confronted! with! crew!













There! are! two! complicating! factors.! First,! there! are! conflicting! views!within! the! fire!
service!about!how!fires!and!other!incidents!can!be!best!suppressed.!These!views!are!
influenced!by!experiences! that!have!been!gained! in! similar! incidents! in! the!past,! or!
unverified! stories! from!other!members!of! the! fire! service.! Second,!as!noted!before,!
decision!making!by!crew!commanders!and!firefighters!during!incidents!is!affected!by!
cognitive! impairments! that!occur!under! feelings!of! stress!and! timeepressure.!Consee
quently,!crew!commanders!and!firefighters!are!not!always!able!to!effectively!examine!
the!environment!in!which!they!operate.!Because!battalion!chiefs!often!arrive!later!at!
the! scene!of! the!event! and!have!more!possibilities! to! suppress!high! levels!of! stress!
and! timeepressure,! they! are! usually! better! able! to! assess! the! environment.! This! is!
precisely!why!it!is!not!always!desirable!for!battalion!chiefs!to!strive!for!the!position!of!











crew! commanders! comes! together! to! meet! each! other!
and! to! get! information! about! new! professional! and! ore
ganizational!procedures.!It!may!be!that!this!environment!
influences! the! way! the! survey! was! completed! by! the!






ership! were! sometimes! considered! to! be! vague! and!
therefore! we! had! to! provide! some! examples.! This! may!






research! findings! can! be! made.! First,! the! crew! come
manders! involved! in! our! research! were! not! randomly!
selected.! It!may!be!possible! that! the! crew! commanders!
who! engage! in! (significant! forms!of)! organizational!mise
behavior!did!not!want!to!participate!in!our!research!and!
hence!did!not!fill!out!a!questionnaire.!Second,!the!results!
of! our! research! only! reflect! the! opinion! of! crew! come
manders! in!the!Amsterdam!Amstelland!Fire!service,!and!
hence!is!not!a+priori!valid!to!other!fire!services.!Nonethee
less,! some! battalion! chiefs! with! working! experience! in!
other!fire!services!indicated!that!the!degree!of!organizae
tional! misbehavior! in! the! Amsterdam! Amstelland! Fire!
Service! is! not! remarkable.! Third,! while! the! number! of!
participants!in!our!study!was!high!in!relation!to!the!total!
number! of! professional! crew! commanders! in! the! Ame
sterdam!Amstelland!Fire!Service,!the!absolute!number!of!
participants!was! low.! In! sum,! the! results! cannot! necese
sarily! be! generalized! to! environments! other! than! the!
Amsterdam!Amstelland!Fire!Service.+
Ecological!validity! A!major!concern!of!the!investigation!is!whether!the!finde




chiefs! rarely! work! together,! we! asked! the! crew! come
manders!to!think!of!the!last!battalion!chief!they!worked!
with! (in! an! emergency! situation)! when! filling! out! the!
questionnaire.! Some! crew! commanders! reported! that!
they! found! it! difficult! to! think! only! of! the! last! battalion!
chief!they!worked!with.!Another!problem!with!the!survey!





Triangulation! Triangulation! of! the! results! suggests! divergence.! In! the!
survey!most! crew! commanders! reported! that! they! typie
cally!do!not!show!organizational!misbehavior,!while!othe
ers!seem!to!overereport!the!degree!to!which!they!misbee
have.! The! interviews! with! battalion! chiefs,! however,!
provided! a! different! view.! Battalion! chiefs!were! able! to!
recall! many! incidents! in! which! crew! commanders! and!
their! crew! conducted! inappropriate! behavior.! Battalion!
chiefs! and! crew! commanders! may! have! a! different! une
derstanding! about! what! is! ethical! appropriate! behavior!
during! incidents.! In! addition,! the! literature! points! out!
various!biases!that!are!likely!to!be!in!play!in!research!on!
organizational!misbehavior,!such!as!the!social!desirability!
bias! (i.e.! participants’! tension! to! answer! questions! in! a!
manner! that!will! be! viewed! favorably! by! others).!When!
applied! to! this! investigation,! this! bias! suggests! that! ree
spondents! are! inclined! to! overereport! ‘good! behavior’!
and! underereport! ‘bad’! or! undesirable! behavior.!!
Although!the!anonymity!of!the!respondents!was!guarane
teed,! it! seems! inevitable! that! the! respondents!have!not!
reported!all!cases!of!organizational!misbehavior.!!!





being! regarded! as! ‘one!of! the! crew’! enforces! their! cone
trol!capacity!during!incidents.!!
5.7.2.!COMMENTS!ON!THE!APPROPRIATENESS!OF!THE!RESEARCH!METHODS!USED!
Survey! research! appeared! to! be! not! suited! to! obtain! insight! in! the! functioning! of!
frontline!commanders.!For! instance,! the!scales!used! in!the!scholarly! literature!to! ine







particular,! participatory! research! is! needed.! In! this! participatory! research,! attention!
should! be! paid! to! the! influence! of! contextual! factors! (e.g.!why! is! a! decision! in! one!
situation!regarded!as!ethical!and!an!identical!decision!in!another!situation!not?),!indie
vidual!factors!(e.g.!why!do!crew!commanders!accept!an!order!from!battalion!chief!A!
and! not! battalion! chief! B?),! and! cultural! factors! (e.g.!why! does! one! group! regard! a!
decision! as! ethical! and! another! group! not?).! In! sum,! the! conclusion! is! that! survey!
research! is!not!appropriate!for! investigating!complex!and!biasesensitive!topics!as!ore





























from!a!Dutch! Fire! Service! during! realistic! exercises! using! largely! identical! scenarios.!














• The! first! exercise!was!used!as! a! test! to! gain!understanding!of! the! scenario,! the!
way! the!exercise!was!organized!as!well!as! the!quality!and!usability!of! the!video!
recordings.!During! this! exercise! the! fire! service!decided! to! adjust! various!minor!
aspects!of! the!exercise! such!as! the! route!designation! to! the! incident! scene,! the!
roles!of! the!actors! and! staging.!We! therefore!decided! to!exclude! this!particular!
exercise!from!our!dataset.!












In! 2010,! the! Twente! Fire! Service! examined! the! command! and! control! skills! of! their!
twentyefive! battalion! chiefs! during! a! largeescale! realistic! exercise! at! a! fire! service!






Each!of! the!23!exercises! involved! four!engines!and!a!heavy!rescue!vehicle.!Each!ene
gine!was!manned!by!a!crew!commander!and!five!fire!fighters.!The!heavy!rescue!vehie
cle!was!manned!by! two! fire! fighters.! To! the!crew!commanders!and! fire! fighters! the!
exercise!was!a!realistic!training!as!they!were!not!aware!in!advance!of!the!scenario.!For!
each! exercise,! crew! commanders! and! fire! fighters! without! prior! knowledge! of! the!
scenario!were!used.!It!should!be!noted,!however,!that!as!a!result!of!a!limited!number!
of! fire! fighters,! some!of! them!may!have!had!prior!knowledge!of! the!scenario! in! the!







from! the! dispatch! centre.! After! the! alarm,! the! battalion! chiefs! had! to! drive! to! the!
incident! scene!and! take!command.!As! in! reality,!when! the!battalion!chief!arrived!at!
the! incident! scene!one!or! two!engines!had!already!arrived!and!had!determined! the!
initial!priorities.!The!exercises!were!finished!after!all!the!victims!had!been!found!and!












The! scenario!of! the!exercise! involved!a! largeescale! traffic! incident! in!which!multiple!












of! acetylene! could! explode! if! it! is! not! immediately! cooled! down! by! the! firefighters!





















































Our! intention! was! to! objectively! and! systematically! describe! how! battalion! chiefs!









In!order! to!measure!battalion!chiefs’! contribution! to! response!safety!and!efficiency,!
we!defined,! in!consultation!with!five!senior!fire!officers,!the!critical!actions!that!bate
talion! chiefs! should! undertake! in! this! particular! scenario.! These! critical! actions! are!




















































































































































































quickly! the! engines! arrived! at! the! incident! scene,! how! hard! fire! fighters!worked! to!













Before!we! present! the! results! obtained! through! the! analytical! framework,!we! shall!
first!provide!a!qualitative!general,! typical,!description!of! the! incident! command!and!








view! of! the! priorities! as! perceived! by! the! crew! commander.! Most! battalion! chiefs!




situation! before! assigning! tasks.! A! lot! of! time!was! spent! creating! a! diagram! of! the!
situation,!including!the!number!of!victims!in!each!car!and!the!severity!of!their!injuries.!
In!most!exercises!a!correct!diagram!had!been!completed!by!the!end!of!the!exercise.!




battalion! chiefs! decided! to! inform! the! dispatch! centre,! to! consult! ambulance! and!
police!and!to!walk!around!to!monitor!task!progression.!!
!






In! the! after! action! interviews,! the! battalion! chiefs! stated! that! they! were! positive!
about!the!usage!of!helmetemounted!cameras.!They!reported!that!they!noticed!little!of!
wearing! the! camera.! In! addition,! the! camera! recordings! gave! them! accurate! (and!
sometimes!confronting)! insight! into! the!way! they!had!operated!during! the!exercise.!
Most! of! the! battalion! chiefs! experienced! the! exercise! environment! to! be! realistic,!






which! 10! minutes! were! used! en! route! to! the! incident! ground! and! the! remaining!!



























1! 63! 13! 50! 10! 20%!
2! 68! 8! 60! 14! 23%!
3! 63! 10! 53! 15! 28%!
4! 74! 9! 65! 10! 15%!
5! 66! 7! 59! 10! 17%!
6! 70! 12! 58! 11! 19%!
7! 66! 7! 59! 14! 24%!
8! 64! 10! 54! 15! 28%!
9! 73! 8! 65! 14! 22%!
10! 64! 11! 53! 15! 28%!
11! 64! 11! 53! 11! 21%!
12! 66! 9! 57! 14! 25%!
13! 66! 10! 56! 10! 18%!
14! 58! 7! 51! 12! 24%!
15! 66! 9! 57! 15! 26%!
16! 65! 15! 50! 16! 32%!
17! 72! 10! 62! 12! 19%!
18! 66! 9! 57! 12! 21%!
19! 69! 10! 59! 13! 22%!
20! 72! 12! 60! 8! 13%!
21! 66! 15! 51! 18! 35%!
22! 69! 7! 62! 8! 13%!
23! 67! 10! 57! 10! 18%!
Mean! 66.83! 9.96! 56.87! 12.48! 22%!


















sponse! time.!Given! the! relatively! few!exercises! carried!out!by! the!groups,!we!could!











1!! 8! 66.75! 3.19!
!
2!! 7! 69! 3.46!
3!! 8! 65! 3.12!
Day!only!
1! 1! 64! e!
2! 1! 72! e!
3! 2! 62! 4!
Evening!only!
1! 7! 67! 3.23!
2! 6! 69! 3.50!
3! 6! 66! 1.91!
!
5.3.3.!INFORMATION!GATHERING!
As! stated! in! Table!6.4,! all! battalion! chiefs! asked!more!questions! than! they! received!




















Notably,! the!number!of!questions! says! little!about! the!quality!of! the!questions.!We!
noticed!that!most!questions!were!vague!and!abstract!such!as!‘What!is!going!on!here?’!
or! ‘Is! it! safe! to! work! here?’! The! first! question! often! resulted! in! crew! commanders!
relaying!everything!they!had!done!since!the!start!of!the!operation.!The!second!quese
tion!often!produced!a!simple!‘Yes’,!an!answer!that!was!good!enough!for!most!of!the!






Table!6.5!presents! the! findings! regarding! the!critical!actions! that!need! to!be!undere
taken!in!the!scenario.!As!evident!from!Table!5,!a!large!part!of!the!critical!actions!were!
performed!by!crew!commanders!(for!instance,!approaching!the!scene!from!two!sides!
or! finding! the! containers! with! hazardous! materials).! One! would! expect! battalion!


































1! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 14! 15!
Exercise!1! BC! No! CC! 13! Yes! No! CC! Yes! CC! No! Yes! No! Yes! No! none!
Exercise!2! BC! No! none! ! No! No! CC! No! CC! No! Yes! No! No! No! CC!
Exercise!3! DC! No! CC! 10! No! No! none! No! CC! No! Yes! No! No! No! BC!
Exercise!4! CC! No! CC! 6! Yes! No! BC! Yes! CC! Yes! Yes! Yes! No! No! BC!
Exercise!5! CC! Yes! CC! 10! Yes! No! CC! Yes! CC! Yes! Yes! Yes! No! No! CC!
Exercise!6! DC! Yes! CC! 7! Yes! No! CC! No! none! No! Yes! No! No! No! none!
Exercise!7! DC! No! none! ! Yes! No! none! No! CC! No! No! No! No! No! CC!
Exercise!8! BC! No! none! ! Yes! No! none! No! CC! No! Yes! No! No! No! none!
Exercise!9! CC! No! BC! 8! Yes! No! none! No! none! No! Yes! Yes! No! Yes! none!
Exercise!10! CC! No! BC! 1! Yes! No! CC! Yes! CC! Yes! Yes! No! No! No! BC!
Exercise!11! CC! No! BC! 5! Yes! No! CC! Yes! CC! No! No! No! No! No! CC!
Exercise!12! BC! Yes! BC! 16! No! No! CC! No! CC! Yes! Yes! No! No! No! BC!
!!
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Exercise!13! BC! No! BC! 3! No! No! none! No! none! No! Yes! No! No! No! none!
Exercise!14! DC! No! CC! 1! Yes! No! CC! No! CC! No! Yes! No! No! No! none!
Exercise!15!
non
e! No! CC! 3! No! No! CC! Yes! BC! Yes! Yes! No! No! Yes! none!
Exercise!16! CC! No! CC! 4! Yes! No! CC! No! none! No! No! No! No! No! none!
Exercise!17! CC! Yes! none! ! Yes! No! CC! No! CC! No! Yes! No! No! No! none!
Exercise!18!
non
e! Yes! CC! 7! No! No! none! No! none! No! Yes! No! No! No! none!
Exercise!19! DC! No! BC! 26! No! No! none! No! none! No! No! No! No! Yes! none!
Exercise!20! BC! No! BC! 18! No! No! CC! No! none! No! Yes! No! No! No! BC!
Exercise!21! DC! No! BC! 15! No! No! BC! Yes! CC! No! Yes! No! No! No! none!
Exercise!22! CC! No! BC! 19! Yes! No! CC! No! none! No! No! No! No! No! none!














































On! average,! battalion! chiefs! issued! about! 17! orders! during! the! exercises.! Table! 6.6!






















specific.! Orders! were! often! vague! leaving! operational! decisions! to! the! crew! come






As! presented! in! Table! 6.7,! just! over! 4! orders!were!monitored! during! the! exercises.!
Most!orders!were!monitored!without!direct!observation!of!the!execution!of!the!task.!













Generally,! monitoring! task! execution! resulted! in! very! few! comments! or! additional!












not! carried! out! by! the! crew! commander! as! ordered.! In! the! first! case,! a! crew! come
mander!did!not!withdraw!from!the!workshop!to!explore!the!store!but!stayed!inside.!






















































manders! is!undesirable!since!there!are!many!biases! in!play! that!distort!situation!ase











ence.!First,! it! could!be!a!matter!of!how!orders!are!defined.!Second,! it! could!also!be!
related!to!the!scenario!that!was!studied.!Third,!in!our!investigation!we!studied!battale





future.! Finally,! cultural! differences! between! fire! services! in! the! Netherlands! and!
abroad!could!also!be!an!explanation.!!!!
6.4.5.!MONITORING! !
There!was! consensus! among!battalion! chiefs! that! strict!monitoring! is! not! necessary!
since!crew!commanders!should!be!regarded!as!professionals.!Consequently,!very!few!
orders!were!monitored! and! even! less! interventions! took! place! after! fire! units!were!
assigned!to!tasks.!This!seems!to!be!no!problem!since!crew!commanders!appropriately!
carried! out!most! orders.! The! field! observations! have! shown,! however,! that! a!more!
critical!manner!of!monitoring!task!execution!may!be!required!in!particular!situations.!
An! explanation! for! the! strong! reliance! on! crew! commanders!may! be! the! sunk! cost!
!!
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bias,!which!could!be!defined!as!persisting!with!a! tactic! simply!because! time!and! ree










ly! to! affect! the! way! they! operate! during! the! exercise.!
However,! as! the! actions! of! all! battalion! chiefs! were!!
recorded,!a!reanalysis!of!the!videoerecordings!is!possible.!!
Internal!reliability! Although! the! video! recordings! where! analyzed! by! one!
researcher,!it!seems!important!to!examine!the!intererater!
reliability!by! two!or!more! researchers.! In! this! study,! inie
tially! two! researchers! used! the! analytical! framework! to!
examine!whether! the!videoerecordings!were!analyzed! in!





External!validity! We!have! investigated! incident! command! and! control! of!
battalion! chiefs! working! only! in! a! single! organization.!
Though!educational!and!training!requirements!are!largely!
similar! in! the! Netherlands,! the! results! in! our! study! are!
not!necessarily!representative!for!all!battalion!chiefs.+
Ecological!validity! A!limitation!of!investigating!command!and!control!during!
operational! exercises! is! the! limited! ecological! validity! of!
the! findings.! A! structural! problem! of! exercises! is! that!
feedback!from!the!environment! is!not!necessarily!realise




tain! orders! provided! by! some! battalion! chiefs! when! it!
was!a!real! incident.!In!addition,!some!crew!commanders!
stated! that!normally! they!would!not!have!waited!on!ore
ders! provided! by! crew! commanders.! Another! limitation!
of!operational!exercises! is!that!battalion!chiefs!are! likely!
to!behave!as! they! think! they! should!behave!by! their! ree






Triangulation! Triangulation! of! results! generates! complementation.!
Helmetemounted!cameras!provided!an!accurate!view!on!
the!functioning!of!battalion!chiefs!during!exercises.!In!the!
videoeaided! after! action! review,! the! battalion! chiefs! ape
peared!to!be!unaware!of!their!behavior!during!incidents.!
This!suggests! that! they!did!not!deliberately!act!different!
because! their! operation! was! recorded.! Interviews! proe
vided!a!first!insight!into!the!motivation!of!battalion!chiefs!
for! their! functioning.! By! observing! the! exercises! in! situ,!
the! initial! actions! of! crew! commanders! could! be! exame
ined!at! the!moment! the!battalion!chiefs!were!attending!
to!the!scene!of!the!event.!In!addition,!by!in!situ!observae
tions! the! actions! of! crew! commanders! and! their! crew!
could!be!better!examined.!During!the!examination!of!the!
helmetemounted! camera! recordings,!we!discovered! that!
more! data! could! have! been! gathered! during! the! in! situ!
observation,!e.g.!about!the!time!it!took!before!all!victims!






talion!chiefs! reported! that! they!noticed! little!of!wearing!
!!
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the! camera.! In! addition,! the! camera! recordings! gave!
them! accurate! (and! sometimes! confronting)! insight! into!
the!way!they!had!operated!during! the!exercise.!Most!of!





mand!and!control!during!exercises!and! in! the! real!world.!According! to! the!battalion!







trol! practices! of! different! battalion! chiefs.! Another! advantage!of! a! training! environe
ment!is!that!a!selection!bias!can!be!prevented!since!all!battalion!chiefs!are!deemed!to!
participate! in! the! training.! The!use!of!helmet! cameras! in! training! settings!has! some!
limitations.! First,! the! quality! of! the! footage! and! the! sound! is! not! always! good.! The!
result!is!that!in!a!few!cases!the!battalion!chief!cannot!be!understood!or!it!is!invisible!
what! crew!commanders!operating! in! the!background!are!doing.! Second,! knowledge!
on!fire!operation!processes!is!necessary!to!understand!what!is!going!on!in!the!video!
recordings.! Third,! helmetemounted! cameras! give! only! insight! into! what! battalion!
chiefs!did,!but!not!necessarily!why!they!did!it.!As!these!limitations!can!be!overcome!in!
a! training! environment! by! using! multiple! cameras! and! using! additional! research!













ing!a! range!of!exercises!with!and!without!battalion!chiefs!being!present!at! the! incie
dent!scene.!In!addition,!to!arrive!at!a!more!comprehensive!examination!of!how!incie
dent!command!and!control!of!battalion!chiefs!relate!to!effectiveness,!we!believe!that!













This! chapter! examines! battalion! chiefs’! incident! command! and! control! practices! in!!
55!real!incidents!in!the!Netherlands.!The!aim!is!to!examine!the!degree!to!which!they!
were! in!control!over! the! incident! response!by! looking!at! the!orders! they! issued!and!











• Factfinding.! NDM! theories! point! to! the! importance! of! proactive! information!
gathering!and!raising!additional!questions!to!check!assumptions.!In!the!analytical!








• Decision+making.!According! to!NDM!theories,! incident!commanders!should! limit!
the!number!of!incidents.!In!the!framework!we!therefore!looked!at!the!number!of!
orders!issued!in!relation!to!the!incident!response!and!safety.!In!addition,!we!were!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!







• Communication.! Based! on! NDM! theories,! communication! includes! questions!
about!the!formulation!of!the!order!(goal,!techniques!and!actions!prescribed,!moe
tivation,!recipient,!etc.).!






















































































































































































engine,! ladder,! squad).! In! the! Netherlands,! battalion! chiefs! are! responsible! for! the!










camera!when! deemed! necessary.! Video! recordings! of! some! 55! incidents!were! supe
plied!by!BCs!over!a!threeeyear!period!(2010e2013).!According!to!the!participating!BCs,!
the! cameras!were!not! always!used!due! to! technical! problems! (e.g.! the! camera!was!
!!
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not!charged)!or!simply!because! they! forgot! to!activate! it!when! in!action!at! the! incie
dent!scene.!!
!
In! addition! to! the! usage! of! helmetemounted! cameras,! two! other! research!methods!
were!used.!First,!the!participating!battalion!chiefs!were!interviewed!about!their!expee





To! establish! the! extent! to! which! battalion! chiefs! controlled! the! frontline! work,! we!
analysed! the! relationship!between! information,! the!orders! given!by!battalion! chiefs!
and!the!degree!to!which!frontline!workers!carried!out!these!orders.!It!should!be!note










investigation! report).! In! the! second! step!we! transcribed! all! videoerecordings.! In! the!




ders! to! the!dispatch!centre! in! regard!to!requests! for!additional!units!at! the! incident!
scene.!We! subsequently! used! the! analytical! framework! to! examine! the! information!















!! BC1! BC2! BC3! BC4! BC5! BC6! BC7! BC8! BC9! TOTAL!
!Region! 1! 1! 1! 1! 2! 2! 3! 3! 3! !!
Number!of!inci]
dents! 16! 4! 8! 7! 6! 1! 10! 2! 1! 55!
fireerelated! 12! 3! 5! 2! 4! 1! 4! !! 1! 32!
hazardous!matee
rial!related! 1! !! 1! 3! !! !! 4! !! !! 9!
heavy!rescue! 3! 1! 2! 2! 2! !! 2! 2! !! 14!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
Total!minutes!









6! 28! 43.5! 59.5! 31! !34.94!





vehicles)! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
1e2! 12! 2! 2! 5! 3! !! 7! 1! !! 32!
3e4! 3! 1! 6! 2! 1! 1! 6! 1! 1! 22!
>!4! 1! 1! 2! !! !! !! 1! !! !! 5!
+
!! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
Number!of!orders!
studied! 19! 2! 23! 2! 4! 0! 5! 3! 0! 58!
related!to!incie
dent!response! 14! 1! 16! 2! 3! !! 3! 2! !! 41!
related!to!safety! 5! 1! 7! !! 1! !! 2! 1! !! 17!
Average!per!incie


































explicit! by! the! BC! was! also! chosen.! Combined! with! the! finding! that! BCs! reactively!





















communicating! ‘what’! they! want! to! be! achieved! rather! than! how! it! should! be!
achieved.! In!our!research,!however,!only!12%!of! the!orders! included!a!purpose! (see!
table!7.4).! In!34%!of!the!cases!no!desired!action!was!prescribed!by!the!BC.!A!typical!







































In! addition! to! issuing! orders,! BCs! also! influenced! frontline! work! in! a!more! indirect!


























































lated! a! Cramer’s! V! correlation.! The! calculation,! however,! uncovered! no! statistically!
significant!relation!between!orders!that!were!monitored!and!execution.!Consequente
ly,!monitoring!the!execution!of!orders!as!defined!in!our!research!(observing!and!raise
ing! questions! about! task! execution)! does! not! ensure! that! orders! are! carried! out! as!
intended.!In!some!cases,!we!found!that!battalion!chiefs!noticed!that!an!order!was!not!
properly!carried!out!but! they!did!not! intervene.!An! illustrative!example! is!a!BC!who!
orders!an!arriving!ladder!truck!to!protect!adjacent!structures,!but!does!not!intervene!
when!he!sees!how!the!fire!is!being!extinguished.!There!are!various!possible!explanae





crew! commander! orders! the! ladder! truck! to! take! up! a! position! in! the! front! of! the!
building!to!create!an!escape!route.!The!BC!is!somewhat!surprised!by!the!order!issued!











clude! that! the! order! was! not! executed! appropriately.! In! 26! cases! (45%),! we! were!!
unable!to!draw!conclusions!about!execution.!More!specifically:!in!18!cases!it!was!ime
possible! to! check! if! the!order!had!been!carried!out!appropriately!based!on! the!hele
metecamera!recordings.!In!8!cases!we!were!unable!to!comment!on!the!execution!due!
to!the!indecisive!formulation!of!the!order!which!was!more!often!a!point!for!considere




orders! which! include! an! instruction! which! contradicts! routine! behaviour.! In! other!
words,!instructions!which!require!crew!commanders!to!operate!in!a!way!they!are!not!
used! to.!An!example! is! a! situation! in!which!a!BC! is! confronted!with! two! firefighters!
emerging! from! an! industrial! building,! despite! the! fact! that! the! BC! had! ordered! the!
crew!commanders! to! stay!outside!and!not!enter! the!building.!Another!example! is!a!
ladder! truck! firm!which! uses! their! canon! to! blow!water! into! the! fire! although! they!
were!ordered! to!protect! the!adjacent!building.!The!second! type! is! related! to!orders!
which!provide!the!conditions!under!which!the!order!should!be!executed,!but!where!
one!or!more!conditions!are!not!met.!An!example!is!a!crew!of!firefighters!who!did!not!





that!not!executing!an!order! is!not!necessarily! related! to!negative!outcomes,!but!we!
have! indeed! seen! examples! in! the! data! of! orders! which! were! not! carried! out! and!
which!lead!to!near!miss!incidents.!For!example,!two!crew!commanders!deviated!from!
an!order!and!entered!an!underground!high!power! facility! to!extinguish!a! small! fire,!





intended! by! the! BC,! but! subsequently,! possibly! due! to! the! absence! of! a! followeup!
assignment,! took! the! initiative! and! started! actions! they! deemed! necessary.! These!
actions,!however,!were!not!always!carried!out!in!consultation!with!the!BC!and!could!
interfere! with! other! decisions! made! at! the! incident! site.! A! typical! example! was! a!








Generally,! when! examining! the! command! and! control! of! battalion! chiefs,! a! picture!
emerges! of! BCs! who! respond! reactively! and! often! intuitively! (recognitioneprimed!
decision!making)! to! the!situation!at!hand,! rarely!halt!or!change!a!previously!chosen!
manner!of! response,!often!communicate!without!explicating! the! intent!of! the!order!
and,! in! the!majority!of!cases,!do!not!monitor! the!execution!of! the!order.! In!at! least!
21%!of!the!orders!given,!we!were!able!to!conclude!that!subordinates!did!not!properly!
carry!out!the!order.!We!conclude,!therefore,!that!incident!commanders!were!indeed!





information.! This! finding! seems! to! be! in! line! with! previous! research! conducted! by!




ronment! in! which! frontline! commanders! often! have! to! operate.! As! frontline! come
manders! need! to!make! sense! of! this! environment,!which! necessitates! a! lot!mental!
effort! (Weick,!1993),! little!mental!capacity!may!be! left! to! find!out!what! information!





guish! relevant! from! irrelevant! information! (Klein,! 2008).! Although! in! this! study! no!
statements! can! be! made! about! the! distinction! between! experienced! and! inexperie










service! starts!ventilation!operations! in! the!basement.!The!BC!agrees!and!orders! the!








In! line!with!current! literature!on! incident!command!and!control! (Rake!&!Nja,!2009),!
we!found!that!BCs!are!incremental!problem!solvers!who!issue!very!few!orders:!in!the!
majority!of!incidents!(51%)!no!order!was!issued!at!all.!45%!of!the!orders!studied!were!
issued! in!5%!of! the! incidents! studied.!71%!of! the!orders!was! related! to! incident! ree
sponse!en!29%!to!safety.!The!majority!of!orders!was!provided!during!major!incidents.!
The! video! recordings! suggest! that! battalion! chiefs! rarely! issued! orders! that! deviate!
from!decisions!taken!earlier!by!crew!commanders.!!!!
!
Our! finding! supports! the!notion! that! largeescale! incidents!differ! fundamentally! from!
smaller!incidents!(Oomes,!2006).!As!Oomes!(ibid)!reiterated,!‘not!much!about!fighting!
big! fires!can!be! learned!by! fighting!small!ones’.!Our!research!offers!one!explanation!
why!not!much!about!big!fires!can!be!learned!from!fighting!smaller!ones,!i.e.!the!nume
ber! of! orders.! That! is! not! to! say! that! large! fires!always! differ! from! smaller! ones! as!










in! the!military! (Shattuck!&!Woods,!2000;!Woods!&!Shattuck,!2000).!Shattuck! (2000)!
for!instance!argued!that!for!commanders!in!the!military!‘it+is+not+enough+to+tell+subor;
dinates+what+to+do+and+why.+When+situations+permit,+commanders+should+explain+how+
they+ arrived+ at+ the+ decision.+ Explaining+ the+ rationale+ helps+ subordinates+ understand+
and+ develop+ similar+ patterns+ of+ though.+ Frequent+ interaction,+ formal+ and+ informal,+





























External!reliability! External! reliability! is! high! since! videoerecordings! enable!
other! researchers! to! reanalyze! battalion! chiefs’! incident!
command!and!control.!
Internal!reliability! Although! the! video! recordings! where! analyzed! by! one!
researcher,!it!seems!important!to!examine!the!intererater!
reliability!by! two!or!more! researchers.! In! this! study,! inie
tially! two! researchers! used! the! analytical! framework! to!
examine!whether! the!videoerecordings!were!analyzed! in!









pating!BCs!may!not!be!prototypical! to! their! regional! fire!
service!or! the! fire!service! in!general.! In!addition,!we!are!
aware! that!a! selfeselection!bias!could!be! in!play!since!a)!
BCs! voluntarily! cooperate! in! our! research! and! b)! BCs!
were! able! to! determine! which! video! recordings! they!
would!share!with!us.! In!conjunction!with!the!first! limitae
tion,!this!bias!makes!it!difficult!to!generalize!our!findings.!+
Ecological!validity! Generally,! the! ecological! validity! of! helmetemounted!
cameras! is! good! since! videoerecordings! directly! capture!
the! environment! in!which! command! and! control! is! pere








analysis! of! the! video! recordings! yielded! findings! in! line!
with! the!very! limited!existing! research!on! incident! come
mand!and!control!(e.g.!Rake!&!Nja,!2009).!The!interviews!
uncovered!that!sometimes!battalion!chiefs!have!a!differe
ent! perception! of! the! response! compared! to! the! video!
recordings.! Participant! observation! gives! the! impression!
that!the!video!recordings!are!representative!for!the!incie
dents! experienced! by! the! battalion! chiefs! and! the! way!
they!behave!in!practice.!









that! research! primarily! based! on! retrospective! accounts! of! incident! commanders! is!
unlikely!to!provide!a!very!accurate!description!of!who!did!what!and!when.!During!the!
interviews,!we!discovered!that!battalion!chiefs!make!sense!of!the!past!by!organizing!
bits!of!memories! in! the! form!of!a!coherent!story!of!what! logically! should!have!hape
pened,!not!particularly!what!actually!happened.!For!instance,!one!participating!battale






ion! chiefs! arrived! at! the! scene! of! the! event,! it!was! other! firefighters!who! came! up!
with!the!idea!to!tow!away!the!garbage!truck.!In!reality,!the!battalion!chief!waited!at!
least!ten!minutes!for!the!fire!engine!with!special!foam!to!arrive!before!he!changed!his!
mind! and! decided! to! tow! away! the! truck.! Therefore,! in! line!with! previous! research!
!!
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The!second! sub]question!of! this! thesis!was! ‘how!do! frontline!commanders! in!major!
criminal!investigations!and!the!response!organization!of!the!fire!service!perform,!how!
can! this! performance! be! explained! and! what! are! the! possible! consequences?’! This!
question!will!be!answered!for!each!FADCM!element.!!
8.3.1.!THE!ASPECT!‘FACTFINDING’!
With! regard! to! factfinding,! this! thesis! contributes! to! the! current! literature! in! two!
ways.!!
!
First,! the! studies! suggest! that! information! that! frontline! commanders! receive! from!
their!environment!plays!a!significant!role!in!their!decision!making!process.!It!turns!out!
that!frontline!commanders!in!the!studies!mainly!acted!on!information!that!they!(accie
dentally)! received.! It! seems! that! frontline! commanders! were! compelled! to! use! the!
!!
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information! that! was! provided! by! frontline! workers.! Often,! frontline! commanders!
blindly! trusted!and!heavily! relied!on! the! information!provided!by! frontline!workers.!
Proactive!information!gathering!by!frontline!commanders!was!rarely!observed.!
!
A! possible! explanation! for! this! finding!may! be! the! informationerich! environment! in!
which!frontline!commanders!have!to!operate.!As!frontline!commanders!are!confronte
ed!with!many! sensory! stimuli,! all! available!mental! capacity!may! be! necessitated! to!
process!the!incoming!information.!Consequently,!no!mental!capacity!is!left!for!analyze
ing! and! gathering! the! information! that! is! really! needed.! In! the! literature,! this! phee
nomenon!is!known!as!information!overload.!Klein!(2009:!134)!defined!this!phenomee
non!as!‘the+point+at+which+our+attempts+to+resolve+uncertainty+by+getting+more+infor;
mation+ become+ counterproductive’.! Sutcliffe! and! Weick! (cited! in! Klein,! 2009:! 134)!
argued! that! ‘information+overload+ reduces+our+ability+ to+ take+a+good+perspective+on+
events,+or+to+identify+which+cues+are+the+most+relevant,+because+we+get+so+distracted+
by+ all+ the+ other+ irrelevant+ cues.’+ According! to! the! literature,! information! overload!
seems!to!be!a!typical!problem!of!incident!command.!Omodei!et!al.!(2005)!for!instance!
concluded! in! their! study! that! commanders! had! trouble! managing! excessive! data.!
Commanders!attempted!to!use!everything!available,!working!harder!to!review!more!
data!than!to!integrate!the!data!they!had.!This!thesis!suggests!that!the!large!amount!of!




the! environment.! Another! explanation! is! that! frontline! commanders! simply! do! not!
have!the!knowledge!and!experience!to!know!what!information!is!needed!in!particular!
situations.!In!addition,!a!rule!of!thumb!that!frontline!commanders!implicitly!may!use!
is! that! information! from! frontline!workers! is!often! relevant!and! reliable!and,! consee
quently,! should! be! used! in! the! decision! making! process.! The! findings! suggest! that!




dle! information!usually! results! in! satisfactory!decisions.! In!NDM! literature,! it! is! suge
















However,! very! few! empirical! investigations! have! been! undertaken! to! examine! the!




new! NDM! mechanism.! When! frontline! commanders! receive! a! lot! of! information!
about! something,! than! they! are! likely! to! devote!more! attention! to! that! something,!
irrespective!of!the!relevance!of!the!initial!information.!When!little!information!is!proe








A! plausible! explanation! for! the! information! impulsion! fallacy! is! the! fear! of! making!
erroneous!decisions.!This! is!emphasized! in!the! literature!on!cognitive!closure.!Ask!&!
Granhag!(2005),! in!a!study!on!forensic!decision!making,!defined!cognitive!closure!as!
the!desire!for!a!clearecut!opinion!on!a! judgmental!topic,!and!an!avoidance!of!confue
sion! and! ambiguity.! According! to!Webster! &! Kruglanski! (1997:! 136),! under! certain!
circumstances! closure! may! appear! detrimental! due! to! concerns! about! judgmental!
errors.!The!authors!stated!that!‘heightened+need+to+avoid+closure+and+an+accompany;
ing+desire+to+suspend+judgment+may+often+arise+when+concerns+about+decision+accura;







The! information! impulsion! fallacy!may! result! in! inefficient! use! of! resource! capacity!
(e.g.! Groenendaal! &! Helsloot,! 2014).! For! instance,! in! major! criminal! investigations,!
devoting! research! capacity! to! forensic! evidence! that! is! not! directly! needed! for! the!
prosecution!process!implies!that!this!research!capacity!cannot!be!used!for!other!crime
inal! investigations.! Additionally,! the! drive! to! know! more! about! salient! information!
may! also! cause! decision!makers! to! overlook!more! important! but! less! salient! infore
mation.!The!result!may!be!that!suspects!are!found!relatively! late.! In!addition,!as!the!





Overall+finding+ The!studies! suggest! that! information! that! frontline!commanders!
receive!from!their!environment!plays!a!significant!role!in!the!dee
cision!making!process.! It! turns!out!that! frontline!commanders! in!
the! studies!mainly! acted!on! information! that! they! (accidentally)!
received.! It! seems! that! when! frontline! workers! provide! infore
mation! to! frontline! commanders,! frontline! commanders! are!
compelled! to! use! it.! Often,! frontline! commanders! blindly! trust!
and! heavily! rely! on! the! information! provided! by! frontline!worke
ers.! To! conclude,! it! appears! that! in! most! cases,! frontline! come
manders! responded! reactively! to! their! environment.! Proactive!
information! gathering! by! frontline! commanders! was! rarely! obe
served.!A!contribution!to!current!literature!is!the!identification!of!
a! new! NDM! mechanism! called! ‘information! impulsion! fallacy’!
which!suggests!that!when!frontline!commanders!receive!a! lot!of!
information! about! something,! they! are! likely! to! devote! more!
attention!to!that!particular!something.!When!little!information!is!




A! possible! explanation! may! be! the! richness! of! sensory! stimuli!
frontline!commanders!feel!obliged!to!respond!to,!making!it!hard!
for! them! to! search! proactively! for! information! in! the! environe
!!
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ment.! Another! explanation! may! be! that! frontline! commanders!
lack!the!experience!to!know!what!information!they!need!to!have.!
A!rule!of! thumb!that! frontline!commanders! implicitly!may!use! is!





In! most! cases,! the! way! frontline! commanders! deal! with! infore
mation! seems! to! result! in! satisfactory! decisions.! However,! as!
frontline!workers’!decision!making!might!be!susceptible!to!biases!
and! errors! (see! Chapter! 1! and! 2),! frontline! commanders! should!
be!able!to!proactively!search!the!environment!to!identify!threats!
that! frontline! workers! are! unlikely! to! notice.! This! requires! that!
frontline! commanders!make! sure! that! they!use! their!mental! cae
pacity! as! efficient! as! possible! and! not! become! distracted! by! all!





tive! or! recognitioneprimed! decision! making! strategies,! hence! without! deliberately!
considering!decision!alternatives!or!discussion.!Assumptions!are!rarely!made!explicit.!
This! finding! is! in! line!with! a! large! amount!of! research!which! suggests! that! frontline!
commanders!primarily!use!their! intuitive!decision!skills!when!operating!at!the!fronte
line! (e.g.! Klein! et! al.! 1986;! Klein,! 2009;! Kahneman! &! Klein,! 2009;! Brugghemans! &!





affect! the! analysis! in! the! decision!making! process.! The! frontline! commanders!were!
often! unaware! of! this! influence! in! their! decision!making.! This! finding! supports! the!
current! literature! about! the! forensic! confirmation!bias.! This! literature! suggests! that!






















over!delay.!According! to! the!authors,! there! is! some!degree!of! selfeprotection! in!


























making!may! result! in!unsatisfactory!decisions! (see!Chapter! 2).!When! frontline! come
manders! lack! sufficient! experience! in! practice,! rules! of! thumb! learned! in! education!
and!training!may!be!applied! inappropriately.!Notwithstanding!the! importance!of! ime
proving! intuitive! decision! making! skills,! it! should! be! noticed! that! mostly! frontline!
commanders!will!make!a!difference!when!they!in!contrast!to!frontline!workers!use!a!
more!rational!decision!making!process,! in!the!RPD!model! labeled!as! ‘mental!simulae






Overall+finding+ The! studies! give! the! impression! frontline! commanders! mostly!




decision!making! process.! The! frontline! commanders!were! often!
unaware! of! this! influence! in! their! decision!making.! This! finding!
supports! the! current! literature! about! the! forensic! confirmation!
bias.! The! contribution! of! this! thesis! is! that! this! bias! is! observed!
during! the! playing! of! a! serious! game,!which! seems! to! be!much!




According! to! literature,! most! decisions! that! people! make! are!
based! on! RPD,! which! occurs! automatically,! involuntary! and! ale
most!effortlessly.!In!contrast,!deliberate!activities!such!as!mental!
simulation! are! controlled,! voluntary! and! effortful.! They! impose!
demands!on!limited!attentional!resources.!It!may!be!the!case!that!
in!most!cases,!rational!decision!making!such!as!mental!simulation!
is! not! required! for! satisfactory! decisions.! In! addition,! it! seems!
that! decision! makers! prefer! action! to! thinking,! especially! when!
experiencing! timeepressure.! ! Finally,! it! seems! that! in! education!
and! training! of! frontline! commanders! little! attention! is! devoted!
!!
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to! the! influence! of! contextual! factors! and! psychological! biases!





In! exceptional! cases,! intuitive!decision!making!may! result! in! une
satisfactory!decisions!(see!Chapter!2).!When!frontline!commande










closure!when! there! is! still! a! degree! of! ambiguity.! This! avoidance! is! likely! to! be!
driven!by!a!fear!of!error!in!the!decision!making!process.!As!also!argued!by!others,!
this! lack! of! focus! could!well! be! a! far! greater! phenomenon! and! problem!within!
criminal! investigations! than! the! risk! of! tunnel! vision! (cf.! Snook!&!Cullen,! 2008).!
Although! the! prevention! of! errors! in! major! criminal! investigation! is! important,!
there!is!also!a!need!for!efficient!investigation!work!as!a!lot!of!crimes!remain!une
solved.!Both!are!vital!for!the!legitimacy!of!the!criminal!justice!system.!Currently!it!
seems! that! frontline! commanders! are! more! concerned! with! preventing! errors!
than!increasing!efficiency.!!
• In!the!organization!of!the!fire!response,!it!seems!that!most!decisions!are!taken!by!
frontline! workers,! not! frontline! commanders! (it! should! be! noticed! that! crew!
commanders!are!regarded!here!as!frontline!worker!although!they!can!be!regarde
ed! as! frontline! commander! as!well).! In! addition,! it! appears! that! frontline! come
manders!rarely!take!decisions!that!deviate!from!decisions!earlier!taken!by!fronte
line!workers.!A!similar! finding!can!be! identified! in!major!criminal! investigations:!





line!workers.! It!seems! likely!that! in!the!majority!of!cases,! frontline!commanders!
!!
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tionships+with+others.+ For+example,+ implicit+ in+ the+concept+of+ injunctive+norms+ is+
the+ idea+ that+ if+we+ engage+ in+ behavior+ of+which+ others+ approve,+ others+will+ ap;
prove+of+us,+too.+Accordingly,+we+use+approval+and+liking+cues+to+help+build,+main;






On! the! one! hand,! the! findings! diverge! from! current! public! administration! research!




the!scholarly! literature!that!direct!supervision!of! task!execution!may!significantly! ine
crease! the! likelihood! that! organizational! policy! is! implemented! (see! Henderson! &!
Pandey,!2013!for!a!discussion!on!this),!can!therefore!not!be!supported.!On!the!other!






commanders! take! fundamental! decisions.! However,! especially! in! noneroutine! incie
dents!frontline!commanders!must!be!able!to!take!divergent!decisions.!In!these!partice








Overall+finding+ The!overall! findings! suggest! that! frontline! commanders! seem! to!
find! it! difficult! to! take! fundamental! decisions.! In!major! criminal!
investigations,! it! seems! that! frontline! commanders! delay! the!
decision!making!about!who!has!done!it!to!prevent!the!possibility!
of! tunnel! vision! in! the!decision!making!process.! In! the!organizae
tion!of! the!fire!response,! it!seems!that!most!decisions!are!taken!
by! frontline! workers,! not! frontline! commanders! (it! should! be!
noticed! that! crew! commanders! are! regarded! here! as! frontline!
worker!although!they!can!be!regarded!as!frontline!commander!as!
well).! In! addition,! it! appears! that! frontline! commanders! rarely!
take!decisions!that!deviate!from!decisions!earlier!taken!by!fronte
line!workers.!A!similar!finding!can!be!identified!in!major!criminal!
investigations:! when! frontline! commanders! receive! information!
from!below!the!organization!about!something,!they!seem!to!find!
it!difficult!to!neglect!it.!Conversely,!they!seem!to!find!it!difficult!to!




A! possible! explanation! is! that! frontline! commanders! are! more!
susceptible!to!preventing!errors!than! improving!the!efficiency!of!






Not! taking! fundamental! decisions! or! taking! them! to! late! may!




The! studies! suggest! that! despite! the! ofteneinadequate! formulation! of! orders,! most!
orders!seem!to!be!implemented!in!a!satisfactory!manner.!This!may!imply!that!in!most!
cases,! the! questions! of! whether! and! how! orders! are! executed! depend! on! the!










construct+ expectations+ for+what+ is+ likely+ to+ occur+ next.+ Furthermore,+mental+models+
allow+ people+ to+ draw+ inferences,+ make+ predictions,+ understand+ phenomena,+ decide+
which+actions+to+take+and+experience+events+vicariously.’!In!the!literature!on!teams,!it!
is!suggests!that!teams!can!only!coordinate!their!actions!when!they!possess!commonly!
held! knowledge! structures! that! allow! them! to! predict! team! behavior! based! upon!
shared!performance!expectations!(Fiore!et!al.!2001).!The!function!of!a!shared!mental!
model!is!to!allow!team!members!to!draw!on!their!own!wellestructured!knowledge!as!
a!basis! for! selecting!actions! that!are! consistent!and!coordinated!with! those!of! their!
teammates!(Mathieu!et!al.!2000).!Although!it!is!questionable!whether!frontline!come









of! procedures,! task! strategies,! likely! contingencies! or! problems! and! environmental!
conditions.! Third,! team! members! must! hold! shared! conceptions! of! how! the! team!
interacts.!This!includes!knowledge!about!roles!and!responsibilities!of!team!members,!
understanding! of! interaction! patterns! and! role! interdependencies.! Finally,! team!
members!must!share!a!team!member!model.!According!to!Mathieu!et!al.!(2000),!this!
model! contains! information! that! is! specific! to! the! member’s! teammates,! their!
knowledge,! skills,! attitudes,! preferences,! strengths,!weaknesses,! tendencies,! and! so!
on.!!
!









On!the!one!hand,! frontline!workers!seem!to!have! little!understanding!why! frontline!
commanders! should! make! decisions! which! they! consider! to! be! unethical! (but! are!






Overall+finding+ The! studies! suggest! that! despite! the! often! inadequate! formulae
tion!of!orders,!most!orders!seem!to!be!implemented!in!a!satisface
tory! manner.! This! implies! that! in! most! cases,! the! questions! of!
whether!and!how!orders!are!executed!depend!on!the!knowledge!




It! seems! that! in!most! cases,! frontline! commanders! and!workers!
have! a! shared! mental! model! about! what! needs! to! be! done! in!
particular! situations.! Consequently,! there! is! often!no!need! for! a!
precise!formulation!of!orders.!An!explanation!for!the!often!poorly!











the! implementation!of!orders.!No! relation!was! found!between! the!degree! to!which!









!Although! most! orders! were! implemented! without! monitoring! effort! of! frontline!








seems! that! in! current! practice! and! in! training! environment,! battalion! chiefs! receive!
little!feedback!about!the!degree!to!which!they!monitor!the!implementation!of!orders.!
Consequently,! they! rarely! experience! that! a! lack! of! monitoring! may! have! adverse!
consequences!in!typical!situations.!Chapter!6!and!7!provide!evidence!for!this!explanae
















about! task!execution,!decision!makers!are!better!able! to! learn! the!consequences!of!
their!actions.!By!monitoring!the!task!execution,!timely!feedback!can!be!provided.!!
!
Brehmer! (1992)! also! studied! feedback! delays.! He! defined! feedback! delays! as! ‘the!
information!available!at!the!moment!of!the!decision!which!is!not!the!information!that!
the!decision!maker!needs! for! the!decision’.!According! to!Brehmer! (1992),! there!are!




effect.! The! second! represents! the! time! constant,! namely! the! time! required! for! the!
control! action! to! change! the! state! of! the! system.! The! third! refers! to! the! delay! dee
scribed!by!Gibson!(2000)!and!others,!that!is!a!delay!in!the!transmission!of!information!
about! results.!Although!not!explicitly!described!by!Brehmer! (1992),!his!work! implies!
that!frontline!commanders!need!to!monitor!their!issued!orders!to!get!a!better!undere
standing!of! the! several! types!of! feedback!delay! that!are! in!play.!This!understanding!
may!give!rise!to!further!action!by!frontline!commanders,!such!as!adjusting!orders!or!
highlighting! the! importance! of! certain! conditions.! For! instance,! when! a! frontline!





Overall+finding+ The! studies! show! that! the!majority!of!orders!are!not!monitored!
by! frontline! commanders.! Although! most! orders! were! implee









Especially! in! the! case!of! countereintuitive!orders,! it! is! likely! that!
orders! are! not! implemented! as! desired.! This! may! have! severe!
consequences!with! regard! to! response! safety! and! effectiveness.!
Additionally,! when! not! monitoring! implementation! of! frontline!















necessarily! a!mix! of! qualitative! and! quantitative! data! collection! instruments,! richer!
and!more!reliable!insight!can!be!obtained!about!individual!aspects!and!the!effects!of!
frontline! command.!More! particularly,! serious! games,! (participant)! observation! and!
the! use! of! helmet! cameras! seem! to! be! suitable!methods! for! investigating! different!
aspects! of! frontline! command! and! incident! command! and! control.! Specifically!with!
regard! to!serious!games,! this! thesis! shows! that! they!can!be!based!on! realistic! cases!
(e.g.!solved!crimes)!involving!realistic!tasks!(e.g.!assigning!tasks!to!frontline!workers).!
This! is! contrary! to! previous! research! (see! Chapter! 1),! in! which! participants! had! to!




Another! principal! finding! is! that! interviews! and! survey! research! do! not! seem! to! be!
suitable! as! primary! research!methods! for! the! study! of! frontline! command! and! incie
dent!command!and!control.!It!has!been!found!that!in!some!occasions!frontline!come
manders!have!different!perceptions!about!their!performance!than!what!appears!from!
the! video! recordings! from! helmetemounted! cameras.! This! finding! has! also! practical!
implications! since! many! incident! evaluations! are! primarily! based! on! interviews.! As!
perceptions! of! frontline! commanders! may! be! unreliable,! incident! investigators! are!
recommended!to!use!as!many!data!sources!as!possible!and!compare!the!statements!
of!frontline!commanders!with!other!interviews!and!data!sources.!With!regard!to!sure




To! conclude,! it! appears! from! this! thesis! that! the!effects! frontline! command!are!not!
easily!revealed!for!researchers.!A!thorough!understanding!of!frontline!command!nee
cessitates! study!designs!consisting!of!multiple! research!methods,!which!will!make! it!













Interviews! The! interview!as!primary!research!method! is! inapproprie
ate! for! getting! a! deep! and! reliable! understanding! of!









tively! high! on! ecological! validity! compared! to! other! ree
search!methods! and! consequently! seem! to! be! an! effece
tive!method! for! investigating!real!world!decision!making!
(see!also!Gonzalez,!2012).!This! thesis!shows!that!serious!
games! are! apt! to! create! awareness! among! frontline!
commanders! about! NDM! decision! making! mechanisms.!
Contrary! to! serious! games! which! only! simulates! a! few!
aspects! of! the! daily! decision! making! environment,! this!
thesis!shows!that!serious!games!can!be!based!on!a!realise
tic!case!(e.g.!a!solved!crime)!and!can!be!played!within!the!
daily! decision! making! environment! of! frontline! come
manders.!!!
Survey! As!a!primary!research!method,!survey!research!seems!to!
be! inappropriate! for! investigating! frontline! command! as!





However,! as! the! environment! in! which! frontline! come
manders!operate!is!hard!to!simulate,!additional!research!





to! get! a! deep! understanding! of! frontline! command,! but!
the!results!can!hardly!be!generalized!unless!a! lot!of!pare
ticipant!observations!are!conducted.!This! is!possible,!but!
intensive,! timeeconsuming! and! expensive! (cf.! Bryman,!
2012).! In!addition,!the!presence!of!the!researcher!at!the!
frontline! may! influence! both! frontline! commander! and!
workers.! Therefore! this! research! method! is! particularly!




Helmet! mounted! cameras! have! largely! the! same! ade
vantages! and! disadvantages! as! participant! observation,!
however! it! is!much! less! timeeconsuming.! There! are! two!
specific! disadvantages! compared! to! participant! observae
tion.! First,! as! the!participant! is! able! to!determine!which!
videos! he! or! she!wants! to! share! and!when! to! start! the!
video! recording,! there! may! be! a! selfeselection! bias! in!
play.!Second,!unlike!participant!observation,!it!is!impossie















that! decision!making! by! frontline! commanders! is! affected! by! various! NDM!mechae
nisms!which! can! result! in! inefficient! and! ineffective! decisions.! In! addition,! frontline!
commanders! are! highly! unlikely! to!make! decisions! which! deviate! from! the! routine!
behavior! of! frontline! workers.! Furthermore,! the! decisions! made! by! frontline! come
!!
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manders! are! often! poorly! implemented,! characterized! by! abstractly! formulated! ore











In!this! final!chapter,! the! implications!of!the!findings!are!discussed.!First,! the!general!
implications!for!frontline!organizations!are!provided.!Based!on!this,!recommendations!












that! frontline! commanders! understand! that! they!may! indeed! have! to! deviate! from!
decisions! which! frontline! workers! regard! as! obvious! in! a! particular! situation;! a! ree
quirement!which! is! clearly! a! challenge! as! it! cannot! always! be! learned! in! a! training!












overview!of! the! incident!environment!and!are! therefore! likely! to!opt! for!alternative!
!!
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and! often!more! appropriate! decisions.! Better! education! and! training! may! enhance!
frontline!workers’!awareness!of!this!aspect.!!
!
Although!examination!of!operational! practices! showed! frontline! command!and! incie






decision!making! and! implementation!pitfalls!within! themselves! and!among! subordie
nates.! In!other!words,! the!frontline!does!not!always!operate!optimally!and!frontline!





orous! training.! Clearly! an! area! of! subsequent! concern! for! frontline! organizations!
would! be! how! best! to! allocate! their! education! and! training! budgets.! Should! they:!
a)! invest! in! frontline!commanders!who!are! to!make!a!difference!only! in!exceptional!








demonstrates! that! frontline! commanders! in! major! criminal! investigations! are! cone
stantly! grappling! with! the! tension! between! precaution! (prevention! of! errors)! and!
efficiency!(optimal!use!of!often!scarce!resources).!The!thesis!further!shows!that!fronte
line!commanders!in!today’s!practice!tend!to!opt!for!precaution,!which!has!a!negative!
impact! on! efficiency.! The! discussion!which! frontline! organizations! should! therefore!
conduct!with!internal!and!external!stakeholders!should!focus!on!striking!a!sound!bale







only! the! organization! of! an! intensive! training! program! for! frontline! commanders!
aimed!at!increasing!formal!knowledge!and!incident!command!and!control!skills.!Also,!
frontline! commanders! should! be! assigned! a! broad! decisionemaking!mandate! during!
incident!management!or!largeescale!investigations.!Senior!management!must!support!
those!decisions!openly,! posteincident.! Further,! the!organization!as! a!whole!must!be!























In! the!NDM! literature! (e.g.!Brehmer,!2000;!2005),!differe
ent! aspects! of! frontline! decision! making! and! policy! ime
plementation! are! described.! A! new! addition! to! the! cure
rent!body!of!knowledge!is!a!model!in!which!these!aspects!
are! brought! together.! Based! on! this,! it! is! assumed! that!
frontline!command!can!be!improved!in!practice!by!devote
ing!more!attention!to!FADCM!in!education!and!training!of!
frontline! commanders.! Another! contribution! to! the! cure
rent! body!of! knowledge! is! the! finding! that!mostly! fronte
!!
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line! commanders!make!a!difference!when! they! focus!on!
other! aspects! than! their! subordinates! would! do.! In! the!











commanders! during! incidents! seems! to! be! largely! dee
pendent! on! their! position! in! preeincident! situations! has!
been!more!broadly!described!by!authors!as!Dynes!(1994)!
and! Scholtens! (2008).! Dynes! (1994;! 1990)! for! instance!
noted!that!the!functioning!of!the!organizational!structure!
and!the!behavior!of!workers!during! largeescale!emergene


















biases!may!help!decision!makers! to! reduce! these!biases,! it! is! recommended! to!give!
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of! thumb! in! the! daily! operating! environment! (Salas! et! al.! 2010;! Kahneman!&!Klein,!
2009;!Pliske!et!al.!2001;!Gibson,!2000).!According!to!Pliske!et!al.!(2001)!and!Zsambok!
&!Klein!(1997)!decision!making!performance!can!be!improved!by!using!the!following!
strategies:! (a)! engaging! in! deliberate!practice,! so! that! each!opportunity! for! practice!
has!a!goal!and!evaluation!criteria;!(b)!obtaining!feedback!that!is!accurate!and!diagnose
tic;!(c)!building!mental!models;!(d)!developing!metacognitive!skills,!including!the!abile










linear! relationships,! interrelated! decisions,! novel! events! and! unpredictable! time
ing.!!




sions! made! during! the! exercise.! These! questions! explore! important! cues! that!
might!have!been!seen!earlier,!assessments!that!were!mistaken,!and!the!types!of!
uncertainties!encountered!and!how!they!were!handled.!!












crystal!ball! it! is!determined!that! the!plan! failed.! Individual!group!members! then!









description! of! their! intent.! The! facilitator! then! identifies! a! plausible,! but! unexe
pected! event! that!will! interfere!with! that! plan! and! assigns! participants! to! rolee
play!the!leader!and!his!or!her!subordinates.!The!participant!roleeplying!the!leader!
then!writes!down!how!he!or!she!expects!all!of!the!subordinates!to!react.!At!the!
same! time,! the!participants! roleeplaying! the! subordinates!write!down!how! they!
would!actually!react!based!on!the!intent!provided!by!the!leader.!Next,!the!two!ine
terpretations!are!compared!(Pliske!et!al.!2001).!!


























same!NDM!mechanisms,! they! should!experience!how! these!mechanisms!operate! in!
practice.! In!addition,!by!having!a!decent!understanding!of!NDM!mechanisms,!senior!
managers! are! able! to! create! an! environment! which! reduces! the! possible! negative!
effects! of! these! mechanisms.! For! instance,! senior! managers! may! introduce! a! peer!
review!process! in!which! the! reviewers! (ideally! from!a!different! region)!are!asked! to!
examine! rules! of! thumb! that! are! used! by! the! commanders.! Therefore,! it! is! recome
mended!to!develop!serious!games!specifically!aimed!at!senior!managers.!Additionally,!









training! and! education! about! NDM! mechanisms! should!





in!major! criminal! investigation! to! raise! awareness! about!
NDM! mechanisms.! However,! contrary! to! previous! ree
search,!this!thesis!shows!that!serious!games!can!be!based!
on!a!realistic!case!(e.g.!an!already!solved!crime)!and!can!









thumb! in! the! analysis! of! the! same! information.! Although! this! is! not! necessarily! ade
verse,!it!may!result!in!errors!and!inefficiency!(e.g.!research!capacity!is!devoted!to!the!




In! the! NDM! literature,! different! strategies! of! knowledge! exchange! are! discussed.!
Grossman!et!al.! (2013)!discuss! the!concept!of!crossetraining,!which!according!to! the!
authors!may!help!to!improve!decision!making!performance!and!implicit!coordination!
among! team! members.! The! authors! separate! three! different! approaches! of! crosse
training:!positional!clarification,!positional!modeling!and!positional!rotation.!Positione







cording! to!Burke!&!Miller! (1999),! job! rotation!or! lateral! career!moves,!exposes!eme





function! and! not! the! location! in!which! the!work! has! to! be! performed! (see! e.g.! the!
review!of!Grossman!et!al.!2013).!As!this!thesis!observed!differences!between!regional!
police! forces,! it! is! recommended! to! implement! ‘relocation! schemes’!which! relocate!






















however,! it! is!also! recommended!to!organize!knowledge!





encourage! knowledge! exchange! by! implementing! cross!









al.!2009),! this! thesis! shows! that! the!polarity!between!precaution! (aimed!at! the!pree
vention! of!wrongful! convictions)! and! efficacy! is! rarely! considered! in!major! criminal!
investigation!(see!Chapter!5,!but!also!Snook!&!Cullen,!2008;!Groenendaal!&!Helsloot,!
2014).!In!other!words,!precaution!aimed!at!the!prevention!of!wrongful!convictions!is!
often! not! conducive! to! the! efficacy! of! the! criminal! justice! system.! For! this! reason,!
when!measures!are!developed!it!is!essential!to!determine!the!scope!of!the!precaution!
problem! to! be! resolved! in! relation! to! the! efficacy! to! be! resolved.! The! question! is!






















discussion!about! this!balance,!which! should!be! input! for!











Additionally,! this! thesis! provides! suggestions! for! improvement! for! the! incident! ree
sponse!organization!of!the!fire!service.!!!!
!
Select+ frontline+ commanders+ who+ are+ less+ inclined+ to+ conform+ to+ group+ norms+ and+
values+ and+ are+ able+ to+ use+ their+ (highly+ developed)+ analytical+ skills+ under+ time;
pressure;+
This! thesis! suggest! that! frontline! commanders! who! are! less! inclined! to! conform! to!
group! norms! and! values! perform! are! better! performers! on! the! frontline! command!
position.!It! is!recommended!therefore!to!use!‘dealing!with!social!pressure’!as!one!of!
the!criteria!for!the!selection!of!potential!frontline!commanders.!!That!is,!in!the!selece










petencies.! In! a! study! on! command! competencies! in! the! London! Fire! Service,! Burke!
(1997:! 275)! stressed! that! ‘deciding’! is! an! important! competency! of! incident! come
mand,!which!he!defined!as!‘the+generation+and+evaluation+of+alternatives+in+order+to+








manders:! leadership!ability,! stable!personality!and!decisive.!According! to!Flin! (1996:!
42),!the! leadership!ability! includes!trust,!commands!respect,!acts!with!authority!and!
impartiality,!is!diplomatic,!minimizes!potential!conflict!across!a!multidisciplinary!team,!













The! notion! that! particularly! frontline! commanders! can!










sensus! among! decision!makers.! Opposing! this! view,! this!
thesis! recommends! to! select! frontline! commanders!who!
!!
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Based!on! this! thesis!and!additional! interviews!with! frontline! commanders,! it! is! cone
cluded! that! in! current! practice! little! attention! is! devoted! to! the!way! frontline! come
manders!are!educated!and!trained.!Particularly,!it!seems!that!significant!insights!from!








which! frontline!commanders! receive!a! large!amount!of!basic! firefighter!skills.!Based!
on!this!thesis,!however,!it!seems!better!to!give!frontline!commanders’!the!knowledge!
and!experience!to!solve!problems!that!frontline!workers!may!not!be!able!to.!Furthere
more,! with! regard! to! communication,! in! current! training! practice! little! attention! is!
paid! to! implicit! ways! of! influencing! decision! making! by! frontline! workers.! ! For! ine
stance,!a!tactic!to!replace!a!nonefunctioning!crew!is!to!give!them!a!task!which!is!less!
critical!to!the!incident!response.!However,!this!kind!of!tactics!are!rarely!educated!and!
trained! in! current! training! practice.! Additionally,! the! aspects! communication! and!
monitoring! receive! very! little! attention! in! current! practice.! Many! battalion! chiefs!










noted,! experienced! decision!makers! are! superior! to! novices! in! understanding! their!




as! the!problem!changes!and!evolves,!because! it!allows! the!decision!maker! to!adapt!
his!or!her!strategy!as!needed.!Orasanu! (1990:!cited! in!CannoneBowers!&!Bell,!1997)!








sion! maker! (ibid).! As! Orasanu! (2005)! noted,! devil’s! advocate! and! crystal! ball! teche
niques! can! be! used! to! challenge! assumptions! and! see! weaknesses! in! situation! ase
sessments! and! plans.! Therefore,! it! is! recommended! to! train!metacognitive! skills! of!
frontline!commanders.!More!particularly,! it! is! recommended!to! learn! frontline!come
manders!when!and!how! they! are! able! to! switch!between!different!decision!making!
strategies! (e.g.! switching! from! intuitive! decision! making! to! mental! simulation).!
Though!not!empirically!validated! in!applied!research,!taking!time!to!consider!the!efe
fects!of! a!potential!decision!and! reducing!workload!may!be! two!effective! strategies!
which! decision!makers! can! use! to! support! their! metacognition! capabilities! (Kahnee
man,!2011).!!!!
!
Third,! although! largely!based!on! studies! conducted! in! laboratory! settings,! the!NDM!
literature! provides! promising! recommendations! for! improving! the! effectiveness! of!
training!and!education.!These!recommendations!are!concerned!with!the!way!training!
is! provided! to! frontline! commanders! and! seem! to! be! relatively! unknown! in! current!
practice.!Based!on!an!extensive!review,!Gonzalez! (2012)!provided!the!following!suge
gestions!for!improving!education!and!training!of!dynamic!decision!makers:!
• Slow! is! fast!when! it!comes!to!adapting!to!timeeconstrained!environments.!Thus,!














• Heterogeneity! helps! adaptation.! According! to! Gonzalez! (2012),! the! variation! in!
the!situations! that!people!confront!during! training! influences!how!fast!and!how!
well!they!learn!to!adapt!to!novel!and!unexpected!situations!with!higher!variation!
leading!to!better!transfer.!!
• Feedforward! (‘learning! by! example’)! helps! adaptation.! According! to! Gonzalez!
(2012),!knowledge!of!results!is!not!enough!for!improving!learning!and!adaptation.!
The!provision!of!outcome!feedback!seems!to!be!an! inferior!way!of! trying! to!aid!
learning! and! performance! compared! to! the! viewing! of! a! highly! skilled! decision!




ducting!decision!making!training.!According!to!Hogarth,! it! is! important!to!practice! in!
many! different! environments:! ‘if+ people+ want+ to+ shape+ their+ intuitions,+ is+ to+ make+
conscious+ efforts+ to+ inhabit+ environments+ that+ expose+ them+ to+ the+ experiences+ and+
information+ that+ form+ the+ intuitions+ that+ they+ want.’! In! addition,! Hogarth! calls! for!
paying!attention!to!feedback!that!is!provided!in!the!environment.!As!stressed!before,!
in!the!environment!of!frontline!commanders,!feedback!can!be!systematically!delayed!
or! missing.! Hogarth! stress! that! people! should! know! whether! one’s! intuitions! have!
been! gained! in! kind! or! wicked! environments.! Finally,! Hogarth! emphasis! the! ime
portance! of! threating! ‘emotions! as! data’.! According! to! Hogarth,! people! should! be!





back! is!provided! (e.g.!by!using!helmetemounted!cameras!or!direct! coaching)!and! (c)!





(For+ frontline+ commanders):+ During+ the+ response,+ focus+ on+ a+ single+ aspect+ to+which+
you+can+make+a+difference+as+frontline+commander;++
This! thesis! suggests! that! frontline!commanders!are!able! to!operate!more!effectively!
when!they!focus!on!only!one!aspect!of!the!incident!response!at!a!time.!More!specifie
cally,! as! a! result! of! human! factors! and! practical! limitations,! it! seems! that! frontline!
commanders!are!able!to!control!frontline!work!only!to!a!very!limited!degree.!!
!








This! thesis! recommends! frontline! commanders! to! stay! focused.! More! specifically,!
frontline!commanders!should!ask!themselves!where!they!can!or!should! ‘make!a!dife






1.! Maintain,! in! the! first! instance,! spatial!
and!mental! distance! from! the!direct! task!
execution.!
In!NDM!and!psychology! literature,! there!
are! indications! that! keeping! some! dise
tance!from!the!direct!task!execution!may!
help! to! be! protected! from! the! large!
amount! of! sensory! stimuli! (see! Chapter!
2).!When!not!being!exposed! to! the! sene
sory!stimuli,!more!time!and!capacity!may!
be! left! for! deliberately! seeking! infore
mation.!!
2.! From! a! distance,! look! for! indications!
that!action!is!required.!
!
3.! Determine! the! broad! outline! of! any!
indication! you! find! to! avoid! the! pitfall! of!
This! thesis! suggests! that! incident! come
manders! can! exercise! control! only! to! a!
!!
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micromanagement.! For! instance,! when!
frontline! workers! do! not! comply! with!
safety!procedures,!consider!ceasing!activie
ties!until! sufficient! frontline!commanders!
are!at! the! frontline! to!monitor! rule! come
pliance.!!!
limited! degree.! In! addition,! NDM! and!
psychology! literature! suppose! that! high!
work! load! is! detrimental! to! decision!
making!performance.!!!!
4.! Trust! your! intuition! to! determine! at!
which! moment! a! critical! decision! is! ree
quired.!
See! also! Chapter! 2.! Recognitioneprimed!
decision! making! suggests! that! in! most!
cases,!intuition!can!be!trusted.!!
5.!If!you!feel!the!need!to!act,!ask!yourself!
if! this! is! the! decision! which! will! make! a!
difference.!Also!consider!whether!you!are!
able! to! monitor! the! implementation! of!
the! decision.! Realize! that! you! can! make!
only!a!few!decisions!per!incident!because!
each! order! you! issue! requires! careful!
communication!and!monitoring.!
This!thesis!emphasizes!the!importance!of!
completing! the! FADCM! steps.! Consee
quently,!if!a!decision!is!taken,!considerae
ble! attention! should! be! devoted! to! the!
communication! and! monitoring! of! the!
decision.!
6.! Before!making! the! decision,! take! time!
to! think! about! the! consequences! of! that!
decision.!One!consequence!could!be! that!
for! a! considerable! time! you! would! be!
prevented!from!having!a!clear!view!on!the!
incident! resulting! in! the! necessity! for!
frontline!management!backup.!
See! also! Chapter! 2.! In! RPD,! this! is! ree
ferred!to!as!mental!simulation.!As!fronte
line! workers! mostly! use! a! fast,! recognie
tionebased!decision!making!strategy,!this!
thesis!argues!that!frontline!commanders!
make! a! difference!when! they! take! time!
to! consider! the! consequences! of! the!
course!of!action.!!!!!!!
7.! Translate! the! decision! into! an! order!





This! thesis! shows! that! frontline! come
manders! are! often! poorly! communicae
tors.! In!exceptional!cases,! this!may!have!
adverse! consequences.! Frontline! come
manders! should! therefore! pay! attention!
to!the!way!they!issue!orders.!!!
!8.! Monitor! the! execution! of! the! issued!
order!and!adjust!if!necessary.!In!the!event!
you! cannot! be! physically! present! during!















These! key! points! have! been! used! for! some! years! (2010e2013)! in! training! fire! come
manders! to! improve! their! frontline!management! skills.! Crisislab,! a! research! foundae
tion!associated!with!the!Radboud!University!Nijmegen,!is!currently!running!a!research!
programme! into!the!effectiveness!of! these!courses.!Thus! far,! the!results!are! looking!
positive:!indeed,!frontline!commanders!themselves!feel!they!are!more!able!to!make!‘a!






















tasks!at! the! same! time.!Based!on! insights! from!NDM!ree
search! and! psychology,! however,! frontline! commanders!
are!recommended!to!focus!on!one!aspect!of!the!incident!














tional! measures! against! the! workers! involved! (e.g.! suspension,! reducing! payment,!
etc.).!!
!
In!the! literature!on! incident!command!and!control,! it! is!commonly!noted!that! fronte









In! the! current! scientific! literature! on! incident! command!
and! control,! the! significant! role! of! senior! management!




line! workers! in! the! response! phase)! seems! to! be! overe














the! functioning!of! Incident!Command!Systems! (ICS)!during!crisis!situations.! ICS! is!an!
organizational! structure! that! is! supposed! to! ensure! an! effective! intere! and! intrae
organizational! response!by! temporarily!centralizing! the!authority! to!direct!members!
of! multiple! independent! organizations! (Bigley! &! Robert,! 2001;! Buck! et! al.! 2006;!
Moynihan,!2009).!In!the!Netherlands,!the!ICS!has!three!levels!of!command:!an!operae
tional! level! at! the! incident! site! (COPI),! a! tactical! level! (ROT)! and! a! strategic! level!
(BT/RBT).! Incident!Command!Systems!assume!that! (a)!centralized,! topedown!coordie
nation! (referred! to! as! centralized! coordination)! of! frontline! workers! is! needed! to!
achieve!smooth!cooperation!at! the! frontline!and! that! (b)! frontline!commanders!can!
bring!this!topedown!coordination!into!effect!(see!Groenendaal!et!al.!2013!for!a!thore




This! section! presents! an! alternative! approach! to! centralized! coordination! in! which!
taskeadjustment! naturally! emerges! from! the! task! at! hand! when! frontline! workers!
follow!a!few!simple!rules.!In!addition,!two!managerial!intervention!strategies!already!








cate! the!mechanisms!underlying! the!emergence,! regulation!and!control!of! social! ine
sects.! Grasse! discovered! that! the! activities! of! social! insects! were! coordinated! and!







ronment,!which!was! termed! stigmergy! (March!&!Onof,! 2008).! Theraulaz! and! Bonae
beau!(1999:!111)!described!the!basic!principle!of!stigmergy!more!simply!as!‘Traces+left+











return! to!a! randomized!search! for! food,!and! the! trail!evaporates! (Valckenaers!et!al.!
2006).!!
!
Valckenaers! et! al.! (2006)! identified! three!distinguishing! characteristics! of! stigmergy.!
First,!patterns!of!selfeorganization!are!generated!without!the!need!for!direct!commue
nication!between!organizational!members,!which!is!significant!because!poor!commue
nication! between! frontline! responders! is! almost! inevitable! in! emergency! situations.!
Second,!the!environment!shields!the!decision!maker!from!the!complexity!of!the!envie
ronment! because! global! information! is! locally! available! and! a! complete! operational!
‘picture’! is! not! required! before! units! can! perform! a! task.! Finally,! the! information! is!
accurate!because!its!lifetime!is!limited!and!refreshed!only!as!long!as!it!remains!valid,!
which! allows! the! recognitioneprimed! decisionemaking! behavior! of! emergency! ree
sponders!to!be!efficient!and!effective.!
!




ings! that! had!previously! been! searched! for! victims.! By!using! a! simple! rule! (‘when+a+
sign+is+painted+on+the+door,+I+will+take+the+next+one’),!emergency!responders!were!able!
to!search!buildings!effectively!and!efficiently!without!any!central!supervision.! In!this!
example,! coordination! followed! from! the! task! itself! rather! than! from! emergency!




cedure! independently! in! the! Fireworks! disaster.! Berlin!&!Carlstrom! (2008)! provided!
another!example!of!stigmergy!by!describing!how!various!‘signals’!initially!placed!in!the!
environment! influenced! the! decisions!made! by! frontline! responders:! ‘The+ choice+ of+
points+of+entry,+command+centre+location,+and+vehicle+positions+in+relation+to+the+ob;
ject+ of+ the+ accident+ became+precedent+ during+ the+ rest+ of+work’! (Berlin!&!Carlstrom,!
2008:!180).!
9.3.2.!TWO!MANAGERIAL!INTERVENTION!STRATEGIES!FOR!FRONTLINE!COMMANDERS!
Stigmergy! is! based! on! the! recognition! of! locally! available! information,! which! may!
occasionally! lead! to! poor! decision! outcomes! (Leonard! &! Howitt,! 2010).! Based! on!
NDM,! two! specific! situations! can! be! described.! First,! experienced! decision! makers!
operating!under! time!pressure!base! their!decisions!on!the!rapid! recognition!of! local!
environmental!cues,!which!might!lead!to!decisions!that!are!optimal!at!the!micro!level!
but! suboptimal! at! a!macro! level.! For! instance,! different! firefighting! teams!who! use!





quire! alternative! interventions.! For! instance,! in! the! wildfire! situation! described! in!
Weick!(2001),!it!would!have!been!better!to!violate!the!standard!operating!procedure!
of! carrying!equipment!at! all! times!by!dropping! the!equipment!and! fleeing! from! the!
fire.!
!
For! these! two! specific! situations,!direct! and! indirect!managerial! intervention! stratee
gies! that! draw!on!NDM!may!be!more! applied!by! frontline! commanders! in! practice.!
However,!these!strategies!cannot!be!applied!often!or!in!every!situation.!Furthermore,!
as!these!strategies!are!not!broadly!applied!in!current!practice,!empirical!investigation!
is! necessitated! to! examine! the! effectiveness! and! application! possibilities.! ! The! first!
strategy!provides!direct!control! through!a!simple!decision! rule! taught! to!emergency!
responders!prior!to!an!event!requiring!immediate!evacuation,!with!a!simple!outcome!
for! the! decision! rule.! For! instance,! a! specific! whistle! signal! can! be! associated! with!
immediate!danger!and!a!complete!drawback!of!all! field!units.!Although!everyone! in!
the!response!network!would!be!able!to!use!this!signal,!it!should!rarely!be!used!due!to!











Eschede! train! collision,! which! led! to! 101! deaths! and! 103! injuries! (Hüls! &! Oestern,!
1999).!On!June!3,!1998,!a!highespeed!train!traveling!at!200!kilometers!per!hour!collide
ed!with!a!bridge!and!caused!it!to!collapse.!As!a!result,!the!train!broke!into!two!pieces.!





nication! systems,! the! incident! commander! was! unable! to! inform! the! arriving! units!
about!the!two!accident!sites!(Köbl!1999;!Lange!1999).!However,!based!on!the!expece










Two! new! managerial! intervention! strategies! are! dee







Contrary! to! the! common!opinion!of!most! crisis!managee
ment! scholars! and! practitioners! (see! for! a! review!
Groenendaal! et! al.! 2013),! this! thesis! argues! that! it! is!









ers.! However,! by! using! various! research!methods! it! seems! possible! to! get! a! better!
understanding! of! the! effects! of! frontline! command! to! frontline! operations.! In! addie
tion,!this!thesis!demonstrates!that!frontline!command!is!a!scientific!and!societal!relee
vant! subject! of! research.! Therefore,! further! investigation! is! desired! to! uncover! the!
effects!of!frontline!command!to!frontline!operations.!This!research!should!include!the!
following!steps:!
1. To!examine! the!performance!of! frontline!operations!with! and!without! frontline!






posed! that! the! interplay! between! task! characteristics,! frontline! commanders’!
characteristics!and!frontline!workers!characteristics!determines!the!performance!
of!frontline!operations.!!!
2. The! analytical! framework! should!be!used! to! examine! frontline!operations! in! an!
experimental! condition! in!which! frontline!workers!perform! their! tasks!with! and!












ies!within! frontline! organizations! in!which! different! variations! of! frontline! come
mand! are! tested.! In! the! case! of! major! criminal! investigation,! for! instance,! this!
could!be!conducting!a!pilot!in!which!only!one!CCT!member!supervises!the!Operae
tional!Core!Team.!The!analytical! framework! can!be!used! to! compare! the!differe




first! district,! the!battalion! chief! responds! to! all! incidents.! In! the! second!district,!
the!battalion!chief!only!responds!to!largeescale!or!complex!incidents!(current!site
uation).! In! the! third! district,! no! battalion! chief! is! responding! at! all.! Admittedly,!
conducting!this!kind!of!pilots!will!not!be!easy!since!frontline!organizations!need!to!
cooperate!and!the!response!of!battalion!chiefs!to!incidents!is!rooted!in!law.!!













interesting!questions:! to!what! extent! does! the! experience!of! frontline! commanders!
with! a! certain! type! of! incident! affect! how! they! interpret! the! DeCeM! aspects! of!
FADCM?!To!what!extent!can!FADCM!aspects!be!taught?!!
!
FADCM+ aspects+ in+ relation+ to+ characteristics+ of+ frontline+ workers.! Some! interesting!
questions:! Do! experienced! and! less! experienced! frontline!workers! require! different!
styles!of!communication?!Or!more!generally,!does!the!degree!of!experience!relate!to!
the!way!frontline!workers!need!to!be!commanded!during! incidents?!To!what!extent!
















major! criminal! investigation! and! the! response!organization!of! the! fire! service,! come
parative!research! is!desired.!The!following!questions!deserve!further!attention:!Why!
does! the!concept!of! frontline!command!works!differently! in!organizations?!To!what!
extent!is!the!concept!of!a!frontline!commander!applicable!to!other!(frontline)!organie
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tioneren! van! frontlijnorganisaties,! zoals! sociale! diensten,! jeugdzorginstellingen! en!
politie.!Kenmerkend!aan!deze!organisaties!is!dat!(a)!frontlijnwerkers!in!direct!contact!
staan! met! cliënten! en! andere! burgers,! (b)! de! primaire! taken! doorgaans! buiten! de!
organisatie!worden!uitgevoerd! in! (c)!een! steeds!wisselende!omgeving!en! (d)!de!prie
maire! taken!moeilijk! vooraf! te!plannen! zijn.! In! frontlijnorganisaties! voeren! frontlijne











sturing! van! frontlijnwerkers! door! frontlijnleidinggevenden!wordt! frontlijnsturing! gee
noemd.! Frontlijnsturing! kan! meer! precies! gedefinieerd! worden! als! het! nemen! van!









dat! zich! bezighoudt! met! grootschalige! opsporing! en! commandovoering! binnen! de!
repressieve! brandweerorganisatie.! De! doelstelling! van! het! proefschrift! is! tweeledig.!
Aangezien! er! nog! zeer! weinig! wetenschappelijk! bekend! is! over! frontlijnsturing! en!
commandovoering,!probeert!dit!proefschrift!een!eerste!beeld!te!geven!van!de!effectie
viteit! van! frontlijnleidinggevenden! en! commandovoerders.! Daarnaast! wil! dit! proefe
schrift!een!bijdrage! leveren!aan!de!kwaliteit!van!het! toekomstig!onderzoek!door! ine
zicht!te!geven!in!de!mate!waarin!en!wijze!waarop!frontlijnsturing!en!commandovoee
ring,! zowel! in!een!experimentele!als!natuurlijke!omgeving,!onderzocht! kunnen!wore
den! en! wat! de! kracht! en! beperkingen! van! verschillende! onderzoeksmethoden! zijn.!















In! de! bestuurskundige! literatuur! over! frontlijnorganisaties! neemt! het! werk! van!Mie





op! concrete! gevallen! wordt! toegepast.! Street;level+ bureaucrats! hebben! hierbij! veel!
vrijheid,!omdat!de!afstand!tot!leidinggevenden!van!de!organisatie!over!het!algemeen!
vrij!groot!is.!Managers!zijn!normaal!gesproken!namelijk!niet!bij!de!uitvoering!van!het!
werk! op! straat! aanwezig.! Bovendien! zijn! de! kaders!waarbinnen! street;level+ bureau;






De! afgelopen! jaren! is! in! de! bestuurskundige! literatuur! toenemende! belangstelling!
zichtbaar!voor!het!management!van!frontlijnwerkers!en!in!het!bijzonder!de!vraag!hoe!
managers! in!frontlijnorganisaties!op!afstand!het!frontlijnwerk!(kunnen)!beïnvloeden.!
Dit! noemen!we! frontlijnmanagement!op!afstand.!Over!de! twee!andere! vormen!van!
frontlijnmanagement! is!veel!minder!wetenschappelijk!bekend:!de!directe!aansturing!
van!frontlijnwerkers!door!frontlijnleidinggevenden!onder!normale!tijdsdruk!(frontlijne








instrumenten! onderzocht,! zoals! prestatiesturing,! training! van! frontlijnwerkers,! ethie
sche! richtlijnen,!meer! interactie! tussen!managers! en! frontlijnwerkers! en! het! implee
menteren! van! sanctiebeleid.!De!meeste! literatuur! is! gebaseerd!op! vragenlijstondere








In! de!wetenschappelijke! literatuur! is! redelijk! veel! aandacht! besteed! aan! de! directe!
aansturing! van! uitvoerende! medewerkers! binnen! ‘normale’! organisaties,! maar! niet!
binnen!specifiek!frontlijnorganisaties.!Hartman!en!Tops,!die!het!begrip!frontlijnsturing!
op! de! Nederlandse! bestuurskundige! kaart! hebben! gezet,! hanteren! een! andere! en!
meer! bredere! invulling! van! het! begrip.! Zij! stellen! dat! bij! frontlijnsturing! de! frontlijn!
centraal! staat! bij! de! inrichting! en! aansturing! van! frontlijnwerk,! in! tegenstelling! tot!
beleidssturing!waarbij!het!opgelegde!beleid!het!vertrekpunt!vormt.!Specifiek!voor!de!
literatuur!over!de!grootschalige!opsporing!geldt!dat!tot!op!heden!de!nodige!aandacht!
besteed! is! aan! besluitvorming! door! forensisch! onderzoekerse! en! leidinggevenden! in!


















wanneer! de! situatie! hiertoe! aanleiding! geeft! en! er! voldoende! tijd! is,! zullen! leidinge!
gevenden!de!tijd!nemen!om!de!gevolgen!van!de!beslissing!te!overdenken!alvorens!ze!






analysee! en! beoordelingskader! ontbreekt! op! basis! waarvan! het! optreden! van! come
!!
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welke! verschillende! stappen! frontlijnsturing! (en! commandovoering)!bestaat.!Het! cye
clische! model! bestaat! uit! de,! in! militaire! wetenschappen! bekende,! stappen!!
Factfinding! (het! zoeken! naar! informatie),! Analyseren! (het! analyseren! van! het! proe
bleem),!Besluitvorming!(het!nemen!van!beslissingen),!Communicatie!(het!formuleren!
en!communiceren!van!opdrachten)!en!Monitoring! (het! toezien!op!de!uitvoering!van!















onduidelijk! is!nog!hoe!deze!zich!manifesteren! in!het!onderzoek!naar! frontlijnsturing!
en!commandovoering.!!
!
In! het! algemeen! wordt! vaak! aanbevolen! om! triangulatie! van! onderzoeksmethoden!
toe!te!passen.!Dit!houdt!in!dat!verschillende!(kwalitatieve!en/of!kwantitatieve)!ondere
zoeksmethoden!worden!gebruikt! in!een!onderzoek!naar!hetzelfde! fenomeen.!Triane
gulatie! kan! leiden! tot! drie! verschillende! uitkomsten:! convergentie! (resultaten! van!
verkregen! door! verschillende! onderzoeksmethoden! leiden! tot! dezelfde! conclusies),!
complementariteit! (resultaten! van! verschillende! onderzoeksmethoden! zijn! complee
mentair! aan! elkaar)! en! divergentie! (resultaten! van! verschillende! onderzoeksmethoe
den! conflicteren!met! elkaar).! In! het! geval! de! bevindingen! van! verschillende! ondere
zoeksmethoden!divergeren,!zijn!er!mogelijk!methodologische!omissies!geslopen!in!de!




Om!de! geschiktheid! van! verschillende! onderzoeksmethoden! in! beeld! te! brengen,! is!
een! analysekader! gemaakt! waarmee! de! methodologische! kwaliteit! van! de! ondere
zoeksbevindingen!beoordeeld! kunnen!worden.!Het! analysekader! bestaat! uit! de! vole
!!
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gende! criteria:! externe! betrouwbaarheid! (de! mate! waarin! de! studie! door! anderen!
herhaald! kan!worden),! interne!betrouwbaarheid! (de!mate!waarin!onderzoekers! van!




de! resultaten! geldig! zijn! buiten! de! onderzochte! onderzoekspopulatie),! ecologische!
validiteit!(de!mate!waarin!de!bevindingen!verkregen!in!de!onderzoekomgeving!geldig!





Om!meer! inzicht! te!krijgen! in! frontlijnsturing!en!commandovoering! in!het!algemeen!










































H3:!Forensische!besluitvorming!coördinatoren! X! X! ! ! !
H4:!Besluitvorming!Vaste!kernleidinggevenden!
TGO!
X! X! X! ! !
H5:!Ethisch!leiderschap!Officieren!van!Dienst!(OvD)! ! ! ! X! !
H6:!Commandovoering!OvD!in!oefenpraktijk! ! ! X! X! X!




































































X! X! ! ! ! !
H4:!Besluitvorming!Vaste!kernleiding]
gevenden!TGO!
X! X! ! ! ! !
H5:!Ethisch!leiderschap!Officieren!van!
Dienst!(OvD)!
X! ! X! ! ! !
H6:!Commandovoering!OvD!in!oefen]
praktijk!
X! ! ! X! ! X!
H7:!Commandovoering!OvD!in!echte!
praktijk!










besluitvormingsproces.! Het! experimentele! onderzoek! bestond! uit! een! serious! game!
die! op!basis! van! een! literatuuronderzoek! en! interviews!was! ontwikkeld.!De!deelnee
mers!aan!de!serious!game!werden!verdeeld!in!twee!groepen!(groep!A!en!B)!en!moese
ten! de! beschikbare! onderzoekscapaciteit! (in! procenten)! verdelen! over! drie! verschile
lende!casus.!Op!enkele!aspecten!verschilden!de!drie!casus!tussen!groep!A!en!B:!in!de!
ene! versie! van!de! casus!was! een!NDM!mechanisme! verwerkt! en! in! de! andere!niet.!
Hierdoor! kon! het! effect! van! het!mechanisme!worden! vastgesteld.! In! totaal! hebben!!











een! literatuuronderzoek! en! interviews.! Als! basis! voor! de! serious! game! diende! het!
onderzoeksmateriaal!uit!een!bestaand!TGOeonderzoek.!De!serious!game!bestond!uit!
drie! ronden.! Tussen! iedere! ronde!moesten! de! VKLeteams! aangeven!welke! taken! zij!
gingen!uitvoeren!en!de!beschikbare!onderzoekscapaciteit!over!deze! taken!verdelen.!
Afhankelijk! van! de! uitgezette! taken! kregen! de! teams! nieuwe! informatie.! Per! ronde!
zijn!de!gehanteerde!vuistregels,!hypotheses!en!scenario’s!van!de!teams!bijgehouden.!
Gekeken!is!op!welke!wijze!de!teams!zijn!omgegaan!met!de!uit!de!literatuur!bekende!




Het! doel! van! dit! onderzoek!was! om! te! achterhalen! in! hoeverre! ethisch! leiderschap!
van! Officieren! van! Dienst! (OvD)! kan! helpen! om! averechts! werkgedrag! binnen! de!
brandweer!te!beperken.!Het!onderzoek!bestond!uit!een!vragenlijstonderzoek!waarin!
aan! bevelvoerders! van! één! brandweerkorps! gevraagd! is! om! aan! te! geven! in! welke!
mate! zij! averechts!werkgedrag!vertonen,! in!hoeverre! zij! vinden!dat!een!gemiddelde!
OvD!een!prototypisch!ploeglid! is!en! in!hoeverre! zij! vinden!dat!een!gemiddelde!OvD!
ethisch!leiderschap!vertoont.!In!totaal!hebben!61!van!de!97!bevelvoerders!de!vragene






Het! doel! van! dit! onderzoek! was! om! te! achterhalen! welke! bijdrage! OvDs! van! de!
brandweer!leveren!aan!de!veiligheid!en!effectiviteit!van!de!incidentbestrijding!in!een!
oefenomgeving.! Het! onderzoek! bestond! uit! een! analyse! van! videobeelden! gemaakt!
door! een! camera!op!de!helm! van!OvDs! tijdens! grootschalige!oefeningen!met! nagee
noeg! hetzelfde! oefenscenario.! Daarnaast! zijn! de! oefeningen! geobserveerd! en! zijn!











door! een! camera!op!de!helm!of! schouder! van!OvDs! tijdens! echte! incidenten.!Daare
naast!is!participatief!onderzoek!uitgevoerd!en!zijn!OvDs!geïnterviewd.!Gekeken!is!wat!
voor!besluiten!OvDs!genomen!hebben,!hoe!zij!deze!besluiten! tot!uitvoering!hebben!










Factfinding! Tijdens! het! experiment! is! een! nieuw! NDMemechanisme! ontdekt,!
informatiezucht! genaamd.!Mogelijk! vanuit! de! aanname! dat! toeval!
niet!waarschijnlijk! is,!gaan!de!coördinatoren!er!vanuit!dat!de! (toee
vallige)!aanwezigheid!van!veel!informatie!over!iets!ook!daadwerkee
lijk! relevant! is,! ongeacht! de! relevantie! van! de! initiële! informatie.!
Het!gevolg! tijdens!het!experiment!was!dat!de! leidinggevenden!gee
neigd!waren!om!hier!extra!opsporingscapaciteit!op!in!te!zetten.!!!!
Analyse! Al! langer! bekende! NDMemechanismen! blijken! tijdens! het! experie




wijl! het! onderzoeksmateriaal! identiek! is.! Ten! tweede! blijkt! dat! de!
context!waarin!forensisch!bewijs!gevonden!wordt,!invloed!heeft!op!
de! analyse! van! het! bewijsmateriaal.! In! het! experiment!werd! door!















optimaal! is,! is! nader! participatief! onderzoek! gewenst.! Op! basis! van! dit! onderzoek!
wordt! in! ieder! geval! geconcludeerd! dat! serious! games! een! geschikt! instrument! zijn!









tiele! dader! gegeven! wordt,! VKLeteams! niet! snel! geneigd! zijn! om!
onderzoekscapaciteit!te!besteden!aan!die!persoon.!!!!!





het! onderzoek! onderkend! is;! (b)! besluitvorming! door! VKLeteams!
over!de!inzet!van!onderzoeksmiddelen!zonder!bewuste!analyse!en!
voornamelijk!op!basis!van!herkenning! lijkt! te!gebeuren;! (c)!de!bee
slissing!over!wie!het!gedaan!heeft! lang!wordt!uitgesteld!door!VKLe













noodzaak! om! besluitvorming! te! trainen! met! behulp! van! een! serious! game! invloed!
heeft!op!hun!beoordeling!van!de!realiteitsgehalte!van!de!game.!!
Triangulatie! van! de! bevindingen! van! verschillende! onderzoeksmethoden! leidt! tot!
convergentie.! Uit! het! spelen! van! de! serious! game! kwam!naar! voren! dat! VKLeteams!
vatbaar! zijn! voor! enkele! uit! de! NDMeliteratuur! besluitvormingsmechanismen,! maar!
niet!tunnelvisie.!Deze!bevinding!komt!overeen!met!de!interviews!waaruit!blijkt!dat!de!
teams! geen! voorbeelden! kunnen! noemen! waarin! ze! te! maken! hebben! gehad! met!
tunnelvisie.!!





om! de! volledige!werkelijkheid! na! te! bootsen!maar! slechts! enkele! cruciale! aspecten!
daarvan.!Een!bevinding!is!in!ieder!geval!dat!alleen!de!perceptie!van!de!participanten!
geen!goede!graadmeter!is!om!de!ecologische!validiteit!van!de!serious!game!te!kunnen!
beoordelen.!Alles!overziend! leidt! dit! tot! de! conclusie!dat! een! serious! game!een!gee







Communicatie! In! de! leiderschapsliteratuur! wordt! verondersteld! dat! ethisch! leie
derschap! (gedefinieerd! als! het! vertonen! van! zichtbaar! voorbeelde




gedrag)! kan! helpen! om! de! mate! van! averechts! werkgedrag! in!
(frontlijn)organisaties! te! beperken.! Uit! het! vragenlijstonderzoek!




wil! zeggen! afwijkend! van!wat! de! ploeg! wil)! ingesleten! groepsgee
drag!ter!sprake!willen!stellen.!Aangezien!de!meerwaarde!van!fronte
lijnleidinggevenden! is! dat! zij! in! bepaalde! omstandigheden! beslise
singen!durven!te!nemen!die!afwijken!van!de!groep!(anders!heb!je!





prototypische! beslissingen! door! OvDs! belangrijk! is,! omdat! bevele
voerders! zelf! aangeven! dat! zij! in! hun! ogen! ‘onethische’! beslissine
gen!van!OvDs!niet!zondermeer!zullen!uitvoeren.!!!
Methodologische!bevindingen!
Bevelvoerders! en!OvDs! vonden! het! onderwerp! van! het! onderzoek! nuttig,!maar! om!
verschillende! redenen.! Bevelvoerders! vonden! het! prettig! dat! ze! eens! hun! verhaal!
konden!doen!over!het!in!sommige!gevallen!‘onethische’!gedrag!van!OvDs.!OvDs!vone
den! het! onderwerp! interessant! omdat! ze!wel! benieuwd!waren! of! ze! hun! stuurvere
mogen! kunnen! vergroten! wanneer! ze! meer! investeren! in! individuele! relaties! met!
ondergeschikten.!!
Triangulatie! van! de! bevindingen! van! verschillende! onderzoeksmethoden! leidt! tot!
divergentie.! In!het!vragenlijstonderzoek!rapporteerden!bevelvoerders!dat!zij!nauwee














vragenlijst! over! averechts! werkgedrag! niet! naar! eer! en! geweten! hebben! ingevuld:!
zowel! het! bagatelliseren! als! het! uitvergroten! van! averechts! werkgedrag! lijkt! waare
schijnlijk.!!!Om!beter!inzicht!te!krijgen!in!averechts!werkgedrag!in!het!algemeen!en!het!
verschil! tussen! de! zelfrapportage! van! bevelvoerders! en! ervaringen! van!OvDs! in! het!
bijzonder,! is! (aanvullend)! participatief! onderzoek! nodig! waarin! specifiek! aandacht!
besteed!wordt!aan!contextuele!factoren!(waarom!vinden!bevelvoerders!een!bepaalde!
beslissing! van!OvDs! in! de! ene! situatie!wel! ethisch! en! in! een! andere! situatie! niet?),!
persoonsfactoren!(waarom!wordt!een!bepaalde!beslissing!van!de!ene!leidinggevende!
wel! geaccepteerd!en!van!een!andere!niet?)!en! culturele! factoren! (waarom!vindt!de!
ene! groep! een! bepaalde! beslissing! ethisch! en! een! andere! groep! een! beslissing! one
ethisch?).! De! conclusie! is! daarmee! dat! het! uitvoeren! van! een! vragenlijstonderzoek!
alleen!niet!geschikt!is!om!ingewikkelde!en!biasgevoelige!onderwerpen!zoals!averechts!









taakomgeving! en! 6! vragen! over! de! incidentbestrijding.! Het!
aantal! vragen! zegt! overigens! niets! over! de! kwaliteit! van! de!
vragen:! in! veel! gevallen! zijn! de! vragen! abstract! en! multie





met! als! doel! om!de! taken! over! de! beschikbare! eenheden! te!
kunnen! verdelen.! De! geïnterviewde! OvDs! geven! aan! dat! ze!









Besluitvorming! Het! overgrote! deel! van! de! kritieke! beslissingen! is! genomen!
door! bevelvoerders.! In! alle! onderzochte! nulmetingen! is! een!
aantal!beslissingen!die!betrekking!had!op!de!veiligheid!van!het!
optreden! niet! genomen! door! OvDs.! OvDs! geven! nauwelijks!
opdrachten! die! afwijken! van! beslissingen! die! al! eerder! door!
bevelvoerders!genomen!zijn.!!!!
Communicatie! Uit! de! helmcamerabeelden! blijkt! dat! de! OvDs! gemiddeld! 17!
opdrachten!hebben!gegeven.!De!meeste!opdrachten!hebben!
betrekking!op!het! toewijzen!van! taken!aan!bevelvoerders.! In!
bijna!alle!gevallen!voldoen!de!opdrachten!niet!aan!de!vereise
ten! uit! de! theorie! over! een! goed! geformuleerde! opdracht!
(geadresseerd,!specifiek!en!gemotiveerd).!!
Monitoring! Uit!de!helmcamerabeelden!blijkt!dat!gemiddeld!4!opdrachten!




















gedrag!dat! zij! tijdens! incidenten!vertonen.!Dit! suggereert!dat!OvDs!dus!niet!bewust!
ander!gedrag!vertonen!omdat!hun!optreden!geregistreerd!wordt.!Observaties!gaven!
de!mogelijkheid!om!het!handelen!van!bevelvoerders!te!bekijken!op!het!moment!dat!





triangulatie! van! onderzoeksmethoden! noodzakelijk! is! om! volledig! inzicht! te! kunnen!
krijgen! in! de! bijdrage! die!OvDs! leveren! aan! de! veiligheid! en! efficiëntie! van! de! incie
dentbestrijding.!
Een! beperking! van! het! doen! van! onderzoek! in! een! oefenomgeving! is! de! beperkte!
ecologische! validiteit.! De! feedback! uit! een! oefenomgeving! komt! niet! altijd! overeen!
met! de! praktijk.! Tijdens! interviews! gaven! bevelvoerders! aan! dat! zij! opdrachten! van!













bevelvoerders! op! de! achtergrond! aan! het! doen! zijn.! Ten! tweede! is! inhoudelijke!
brandweerkennis! noodzakelijk! om!de!beelden!op!een!adequate!wijze! te! kunnen! ine
terpreteren.!Ten!derde!kan!met!behulp!van!helmcamera’s!alleen!dát!onderzocht!wore
den!wat!hoore!en!zichtbaar!is!op!de!beelden:!wat!de!OvD!daadwerkelijk!waarneemt,!










Factfinding! Uit! de! helmcamerabeelden! blijkt! dat! de! onderzochte! OvDs!
voornamelijk! reactief! reageerden!op! informatie!uit!de!omgee
ving! (81%)! en! nauwelijks! proactief! op! zoek! zijn! gegaan! naar!
relevante!informatie.!!
Analyse! De!helmcamerabeelden! laten! zien!dat! in!de!meeste!gevallen!
OvDs! vrijwel! direct! na! het! krijgen! of! vinden! van! informatie!
een!beslissing!namen.!Dit!suggereert!besluitvorming!op!basis!
van! herkenning! in! tegenstelling! tot! besluitvorming! op! basis!
van!een!bewuste!afweging.!!
Besluitvorming! Uit! de! helmcamerabeelden! blijkt! dat! gemiddeld! 1! opdracht!
per! onderzocht! incident! gegeven! is.! 71%! van! de! opdrachten!
heeft!betrekking!op!de! incidentbestrijding!en!29%!op!de!veie
ligheid.!Het!merendeel!van!de!opdrachten!is!gegeven!bij!drie!
grotere! incidenten.! In! de! meeste! onderzochte! incidenten!
hebben! de! OvDs! geen! expliciete! opdrachten! gegeven.! De!
onderzochte!OvDs!geven!nauwelijks!opdrachten!die!afwijken!






of! de! gecommuniceerde! opdracht! door! de! bevelvoerder! is!
begrepen.! In! het!merendeel! van! de! gevallen! (57%)! is! de! gee
communiceerde! opdracht! niet! gemonitord! door! de! ondere
zochte! OvDs.! Van! alle! gecommuniceerde! opdrachten! is! 21%!
niet! uitgevoerd! zoals! opgedragen! door! de! OvD.! Er! is! geen!









De! analyse! van! de! filmbeelden! leverde! bevindingen! op! die! in! lijn! zijn!met! het! zeer!
beperkte!bestaande!onderzoek!naar! commandovoering.!Uit! de! interviews!bleek!dat!
OvDs! soms! een!perceptie! hebben!over! hun!optreden!die! niet! overeenkomt!met! de!
helmcamerabeelden.!Een!belangrijke!bevinding!is!dan!ook!dat!enkel!het! interviewen!
van!OvDs!niet!afdoende!lijkt!te!zijn!om!een!gedegen!inzicht!te!krijgen!van!commandoe
voering! in! de! echte! praktijk.! De! participatieve! observatie! van! enkele!OvDs! geeft! de!













Frontlijnsturing! en! commandovoering! zijn! tot! op! heden!nog!maar! zeer! beperkt!wee
tenschappelijk! onderzocht.! Dit! proefschrift! probeert! een! eerste! inzicht! te! geven! in!




is! de! directe! aansturing! van! frontlijnwerkers! door! frontlijnleidinggevenden.! Meer!
precies!is!frontlijnsturing!in!dit!proefschrift!gedefinieerd!als!het!nemen!van!beslissine
gen!door!leidinggevenden!die!zelf!ook!in!de!frontlijn!staan!(frontlijnleidinggevenden)!
en! die! deze! beslissingen! door! frontlijnwerkers! moeten! laten! uitvoeren.! Frontlijne
sturing! onder! hoge! tijdsdruk! wordt! commandovoering! genoemd.! Op! basis! van! de!



















mentele! onderzoeken! vooral! gehandeld! hebben! op! basis! van! ine
formatie!die!zij! (toevallig)!vinden.!Vinden!ze!veel! informatie!over!
iets!dan! zoeken! ze!hierop!verder,!ongeacht!de! relevantie!van!de!
initiële! informatie.! Als! er! weinig! informatie! wordt! aangeboden!





genomen! in! de! verschillende! experimentele! onderzoeken! dat!
frontlijnleidinggevenden! uit! zichzelf! op! zoek! zijn! gegaan! naar! ine
formatie! zonder! dat! de! omgeving! hiertoe! aanleiding! gaf.! Uit! de!
experimentele! onderzoeken! blijkt! bovendien! dat! frontlijnleidinge
gevenden!vaak!blind!varen!op!de!informatie!van!frontlijnwerkers.!
Zij! lijken!zich!niet!altijd!bewust!van!de!unieke!mogelijkheden!die!







kels! kent! waar! frontlijnleidinggevenden! menen! op! te! moeten!














gen.! Echter,! in! de! gevallen! dat! frontlijnwerkers! de! situatie! vere
keerd! beoordelen,! moeten! frontlijnleidinggevenden! dit! kunnen!
herkennen! en! corrigeren.! Hiertoe!moeten! ze! op! zoek! gaan! naar!
informatie!die!frontlijnwerkers!geneigd!zijn!over!het!hoofd!te!zien.!










De! experimentele! onderzoeken! geven! de! indruk! dat! de! analyse!
van! informatie!door!frontlijnleidinggevenden! in!de!meeste!gevale
len!vrij!onbewust!plaatsvindt,!dus!zonder!dat!overwegingen!explie










van! beslissen! vaak! leidt! tot! bevredigende! resultaten.! Daarnaast!








de! kans! groot!dat! aangeleerde! vuistregels! onterecht!of! verkeerd!
worden! toegepast.! Frontlijnleidinggevenden! kunnen! bovendien!
vaak!pas!het! verschil!maken!wanneer! zij! in! tegenstelling! tot!hun!
!!
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frontlijnwerkers! een! meer! analytische! besluitvormingsmodus!








De! overall! bevindingen! suggereren! dat! frontlijnleidinggevenden!
het! lastig! lijken! te! vinden! om! fundamentele! beslissingen! te! nee
men.!Uit!de!experimentele!onderzoeken!blijkt!dat!in!het!geval!van!
de! grootschalige! opsporing! de! besluitvorming! over! potentiële!
daders! lang!wordt!opgerekt!met!als!doel!om!tunnelvisie! te!voore
komen.!Binnen!de!onderzochte!brandweerpraktijk!is!zichtbaar!dat!
de! meeste! beslissingen! door! frontlijnwerkers! (bevelvoerders! en!
manschappen)!genomen!worden.!Daarnaast!blijkt!dat!frontlijnleie
dinggevenden! nauwelijks! opdrachten! geven! die! afwijken! van! al!
eerder!genomen!beslissingen!door! frontlijnwerkers.!Bij!de!groote
schalige! opsporing! lijkt! hetzelfde! zichtbaar:! wanneer! frontlijnleie
dinggevenden!veel!informatie!krijgen!over!iets,!lijken!zij!het!moeie
































gende!wijze! uitgevoerd! (lijken! te)! worden.! Dit! impliceert! dat! de!
wijze!waarop!opdrachten!uitgevoerd!worden!in!de!meeste!gevale
len!meer!afhankelijk!is!van!de!kennis!en!ervaring!van!frontlijnwere
kers! dan! van! de! sturing! door! frontlijnleidinggevenden.! Hierbij!
spelen! twee! problemen.! Enerzijds! lijken! frontlijnwerkers! onvole
doende!te!beseffen!dat!frontlijnleidinggevenden!hen!kunnen!hele
pen! door! in! sommige! gevallen! beslissingen! te! nemen! die! zij! als!
‘onethisch’! beschouwen.! Anderzijds! lijken! frontlijnleidinggevene







Hierdoor! zijn! frontlijnwerkers! in! staat!om!zonder!het! krijgen!van!
heldere!opdrachten!toch!bevredigende!beslissingen!te!nemen!die!
aansluiten! bij! de! doelstelling! van! de! frontlijnleidinggevende.! Een!





In! uitzonderingsgevallen! geldt! dat! een! gebrekkig! geformuleerde!








Uit! de! onderzoeken! blijkt! dat! het!merendeel! van! de! opdrachten!
niet!wordt!gemonitord.!Echter,!uit!de!onderzoeken!blijkt!dat!het!
soms!wenselijk!is!dat!frontlijnleidinggevenden!de!handelingen!van!
frontlijnwerkers! bijsturen.! Opdrachten! worden! lang! niet! altijd!












dat! frontlijnleidinggevenden! in! het! algemeen! een! groot! vertroue
wen! hebben! in! de! taakvolwassenheid! van! frontlijnwerkers.! Gee






afwijken! van! de! dagelijkse! routine! van! frontlijnwerkers,! niet! of!
niet! naar! behoren! worden! uitgevoerd.! In! sommige! gevallen! kan!
dit! ervoor! zorgen! dat! het! incident! of! onderzoek! niet! effectief!
wordt!opgelost.!Of!erger,!het!leidt!tot!ongevallen!onder!het!eigen!
personeel.! Een! ander! probleem! van! het! niet!monitoren! van! ope










zoeksmethoden! te! combineren! kunnen! inhoudelijk! rijkere!en!methodologisch!hooge
waardigere! resultaten! verkregen!worden.! Serious! games,! (participatieve)! observatie!





oneren! van! frontlijnleidinggevenden.!Gebleken! is! namelijk! dat! frontlijnleidinggevene
den!soms!een!andere!perceptie!hebben!van!wat!er!is!gebeurd!dan!uit!de!helmcamee





databronnen!met! elkaar! te! vergelijken! en! verklaringen! van! frontlijnleidinggevenden!
en!frontlijnwerkers!met!elkaar!te!confronteren.!Specifiek!voor!vragenlijsten!geldt!dat!









aan! experimenten.! De! intensiteit,! kosten! en! medewerking! van! het! veld! verklaren!
mogelijk! waarom! er! nog! zeer! beperkt! onderzocht! verricht! is! naar! het! functioneren!
van!frontlijnleidinggevenden.!!
!
De! hoofdvraag! van! dit! proefschrift! was! ‘hoe! effectief! is! frontlijnsturing! binnen! de!
grootschalige!politiële!opsporing!en!commandovoering!binnen!de!repressieve!brande
weerorganisatie?’! Op! basis! van! de! drie! deelvragen! kan! de! hoofdvraag! als! volgt! bee
antwoord!worden.!
!





ties! geloven!en!daarmee!uitstralen.!Gebleken! is! namelijk! dat!de!besluitvorming! van!
frontlijnleidinggevenden! door! verschillende! mechanismen! beïnvloed! worden.! Deze!
mechanismen!kunnen!leiden!tot!suboptimale!beslissingen!met!als!mogelijk!gevolg!een!
inefficiënt!en! ineffectief! frontlijnoptreden.!Frontlijnleidinggevenden! lijken!bovendien!
niet!snel!geneigd!te!zijn!om!beslissingen!te!nemen!die!afwijken!van!beslissingen!die!
frontlijnwerkers! meestal! nemen.! Daarnaast! blijkt! dat! de! uitvoering! van! genomen!













Frontlijnleidinggevenden! blijken! zichzelf! vaak! niet! bewust! van! de! valkuilen! in! hun!
besluitvorming! en!de!wijze!waarop! zij! beslissingen! tot! uitvoering! proberen! te! brene
gen.!De!noodzaak!om!de!vijf!FABCMestappen!te!volgen!bij!het!geven!van!sturing!lijkt!
nog!onvoldoende!te!worden!onderkend.!Betere!opleiding!en!training!aan!de!hand!van!
NDMeinzichten!die! zijn! samengebracht! in!het! FABCMemodel! lijken!het!bewustzijn! in!









op! afwijkende!opdrachten! in! het! algemeen!of! een! ‘bemoeizuchtige’! frontlijnleidinge
gevende!in!het!bijzonder.!Er!lijkt!wel!draagvlak!te!bestaan!voor!frontlijnleidinggevene
den,!maar!alleen!wanneer!ze!beslissingen!nemen!die!het!frontlijnwerk! ‘in!hun!ogen’!
ten! goede! komen.! Frontlijnwerkers! hebben! niet! altijd! in! de! gaten! dat! dit! juist! kan!










Theoretisch!en! in!de!praktijk! zijn!er! voldoende! situaties! te!bedenken! respectievelijk!
waar! te! nemen! waarin! frontlijnleidinggevenden! het! verschil! kunnen! maken!
door!besluitvormingse!en!uitvoeringsvalkuilen!bij!henzelf!en!ondergeschikten! te!here
kennen! en! te! corrigeren.!Met! andere! woorden:!!de! frontlijn! functioneert! niet! altijd!
!!
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optimaal!en! frontlijnleidinggevenden! zouden! (maar!doen!dat!nu! slechts! in!beperkte!
mate)!een!gebrek!aan!kwaliteit!in!de!frontlijn!kunnen!compenseren.!
!




a)! investeren! in! frontlijnleidinggevenden! die! in! uitzonderlijke! situaties! het! verschil!
moeten!maken!of! zetten! ze!b)! in!op!een!verbetering!van!de!kennis!en!ervaring!van!


















den! zodat! frontlijnleidinggevenden! adequaat! kunnen! opereren.! Dit! betekent! niet!
alleen! het! zorgdragen! voor! een! intensief! opleidingse! en! trainingsprogramma! voor!
frontlijnleidinggevenden! (met! als! doel! om! de! formele! kennis! en! stuurvaardigheden!
van!frontlijnleidinggevenden!te!vergroten).!Het!vergt!ook!dat!frontlijnleidinggevenden!
een!ruim!mandaat!krijgen!om!tijdens!de!incidentbestrijding!of!het!grootschalig!ondere
zoek! beslissingen! te! nemen.! Senior! management! moet! deze! beslissingen! achteraf!
openlijk!steunen.!En!het!vergt!het!besef!dat!de!(koude)!organisatie!afgestemd!moet!
zijn!op!de!warme!(respons)!organisatie.!Dit!betekent!bijvoorbeeld!dat!frontlijnleidinge
gevenden! ook! tijdens! nieteincidenten! hiërarchisch!bovengeschikt! zijn! aan! de! fronte













De! volgende! aanbevelingen! hebben! specifiek! betrekking! op! de! repressieve! brande
weerorganisatie:!
e Selecteer! frontlijnleidinggevenden!die! zich!minder! snel! conformeren! aan!de! soe
ciale!normen!en!waarden!van!de!groep! (en!die!het!dus!niet!erg!vinden!om!niet!








De! bevindingen! van! dit! proefschrift! hebben! ook! een! specifieke! implicatie! voor! de!
organisatie!van!de!crisisbeheersing!in!westerse!landen!waaronder!Nederland.!Verone
dersteld!wordt!dat!het!mogelijk!is!om!in!de!acute!fase!van!crises!frontlijnwerkers!(en!
leidinggevenden!)! van! bovenaf! aan! te! sturen! door! middel! van! een! drielagen! come
mandovoeringmodel! (COPIeROTeBT).! Dit! proefschrift! maakt! duidelijk! dat! van! deze!
veronderstelling! niet! teveel! verwacht!mag!worden! tijdens! de! acute! fase! van! crises,!






Dit! proefschrift!maakt! duidelijk! dat! de! toevoegde!waarde! van! frontlijnleidinggevene





in! de! betekenis! van! frontlijnsturing! voor! frontlijnwerk! wetenschappelijk! en! maate
schappelijk! relevant! te! zijn.!De! vraag!wat!nu!precies!de! toegevoegde!waarde! is! van!
frontlijnleidinggevenden!voor!het!frontlijnwerk!verdient!daarom!nader!onderzoek.!!!
!
Om! deze! vraag! adequaat! te! kunnen! beantwoorden,! moeten! verschillende! stappen!
gezet!worden:!
1. Om!de!prestaties!van!de!frontlijn!mét!en!zonder!frontlijnleidinggevenden!te!kune
nen! beoordelen,!moet! ten! eerste! een! analysee! en! beoordelingskader! opgesteld!
worden.!Dit!kader!moet!inzicht!geven!in!de!volgende!aspecten:!de!prestaties!van!




2. Het! analysee! en! beoordelingskader! moet! getest! worden! in! een! experimentele!













aan! te! bevelen!om!pilots! uit! te! voeren!binnen! frontlijnorganisaties!waarbij! vere
schillende!varianten!van!frontlijnsturing!worden!getest.!In!het!geval!van!de!groote
schalige! opsporing! zou! dit! bijvoorbeeld! kunnen! betekenen! dat! in! een! regionale!
eenheid!een!pilot!wordt!uitgevoerd!waarbij!TGOewaardige!delicten!niet!door!een!













4. Bij! het! beoordelen! van! de! bevindingen! die! verkregen! zijn! met! het! analysee! en!
beoordelingskader! moet! rekening! gehouden! worden! met! de! mogelijke! lange!
termijn! effecten! van! frontlijnleidinggevenden.!Het! zou! bijvoorbeeld! kunnen! zijn!
dat! frontlijnwerkers! pas! beter! gaan! presteren! zonder! frontlijnleidinggevenden!
wanneer!zij!gewend!zijn!om!zonder!te!moeten!opereren.!Idealiter!moeten!de!exe
perimenten!daarom!over!een! langere!periode!worden!uitgevoerd!waarbij!meere






De! volgende! vragen! kunnen! behulpzaam! zijn! bij! het! analyseren! van! de! verkregen!
data:!
+
FABCM;aspecten+ in+ relatie+ tot+ kenmerken+ van+ frontlijnleidinggevenden.! In! hoeverre!
heeft! de! ervaring! van! frontlijnleidinggevenden!met! het! type! incident! invloed! op! de!
wijze! waarop! ze! invulling! geven! aan! de! BeCeMeaspecten! van! het! FABCMemodel?! In!
hoeverre!kunnen!FABCMeaspecten!aangeleerd!worden?!
!
FABCM;aspecten+ in+ relatie+ tot+ kenmerken+ van+ frontlijnwerkers.! Is! een! andere! wijze!
















Wanneer!beter! inzicht! is!verkregen! in!het! functioneren!en!de!effecten!van! frontlijne
sturing! binnen! de! grootschalige! opsporing! en! de! repressieve! brandweer,! is! vergelije
kend!onderzoek!gewenst!naar!de!verschillen!tussen!deze!en!andere!frontlijnorganisae
ties.!Waarom!werkt! het! concept! van! frontlijnsturing!wel! in! de! ene!maar! niet! in! de!
andere! organisatie?! In! welke! mate! is! er! frontlijnsturing! aanwezig! bij! bijvoorbeeld!
traumateams?!Hoe!vindt!frontlijnsturing!plaats!in!organisaties!die!werken!met!risicoe
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